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d Emily quickly, but Simon
ly, as though it were going to
a glad pain to see her face
in.
Jimon ' Emily gasped,
was then that he locked at
The result was an unfcrgei|e chock, scmething he was not
forget for the rest of his life.
heart which had pounded
iin him like a heavy hammer
n stone stepped short.
[feu are you, Emily?’’ he said
a. his voice stiange and' stiff,
ould this be Emily? This thin
ful looking creature before him.
woman with eyes like steel
a mouth that was lined and
atlrss?
Could this be the
•ly cf those lost years?
elfh fines* was branded upon
ry feature she pc.vesscd. This
a per cn of tireless greed. A
etucus nature was there in her
fcr the whole world to read,
•n her smilo to Simon could
hide it.
uddenly it told Simon many
Why this room was so
e of furniture, why the house
dde needed painting and wept
traight-har.ging blinds. Jim
le was in the petition he was
aus.e Emily had thought only
he: If. Extravagant, willful
illy who would have her way at
cost.
)dd that when you are young
ci.n't observe the faults cf
ise ycu love. Simon thought
ftlj
You leinembor certain
>.<• that a person might possess,
jeu tock ro apparent held cn

You overlooked them bcthe person was beautiful and
ir love fcr her blinded ycu to
r>tiling else.
description, so aptly built
that he had given Molly of
lily as he had remembered her!
w Molly must be laughing up
sleeve at him. WelL he could
blame her
lomehow. Simon knew not how.
»y get away. As a taxi drove
wife and himself to a rear
tel where tliey would pass the
tht. Simen vaguely remembered
it he had made seme excuse in
isr not to accept Emily's invltan to remain for dinner.
Before the taxi i cached the
tel M.lly asked gently, “Simon
■a don't think me curious, but
noticed before we came away
handed Jim Lane an envelope,
you don't want to tell in? what
in it. it's all right, you know.”
Simon turned toward her and
tied her arm. "Lock, darling, I
:ught Stcncville was a place
I had lost something. Now
tti .1 it’s a place where I was
ved from scmething That enjpe contained a check for ten
:u ard dollars—a very small
lount to bestow upon a guy who's
irty responsible for my success.
jure it cut for yourself! . . .
I Property of Charles Emery)
in
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But One Response

Hears Talks From Two of
its Members and Adds
Two New Ones
Addressing the Baptist Men's
League Thursday night Principal
Joseph E. Blaisdell took his listen
er-, back to the days when they
were learning their A. B. abs, and
then brought them back to the
present day for a glimpse of the
contrasting conditions represented
by the schools of the day.
In the happy manner which char
acterizes all of his talks, Principal
Blaudell interspersed several amus
ing anecdotes which emphasized his
points,
• New Schools for New Days” was
Mr Blaisdcll's topic. “Close your
eyes and see again the happy
scenes of your youth,” advised the
speaker, who recalled the woodburning stove, so suggestive of this
terrestrial sphere itself. Those who
sat closest to it were in the torrid
zone; those who sat midway in the
schoolroom were in the temperate
zone, while those who sat in the
rear of the room were in the frigid
zone.
Referring to "natural’” teachers,
Mr Blaisdell cited Miss Anna
Coughlin, former principal of Rock
land High School as one of the fin
est examples. “She left a greater
impression upon her pupils than
any other person who has ever
taught them,” the speaker declared
"Spare the rod and spoil tne
child” w#s the principle upon which
discipline was maintained in the
early days. Contrasting the old
readers with tlie present method of
primary instruction, Mr. Blaisdell
said the latter was one of the won
ders of the world. He told how he
had learned the number and all the
names of bones in the human body,
and that the only use he had ever
found for it was in the solution of
crossword puzzles.
"Remember the Indian chief
Kickapoo. and the Sagwas who used
to visit the localities at freqyent
interbals?" asked the speaker.
“The new schools are meant to
meet the needs of pupils whose
education stops when they leave
High School,” Mr. Blaisdell said.
"Many of the student leaders of to
day live ‘on the wrong side of the
track.'
"I venture to say that 60 percent
of the pupils 10 years hence will
come from the lower economic
groups." the speaker declared. “The
survival of democracy will be de
termined by the success of those
schools.”
Speaking in defense of modern

youth, Mr. Blaisdell said: “Many
persons look askance at the boys
and girls of today and wonder what
the younger generation is coming to.
I have no hesitation in saying that
the boys and girls of today ere as
fine as any that ever lived.”
He cited the case of 2600 pupils
who signed a questionnaire as to
their greatest problems. Ninetyeight percent declared that it was
"How can I make a living?” That
is the American youth of today.
Another great problem indicated

sant trips

entered as Second Clan Mall Mattel
By The Courtor-Gaastta, MS Mala SI

For Once Our People Have
Not Reacted to a Pa
triotic Appeal

Keryn ap Rice,
Chairman.
by the signers was, “How can I find
the right boy or the right girl, and
rear the right kind of a family?"
Mr. Blaisdell's concluding argu
ment in favor of the youth of today
was that “more young people can
be found who are willing to take
part in a religious service than ever
before.”
F. A. Winslow, the second speaker
told how Robert A. Webster and
he had found themselves in tne
midst of a mid-Winter storm on
the summit of Mt. Washington last
June 30, with ideal Summer condi
tions prevailing at the same moment
in the foothills.
At the request of Frank H. In
graham, chairman of the entertain
ment committee, Mr. Winslow sum
marized industrial conditions in
Knox County. He said that Rock
land was looking ahead to one of
the most prosperous eras in its his
tory, founded unfortunately upon
the exigencies of a worldwide strife
which threatens to engulf us at
any moment. In this connection
he mentioned the contract of Snow
Shipyards, Inc., selling for the con
struction of 10 mine-sweepers, cost
ing approximately one and onehalf million dollars; an airport
which will cost $690,000 at the start;
and the prospective selection of
Rockland as a naval base.
Ralph L. Wiggin and Paul Mer
riam were admitted to membership
in the Men's League. Past Presi
dent, Frank H. Ingraham, who is
slowly recovering at Knox Hospital,
was remembered.
President Brunberg, whose second
administration is having continued
success, announces that efforts were
being made to have Gov. Sumner
Sewall as the April speaker.
Subscribe to The Courler-Gaaette
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share in the prosperity occa and Stevens, East Boothbay, two,
sioned by the government’s huge $250,000; H. G. Marr, Damariscotta,
defense spending for ships fell two, $250,000; Snow Ship Building
Co.. Rockland, six, $750,000.
Thursday to eight small Maine
Mine Sweepers—IRice Brothers,
shipyards in the form of $5,100,000 Bast Boothbay, six, $2,000,000; and
Frank L. Semple, East Boothbay,
in contracts for 26 vessels.
Navy Department announcement three, $1,000-,000.
of the contracts, part of a $7,850,000
Meanwhile the Bath Iron Works
outlay for 45 ships came at a time Corporation was active on an
when southwestern Maine already i around-the-clock schedule on 26
was feverishly engaged in readying destroyers and four cargo carriers
fighting and mercantile craft for representing contracts approximat
the nation’s expanding sea might. ing $190,000,000.
At South Portland, construction
The Maine contracts announced
was rapidly advancing toward com
were:
For coastal mine sweepers—Bris pletion of a yard which is to build
tol Yacht Building Co., South Bris 30 cargo vessels for Great Britain
tol, three vessels, $350,000; Camden at a cost of nearly $50,000,000 and
Shipbuilding and Marine Railway, at the Portsmouth Navy Yard day
two, $250,000; Hodgdon Brothers, and night crews were busy con
East Boothbay, two, $250,000; Goudy structing submarines.
A

LEGION MARKS A MILESTONE
(By Theodore E. Perry)

When a telegram comes from Representative Margaret
Chase Smith it generally pertains to important legislation in
which her constituents are interested, and it generally con
tains good news. Such was the case with a wire received a
bit too late for publication in Thursday's paper, stating that
a W.P.A. project authorizing $332,500 for the construction of
an airport in Belfast had been approved. This fund would
permit construction of runways and safety strips, excavation
and filling, lighting installation and the building of a parking
lot and roadway from the nearest^ highway to the airport.
With airports in Rockland and (Belfast the two communities
should be able to make “flying visits” with each other.
MAMMOTH SEA FIGHTERS

A Washington announcement says that the Navy is plan
ning to build five battleships of 60.000 to 65,000 tons—the big
gest warcraft ever to sail the seas. To an untutored lands
man it is something of a problem how they would get through
the Panama Canal. But perhaps they would be permanently
located in Atlantic waters.
WAS ALMOST ALONE

(Press Herald)

A WAGE INCREASE

(New England Dairyman)
Predictions made in the columns of the Dairyman and
expressed by many other people that the defense program
will mean greater business activity here in New England and
higher wages for factory workers are coming true rapidly
these days.
The February issue of the New England News Letter, pub
lished by the New England Council, places the value of de
fense contracts let in New England up to January 15, 1941, as
$1,654,884,661. That amount of Federal defense expenditure
in New' England is a substantial load of fuel for New England’s
economic machine. And the increased business activity which
it causes is being translated into higher wages for industrial
workers. Higher wages are of particular interest to farmers
because they mean an increased ability on the part of city
workers to buy milk.
Boston papers of Friday. Miarch 7, printed stories of wage
increases in two industries. One story told of a 10 percent in
crease in wages for 50,000 New England woolen workers by
mid-May. The other told of an immediate increase of 5 per
cent in wages for heel makers working in Haverhill and Ames
bury factories. Wage increases for farmers do not come that
way. Farmers can get increased wages only by increased milk
prices. If they are to have economic equality with their city
brothers their milk price increase must come soon.

Mrs. Percy Dinsmore, president of Winslow-Holbrook Post Auxiliary,
as she cut the cake for the 22d birthday of the first Post of the American
Legion in the State. Left to right: Mrs. Albert Wallace of the Auxiliary,
who made the cake; Mrs. Dinsmore, and Albert Wallace, a-past commander
of the post and chairman of the birthday celebration committee.

—Photo by Cullen.

A rousing celebra
tion of its 22nd birth
day was staged Thurs
day night by Wins
low-Holbrook Post A.
L„ No. 1, with 80 Le
gionnaires participating. The fes
tivities started off with a charac
teristically delicious baked ham
supper served by Chairman Howard
Dunbar and the laches of the Aux
iliary and during the evening the
current of good fellowship becamo
so strong that even the electric
lights were temporarily dimmed
A highlight of the dinner was the
appearance of a handsome anniver
sary cake with its 22 gleaming
candles, gift of Mrs. Albert Wallace,
a special decoration for the past
commanders’ table. Music during
the supper and following festivities
was furnished by Frank Young's
Orchestra,
including
Comrade
Young, cornet; violin, Albert Marsh,
saxophone, Elmer Trask; drums,
Fred Harden with Prof. Lundell at
the piano. Among the Bertha Mc
Intosh solo numbers were “Wrap
Your Dreams In Red, White and
Blue,” with Mrs. Geneva Richard
son at the piano.
Ted Perry presented a high grade
entertainment led off by the versa
tile Proctor twins with guitars, vo
cals and a few clever dance steps
for good measure. Miss Bertha
McIntosh presented vocal solos and
trumpet solos were given by Frank
Young and Erlon Beal.
A multi-chaptered story of the
continued success of Winslow-Hol-
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Knox County Boys In Portland

Need Recreation Room Furniture

a booklet packed with facts about
this exciting plan. Mail it today

Past commanders quoted from pages
of successful Legion history

Chairs, Tables, Radios, Lamps, Games, Victrolas

without obligation.
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Rockland Loan & Building Ass’n.
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(By The Roving Reporter)

A postcard from Pawtucket, R. I.,
signed “E.C.T.” (which sounds to
me suspiciously like Edwin Clyde
Thomas) sends the following solu
tion to Iree Member’s milk problem:
Cans 8
5
3
3 5
0
3
2
3
6
2
0
6 0
2
15
2
1 4
3
4
4
0
And on their way rejoicing.

Reminiscent of other days is the
faded notice which C. M. Cook of
Tillson avenue handed me yester
day. It was dated May 3, 1886, and
announced that A. M. Austin and
J. M. Austin, surgeon dentists,
would open a branch office at War
ren Hotel, to be visited by the den
tists once every month.

wonder! Families whose incomes
may be no larger than yours are
planning to have their down pay
ments within 36 to 60 months, just
by saving as little es $10 monthly.
Would you like to know how soon
you, too, can become a home
owner? The coupon below brings

The Black Cat

$5,100,000, Awarded To Small Shipyards

MRS. SMITH'S TELEGRAMS

The seven billion dollar appropriation bill to implement
the Lease-Lend Act was passed, Wednesday, by the House,
with a vote of 336 to 56, a total of 391 votes out of a possible
of 430-odd. Those who voted for it comprised 232 Democrats
and 104 Republicans; those opposed to it included six Demo
crats, 45 Republicans and three Progressives, with one Ameri
can Labor party member on each side. Included in the op
position was Representative James C. Oliver of Maine.
That leaves Mr. Oliver in a rather lonely position. Here
is New England, for instance, with a total delegation in the
House of 29 members, and only three of them could be found
to oppose the measure. There is no reproach in the fact that
Maine’s Congressman in the First District stood so nearly
alone in this matter. No doubt it is something of merit that
he had the courage of his convictions. But it manifestly in
dicates that he and his five colleagues from what we call East
ern States are out of touch with prevailing sentiment and
are not really representative.

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. No. 35

Defense Contracts Which Amount To

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Through your valuable co-opera was The
established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
tion, several letters have been pub was established in 1855 and in 1801 changed its name to the Tribune. These
lished which call attention to the papers consolidated March 17, 1807.
Army’s need, for furniture. Our
Knox County boys in Portland
[EDITORIAL]
have appealed! to us for chairs,
tables, radios, games, lamps and
NATIONAL DEFENSE CONTRACTS
victrolas to furnish recreation
rooms in their barracks.
The imminence of a war in which the United States is more
As a result of the several urgent
than likely to be concerned finds a redeeming feature along
appeals of tire Red Cross to Rock
the Maine coast where many millions will be expended in the
land people for donations of spare
construction of ships to be used for this country’s defense
articles, the following people have
and to replace those which' England has lost through sub
responded':
marine warfare. The latest announcement is to the effect
Mrs. Mary L. Waldo. 37 Gleason
that mine sweepers costing $5,100,000 will be built in Maine’s
street, Thomaston.
smaller shipyards. Rockland’s good fortune in this respect
People of Rockland, please do
was told exclusively by The Courier-Gazette a week ago, and
not hesitate longer! Get in touch
it is gratifying to know that the Camden Shipyard is coming
with: Capt. K. A. Rice, chairman,
in for a goodly share of this “war prosperity.” The Bath Iron
Frederick Bird, committeeman, A.
Works Corporation has contracts amounting to $190,000,000,
E. Emith. committeeman, Mrs.
and the shipbuilding program at South Portland calls for new
Kenneth Spear, executive secretary
craft which will cost $50,000,000. It’s all good news from an
or any Red' Cross worker. Put your
industrial standpoint, even if it is going to be a bit tough
name and address on a piece of
on the taxpayers’ purse strings.
paper, and see that it reaches the
Red Cross office. We will pick up
your donation next Saturday, the

THREE CENTS A COPT
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brook Post was told by the large
group of Past commanders present
through the medium of brief
speeches recalling vividly the high
lights, headaches and comedy fea
tures of their respective terms. Carl
Moran was properly lead off man,
followed by Albert Peterson, Earl
J. Alden. Col. Basil H. Stinson,
Murray Whalen, Augustus Huntley
Lawrence Leach, Theodore E. Perry,
Albert Wallace, R Louis Cates,
Austin Brewer and the modest
present commander, Gilman Sea
bury glhQ presented the former
commanders. An interesting feature
in this section of the program

was the introduction by Past Com
mander Moran of the records of the
first meeting of the Post, held at
G A R. hall, May 9,. 1919 when the
late Walter H. Butler was elected
chairman and Joseph Robinson
secretary. Plans were also discussed
for the party and entertainment to
be held at Community Building the
last of April.
A generous check was received as
a special birthday gift from the
Auxiliary to be devoted to the gen
eral work of the post. The evening
concluded with motion pictures,
'Spinning Wheels” and “Birth of
the American Flag” presented by
George Scott of Belfast.

Boosting Crabmeat
Industry Started by Bar
ter of Stonington Seems

Likely to Spread

basing that belief on the past per
formances of the rookie pitchers
who are going to carry the team's
burden this season. And Harry
thinks the Bees are going to be
the surprise team in tlie National
League. If you don’t happen to
know this companionable citizen
from Swan’s Island then you have
missed the acquaintance of one
of the best posted baseball fans
on the Maine coast.
Jawbreaking Indian names for
Maine lakes, streams and moun
tains, include Mooselucmeguntlc,
Chenquasabanticook, Cobbossecontee, Chiputneticook, Mattamlscontis and Umbazooskus. How would
you like to take these over the
I phone when the person on the other
end Isn’t talking Into the trans
mitter?—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
How About Our Lake
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggchaubunagungamaugg?
—Boston Globe
Does that hyphen belong there?

Motorists who drive unhampered
over the Maine trunk lines almost
before a big storm has fairly
ceased, probably, do not realize
In a June Issue of The Courierthat it costs the State on an aver Gazette, published in 1897, appeared
age of $1,000,000 per year to keep this interesting local item:
the roads, plowed and sanded. But The stirring play “Daniel Boone,”
who is there to rise up and say it j was presented by Hall’s Comedy Co.
i in Capt. H. G Hall's barn, corner of
is not worth it?
| Middle street and Broadway. The
seating capacity of the auditorium
The farm population in 1940, ac was severely tested, there being 19
cording to the Census, was 30,151,- in the audience by actual count.
076, a decrease of about 6000 in 10 The admission price was 1 cent [no
war taxi. The cast of characters
years.
included Raymond Hall, Harold
Haskell,
Allie Jones , Tom Frye.
Among the odd occupations dis
Douglas
Fuller,
Sidney Bird, Ray
covered by census-takers during
mond
Bird,
John
Whitney and John
1940
were fishworm
rancher,
May.
Don Fuller was curtain
whistle-tester, ham-sniffer, and “hister.”
egg-breaker.
One year ago: Gov. Barrows was
Harry Johnson has returned to a guest of the Rockland Rotary
Swan’s Island, but not until he had Club and the Baptist Men’s League
assured some of the local baseball —Robert W Sprague died, aged 68
fans that they may expect big years.—A baby blizzard marked the
things from the Bees and the Red advent of Spring.—Mr. and Mrs.
Sox this season. He definitely A T Carroll of Rockport celebrated
places the Sox up near the top their golden wedding

A Vital Message
Dr. Clara Leach to Speak
of the Anti-Foreign
Movement in China
All are invited to attend a spe
cial service at the Littlefield Me
morial Baptist Church Monday
evening at 7.30, at which time Dr.
Clara Chase Leach of Kityang,
South China will be the speaker.
Dr. Leach will have a message of
vital interest due to the fact that
her work has been in the region of
the anti-foreign movement in
China. She has had many difficult
experiences caring for the refugees
and wounded after the city had
been bombed.
It was while she was a student
at Wellesley College that Dr Leach
became a student volunteer and
made definite plans for entering
the missionary service. After being
graduated from college she took
medical training, receiving her doc
tor’s degree from Temple Univer
sity. In 1916 she received her ap
pointment as missionary doctor to
the Bixby Memorial General Hos
pital at Kityang, where she has
been since that time with the ex
ception of two years when she was
at Swatow.
It is hoped that many will avail
themselves of this opportunity to
hear one who has been so courage
ously and untiringly striving to in
terpret the love of Christ to the
people of China.

Maine’s infant crabmeat canning
industry which got underway on a
fairly large scale at Stonington
last Summer should show a rapid
growth during the coming season
with a number of packers planning
to produce the product. According to
Commissioner Greenleaf crabmeat
packing plant* at Stonington, East
Machias, Friendship and Rockland
are expected to be in operation with
the total poduction greatly accel
erated.
For tlie first time Maine packed
crabmeat is now on sale in retail
markets throughout the eastern
part of the country and Greenleaf
said that this was made possible
through advertising and merchan
dising efforts of Maine Develop
ment Commission
In that crabs are found quite
generally all along the coast Green
leaf believes that the supply is suf
ficient to increase the pack many
times and predicts that this
new industry will add much to the
value of the fisheries.
The Maine Congressional dele
gation is endeavoring to get a duty
on foreign crabmeat and if this
goes through it should be very help
ful to Maine interests.
Greenleaf said that the Develop
ment Commission and his Depart
ment planned to boost the product
through several promotional plans
Register of Probate Charles L.
during the next few months.
Veazie who has been confined tc
his home in Rockport for some
James N. East of this city was weeks, reappeared at his office in
one of «he nine Colby College the Court House yesterday, getting
Seniors named Thursday for Phi the glad hand from his associates
Beta Kappa membership, highest in the county building and from
undergraduate scholastic honor on those who dropped in during his
the campus. Only five Maine boys stay.
Register Veazie’s health
were in thia coveted list.
shows decided improvement.

MAINE LAW OFFICERS

The Maine Law Officers Enforce
ment Association, reinforced by
sheriff's, constables and heads of
police departments met in Hallowell
Thursday, dining at the Worcester
House, and then compelled to hold
its sessions in the City Hall because

the attendance was so much larger
than had been estimated—totaling
225. Gov. Sewall, Henry P. Weaver,
head of the State Highway Police;
and the new adjutant general, Mr.
Carter were among the speakers.
Knox County was represented oy
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, who has
been vice president of the organi
zation since it was formed; State
Parole Officer E. Stewart Orbeton,
Deputy Sheriffs Granville N. Bach
elder of St. George and William H.
Robinson of Warren, and Patrolman
Carl A. Christofferson. Matters of
timely concern were discussed at
the business session and the social
features of the gathering made the
day a most satisfactory one for
those who attended.

Knox County Camera Club will
hold its regular meeting Tuesday
night at Nicholas’ Studio. A very
interesting program consisting of
"table tops” will be in line.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some mualc at
least once a week The lose ol then*
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
PRAYER FOR A GARDEN
O God. be gentle to this garden spot.
Here have I rested on a Summer day.
Drinking the wine of this forget-menot.
Breaking the bread that full-blown
roses lay
Before my hungry eyee; filling my ear
With bells of tulips ringing bright and
clear.
Here have I slept when night came to
each flower.
Wrapped In these shadows, pillowed at
my head
With velvet pansies through the dark's
blue hour;
Here have I dreamed, and I was com
forted.
O kindly Father, write upon Your
scroll:
This is a petaled tavern for the soul.
-Bv Daniel whitehead Kicky

himself to pretty word-pictures.
•Realize that your high school
course is preparation for a future
job. and you have a formula that
should spell success." Mr. Cctton
said—Roger Conant

The Courier-Gazette
.TIMKS-A-WEEK

The Lord shall preserve thee
from all evil: He shall preserve thy
soul—Psalm 121: 7.
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HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
Bv the Pupils

The Memory Man

HONORS FOR YOUTHFUL THESPIANS

Oar Grange Corner
Hope Orange meets today. dmi>»
to be served at neon. This Orar. »
will hold a whist party Monday at
the Orange hall, with prize
j
refreshments. The Orange Thimble
Club met Friday with Mr- Hi
Wentworth and sewed on Red Cn
dresses.

This Time “Iree” Recalls
Farwell Opera House
Orchestra and Dr. Richan

(by Iree Member)
I have been asked by several
Book Review
readers
“Why don't you write some
(By K. 8. F.)
u
thing about so and so. “ Please,
Scuth Montville Grance he
Lome Wind, Come Weather, by
please, g.ve me time." No one man
sociable March 14. Supper
Daphr.e Du Maurier, author of
cream and' a program was f
can possibly write of all the people
•Rebecca.’ Publishers, Doubleday.
joyed.
Proceeds will be u>
and happenings of interest during
Doran and Company. New York
toward
painting
the hail. Ano:;
I the past 60 years in and about
The spirit of ok! England still
sociable will be lield March 28 u
j Rockland and adjacent towns in
lives, says the famous author of
a quiz program as one of th- :
• Rebecca ". And the spirit of unity
!
or.e sketch—or 1000 sketches.
tures.
is more robust titan it has been
j
• 0 0 •
lor years. One cannot read this
| I have only one feeble mt men’
eye-opener of gallant thought
and a few fingers, plus an old type
Saint Gecrge Grange vl
which reveals the secret of steadi
writer bent with age. to work with,
Martinsville Grange Monday
ness and inner strength, without
conferred the third and fourth <
and am doing my best to cover the
feeling heart throbs of urge to
The cast of “The High Heart" which won the one-act play contest of grees. About 20 members from
subject matter of these memory
stand by the Britain in his effort
____
attended
Clam chow
sketches as fast as possible. If any the Large school group in Belfast Thursday night. The group will take George
for national defense in so united
part in the State contest April 12, at Bowdoin College, the next objective *
Mive.(|
reader wishes me to write on some the New England contest, which will be held late in April in South Portland.
and high hearted strength of pur
pose for world deliverance from
subject of especial interest to him Front row, left to right: Reger Conant, Ruth Seabury. Nancy Howard,
selfishness and greed that threat
High School student librarians
and the general public, just send Christy Adams. Ba« k row: James Economy, Walter Butler. Robert ( hisA Grange officers’ conference ?
—Photo by Cullen.
ens many jx-oples
in our memory jogging data and holm. Also in the group, and not in the picture, are Jack Mood and be held tonight at 8 o'clock
Tills small volume Is a sheaf of
! Harrison How.
I will see what I can do.
' Goodwill Grange Hall, South W.rFront row. left to right, Louise are respons.ble for charging books,
short tales of experiences by hu
Just at the moment I want to re- ; '
helping
other
students
with
ref

' ren, for masters, lecturers, secre
Harden,
June
Chatto
(head
li

man suffeers in lifes “round of
call to your mind ’he Farwell Opera , After holding that G until my lungs Cj—p RnXlTTP SIlOW
taries and chairmen of home
days ’. With hearts opened by cir brarian), Miss Jeannette Stahl, erence work and performing other
House Orchestra, which, I believe, | called frantically for air I made a 1 1,1C UUA “& M
i fare committees of the Grange
cumstances and deeper sense of faculty advisor, Lucille Connon duties of a librarian.
was one of the best Rockland ever stab for that high F and to my surRecords show that an average
worth. Each sketch is full of (secretary). Ruth Witham; back
Knox County. These officers of
had
and enjoyed. D. W. Clark, prise and great relief I made it.
Last Nicjht’s Bouts At
thoughtful examination of human row, Marie Winchenbaugh. Paul of 32 students a day have made
i State Grange will be present; F
violin, was leader. Mr. Clark came
Frem then on things went
aims of life to find what selfish ine Carroll, Jeanette Saunders, use of the library for reference
Park Street Arena Had
Ardine Rchardscn. master; Hart.here from seme place outside smoothly and Mrs. Copping said “I
ness lacks for individual satisfac Elaine Ames, Helmi Lehto, Naomi work, and that many others have
M. Stewart, lecturer; Mrs. Nel
the Fans On Edge
Maine. I never did know just think you made more of that “hold
tion; and each sketch shows Rackliff. Members not in picture. borrowed books for pleasure dur
Hascall of Auburn, secretary;
clearly Ocd's purpose and the
where, but he told me that he, at G” than mast players would have
One of the best fight shows ever Mrs. Fostena Howes of Pitt :,
ing the day and for a short period
greater advantage of following this Mary Lamb and Lillian Savage.
one
time, lived in California and done.” If I “made'’ anything of seen in this city was put cn last
when
the
library
is
open
after
These
12
Senior
girLs
have
chairman of the home welfare i nbetter way than the disease of
from what I gathered he belonged that G it was not to be compared night at the Paik street Arena,
served
as
student
librarians
lor
.
school.
Many
improvements
have
mittee. *
unhappiness, and superficial bar
to the Musicians’ Union in that to what that G made of me!
• • • •
before a good sized crowd of
riers; showing these are the times this year, and part cf last year. ‘ been made in the library- this year.
State He was a musical soul and *i Chester was there, listening,
that |, pleaded fans. The main event was
Having
been
placed
in
charge
of
J
and
others
are
planned
for
the
of greater testing of self.
Owl’s Head Grange will pr.
a good violinist. Was also a piano night, too. Something happened so bvtween Billy Lancas.er of Port
Everyone should read “Come the library for one period, they future.
*
this
program Monday night: Son
that
he
didn
’
t
have
to
leave
town
tuner. A quiet, afable gentleman
land, and Al Buck of Lisbon FalLs,
Wind, Come Weather" and digest
"America
the Beautiful," m< tu
as
he
had
expected.
land a crack billiard player]
its deep power cf appeal to a high
and ended in a draw. The first
Road instruction for the driving , was rendered by Beverly Glendenbers;
recitation.
“Tlie Town <
Musicians,
like
other
people
have
|
I
think
Mrs.
Tbrook
Crass
Senior High assembly next Tues
er life and help for those who course taken by seniors has start- | ning;
round saw both boys driving hard Don’t Yo* Worry'.” by S ster M
reading,
“
The
Helpful
their
bad
moments.
That
was
one
pianist.
Dr.
F
E
Follett
cornet.
day w-ill be a Roman play given by
need, and we all need moral re
punches and each round there- Cassidy; discussion, “What are t!
ed under State Officer Harry Guest,’’ Mary’ Lou Duff; song. Mai- tlie Sophomore Latin class, which Harry N. Walker, trombone. Ches for me.
armament—K. S. F.
after was- a repitition of the first, Opportunities for the Youth in I...
Thompson, with an automobile colm Shapiro; dance. Vena Del- will depict many events in the life ter Rackliff clarinet, Bill Marston
hard hitting and plenty of fast Grange?” duet. “Whispering Hcpprovided by C. W. Hopkins Inc. monico. Morris Perry and William
string bass. I believe W F. Tibbetts
fighting. Lancaster had a slight
Greek Word for Racetrack Tlie group includes Kenneth Ames. Rogers were in charge of the cur- of the average Roman citizen, be
With
The
Granges
by Sister MacPhail ar.d Myron
Ing shown, to an American boy, was flutist. This was a well bal
edge
in the thud round, but all Young; latest news, C W.lir.
Means ‘Fixing’ in U. S. Arthur Brewer. Madeline Hurd, tain.
Anson Olds, who has traveled back anced, smooth going orchestra, com
Success in controlling vegetable other rounds were considered even.
• * * •
piano solo, Sister M Kndwito:..
The Greeks had a word for a race Lucy Thompson, Grace Blethen
over 2000 years to witness them. posed of some of the best perlortn- diseases in home gardens depends
The
sem.-final
was
five
rounds
Doris
Gatti.
Ruth
Hammond.
At
a
Senior
class
meeting
Tuesclasing
.song. member- Janette
track, but it took American ingenuAll costumes have been made by ers who ever played in Rockland largely on selection of disease-reity to change the Greek meaning to Douglas Small, Fred Collins, Ebba day. Roger Conant was chosen to members of the class tinder the Later it furnished music for dances, sistant varieties, says a new publi- between Eddie Barry of Portland Beverage, lecturer
and Young Jack of Augusta, sub
• • • •
"fixing’' a race or contest, accord- Kalloch. Dorothy Maddocks, Bar- deliver the class histoy, Priscilla
direction of Barbara Lamb and and, later still was known as Mars cation of the United States De stituting for K. O. Brierly. out of
ing to the University of Chicago ^ara Robinson, Irving McConchie. Brazier the class will, Ruth Seaton’s Orchestra.
Nice, popular partment of Agriculture, which wili
Megunticook Grange of Camden
Violette Gerrish.
Press’ new American dictionary. LuciUe Melvin.Geraldine Norton. 1 bury and James
Moulaison the
help gardeners in selecting strains the ring with an injured hand.
«
•
*
•
drive.
will
hold a card party toniglr
Hippodrome is derived from the _
,, . „
,
.
The first round opened with
Greek words ’"hippos” (horse), and
Haroen. Carl Kalloch; Con- class prophecies. and Christy
•Doc" Richan was a popuular and varieties offered by dealers.
The Junior High Dramatic Club
Work was accomplished on two
■‘dromos” (course), but as early as stance Newbegin, Jeanette Saun- Adams the address to undergradu program, Friday morning, was singer in those days, and one night. ' Rust, which at one time threatened plenty’ of punches exchanged, with quilts w'hen the Sewing Circle of
asparagus
growing,
is
of
minor
im

Yeung Jack holding the upper
1868, the American Dictionary ders, Pauline Carroll, Helmi Lehto, ates. The class gifts, given at the given over to a presentation of at cne of the R M B plays staged
portance today, thanks to rust-re hand.
The second round was this Grange met Wednesday. Mr.
shows, it had come to signify a con- Marguerite Mahoney, Shirlene Mc picnic, will be presented by Mar some cf the numbers which were in Farwell Opera House, he sang
sisting
varieties,
of
which
Mary
1
1
abcut
even,
but at the end cf the ! and Mrs charle5 ^rd had charge
test with a prearranged result.
Kinney, Ernest Harrington, Joe guerite Mahoney and George Ellis. entries in the “Georgia Mae" ama a song titled “In the Valley where Washington is the most
popula.
thjjd
j
ack
had
Barry against the °*
supper which followed The
In 1875 a Chicago Tribune writer Sylvestri. Leland Willey, and Rus
teur contest Friday night. George the Blue Birds Sing.” with telling Varieties of lettuce resistant to both ropes when the bell rang. The I folIowin8 program in observance of
commented, “The ninth game be sell Williamson. — Charlotte Gil
“Citrus Fruits," a sound movie Berliawsky and Dennis Trask were effect. “Doc was temperamental. , brown blight and downy mildew
j St. Patrick's Day was presented
tween the Chicagos and Philadelphi christ
in
technicolor, was shown at Tues in charge of the program and an and always sang his songs as he have been developed. Tlie Colum- fou.th round saw Barry come during the Lecturer’s hour und
ans was a disgraceful, hippodruming
• • • •
day's Senior High assembly. It nounced tlie following numbers: felt them. Time and tempo were bia No. 1 variety of lettuce appears back strong, ar.d he had no trouble
affair.”
the direction of Mrs. Harold Nash
Tlie Outing Club holds a food pictured the many processes which Reading, Walter Flint; solo, “You secondary and the words and mean- resistant to tip-burn, classed as onp in taking the rcund. and the fifth
Another American-made word,
Concert reading of “Wearing ol th ■
probably more popular today be- sale this afternoon at Senter the orange passes through from Walked By,” Elizabeth Robishaw, ing were brought to the front.; of the serious diseases of lettuce round was about even. Young
Green"; roll call, men respondii;;
cause of last winter’s forecasts of Crane’s, witli Ritchie Linnell as the tree to tlie market, including accompanied by Sandra Hallowell; When his interpretation called for 1 Cantaloupe No. 45. a fine quality. Jack won a judge’s decision.
to
“the kinds, care and raising of
resists
one
form
of
powdery
mildew
The top prelim was a draw be
the weakness of the blitzkrieg, is chairman, and Pauline Beal. Lois the picking, washing, sorting, piano solo, “Ramona," Pauline a retard, an accelerando or a tenute
which attacks, melons, cucumbers tween Al Wooster and Lester hogs;" women answering to "the
’’hindsight,” which originally was Lindsey. Barbara Wood, and Made marking, packing and shipping.
Gustin; piano solo, Elywn Hick he employed them freely. His song 1 and related plants. Leaflet No. 203
simply the rear sight on a gun.
lyn McConchie as salesgirls. The The many appetizing ways in man; solo, “I Hear A Rhapsody," that night “laid them in the isles," relating to disease resisting varieties Staples of Fort Leavitt, both boys part of the pork which I prefer for
First use of the word, referring
soliciting was in charge of Mary which oranges and lemons could Jean Rokes. accompanied by Al as the show folks say, and D. W of vegetables for the home garden giving a good account of them eating;" reading, "History of St.
to “the edges of the hind sight” of
.
Kathleen
Blackman. be served left the audience long bert Havener; solo, “It All Comes Clark, with all his admitted skill i may be secured free by addressing selves. The second prelim had a Patrick" Mary Nash; game. "A
a firearm, was in 1843; more than i Hamsc.e.1,
Green Contest" in charge of Mr
50 years later a writer asserted: Ebba Kalloch. Connie Newbegin, ing. almost groaning for a sample Back to Me Now," Ernest Munro, and experience, had a job on his the Office of Information, United little extra excitement. when Mabel Whyte, prize to Mrs. Mary
Charlie
Wooster
of
Fort
Leavitt
Proceeds of the tempting dishes shown. accompanied by Albert Havener; hands to '‘follow" Doc. He told me States Department of Agriculture
"The Indians can’t shoot nohow. and Maxine Cheyr.e.
They don't savvy a hind sight.” will be used to buy emblems for Eleanor Tracy was in charge of
won in tlie fourth round on a i Nash; contest. Who's Who, coaWashington. D. C
'Funny Faces,” Bruce Gamage; so himself, but he did a fine job.
• • • ♦
Through this period the word also members of the club.—Maxine
technical over Slasher Porter. The | ducted by Lucia Hopkins, prLz?s
Ia my memory sketch anent the
devotions.
—
Robert
Chisholm
solo,
‘
Tin
Back
In
the
Saddle
w'as part of $ familiar phrase for
The Census Bureau places the boys went through the ropes, and won by Mae Young and Bessie Rob
• • • •
Chcyne
Again." Richard Gamage: “Ma “Syndicate dances’ I mentioned
atriklng or demolishing.
center of population of the United Porter was unable to continue. In inson; stunt in charge of H H
Helen Crockett, past graduate, dame Cheesie.'’ Vina Delmonico, only the names of a few of the States
First use of ’'hindsight” as oppo
at Washington, Indiana. 33, the first preUm Joe Wa;ker of BeI. Nash, “Chasing the Pigs to Marke
members
which
came
easily
to
Troop
203
played
two
games
of
has a stenographic pasition in the accompanied by Sandra Hallowell;
site to "foresight” was in 1866. C.
miles
south
of Linton, the 1930 cen- fast WQn Qn a kncckoul ovpr „
those taking part. Gertrude Water
II. Smith wrote. "But then you know basketball Saturday, winning both office of City Clerk Keene.
sketch, George Berliawsky, Vance mind. I believe it would be Cf ter. The southward rather than
t
man,
Mae Young. Nathan' Hopkins,
a man's foresight ain’t as good as games. In the morning they played
Norton, and Dennis Trask.—Joanne much interest to all of the readers westward movement of population j akir.ner of Fort Leavitt, in the
if H. A. Howard, Bert Thorndike or must be regarded as a distinct third of a scheduled four-rounder. and Herbert Gould, Mrs. Young
his hind sight.”
the Basketeers. with a score of 20At the regular meeting of the Herne, secretary pro tern.
"Gumption” is another American 16 and in the afternoon with Troop Stamp Club, in Junior High,
some
other former member wouid change.
Tlie management lias premised and Mr. Gould were the winner
• • • •
invention, meaning either shrewd 2C4, with a a score of 23-17.—Rich
give
us
a
complete
list
of
the
names
another good p;egram next week, i The hall and dining room were
Helen Mitchell, Jeanette Saun
Thursday morning was presented
ness or initiative. In 1831 H. J. Finn
of
tiie
members.
It is estimated that there are and if it is as interesting as last (
decorated in keeping with
in Mrs. Grafton's room: Play, ders, and Ruth Goldberg of the
wrote, in the American Comic An ard Simmons • « • •
Iree
Member
was
very
much
in
more
than
4.500,030
colonies
of
be°s
night's
shew,
the
fans
have
somePatricks
Day.
Senior
shorthand
class.
have
“
Teaching
the
Teachers,
’
read
by
nual:
Louise Harden of the Senior Gerald Bradley; song, “So You're passed their 100-word Gregg Tran evidence the night we serenaded in the United States, producing thing in store.
“Your sturgeons (sic) never reHOBBIES
the newly married couple at the 163,000,00 to 215.000.000 pounds of
dooc’d a fracture by the rules of el shorthand class and Helmi Lehto the One,’’ Jeannette Gardner; play, scription test this week.
(For The Courter-Oa/ette 1
honey
a
year
Northend.
Will
I
be
out
of
order
if
bow grease and gumption.”
• * * •
of the office practice class assisted "Turning the Tables," read by
• • • •
i Blt“s my stars! I must came forth
The Atlantic Club-Book, In 1834, Principal Blaisdell in the office
Allston
E.
Smith
has announced I say that the initials of the groom
ADDING
With -ome written tiogge.-.-l
Barbara
Kester;
“
Mr.
Dash
Goes
Included the sentence: “D’ye think this week.
On tlie big discussion
Live stock was trucked to the
chanced to be ’ E.L.C.?" Good time?
MACHINE
these
boys
and
girls
to
take
part
Shopping," Muriel Adams; song, “I
Of hobb es that tre "swell"
I'm a fellow of no more gumption
RENTALS
It was. We all expected to see Lou Chicago stockyards from 17 states
; Maybe a button, book or ntubic,
Give You My Word," Malcolm in the semi-finals of the Sopho
than that?”
A coin, a lamp or stamp,
Hovey explode. He ate so many- in 1943. The average haul was
SI.50 Week
M.sses Curry and Leomans, prac
A shaving mug or cowbell
Shapiro. A stamp hunt followed, more Prize Speaking Contest, the
about
120
miles.
Farmers
sent
byCaused "collector's cramp"
£5.00 Month
sandwiches that night, well we
tice teachers, returned to Bates
with Gerald Bradley as the win first week of April* Billee Aylward.
truck to the yards 1.029.965 head of,
thought
he
would
burst
open.
]
But
you tell that man or woman
College
Thursday,
to
resume
their
ROCKLAND
TYPEWRITER
CO.
Blackman,
Cynthia
Eating Fish Keeps Body
ner. Tlie program committee for Kathleen
cattle; 131.527 calves; 2.668.695 hogs; 71 Park St.,
Where he'll (ind a prize
Rockland
T»I.W7-W
Seems
to
me
Eddie
Cox
did
almost
studies, after spending four weeks
And presto, change no more pains,
294,922 sheep and 6.293 horses.
the next meeting will be Francis Brown. Josephine Buckminster,
Slim, Authority Declares at this school.
In search of pelf he hies.
become a band man. Clarinet, These shipments arrived in 170,073
Gwendolyn
Curtis.
Virginia
Faster.
It’s foolish and It's funny too
Gustin and Rose Evansky.—Pris
• • • •
Many people already know that
To what extremes folks go
Dorothy Goodnow, Dorothy Hav Eddie? Ho, hum These were tlie trucks, representing an increase of
When the hobby "bug" has bitten
fish helps keep one slim while main
Tlie junior business training cilla Clarke, secretary.
good
old
days.
niPK
’
^
ener,,
Vivian
Hussey,
Lucille
Swee

more
than
23
percent
over
the
pre

them.
• • • •
taining the body's strength. Now no groups had their classes in the li
They can't resist—I know.
Chester
Rackliff
was
a
fine
chap
vious
high
year.
ney.
Dorothy
Tibbetts.
Marjorie
Irving McConchie, Lena Cuc
For I have ridden a hobby horse
less an authority than Victor H. brary yesterday, in connection
WASTE DISPOSAL
Per years, both short and long—
cinello, and James Moulaison com Wiggln. Barbara Wood and Mary and played clarinet beautifully. An
I.indlahr, president of the National
It's foolish but I'm keeping it up
SERVICE
Mount Rubidoux
And going good and strong
Nutrition society, backs up that fact with the.r study of reference prise a committee to choase class Wooster, William Atwell, Charles orchestra, under the direction of
Clara Overlock
in his popular book, "Eat—and Re books, and were made familiar with colors for the Senior class, and Carr, Richard Calder, Robert Cof Lilian Copping, was engaged to
Mount Rubidoux rises abruptly
All Wa&te, Rubbish, Etc., Taken
Washington
tlie different types of books, and
play a concert in the Methodist from the Santa Ana valley at River Care Of. Prompt, Dependable
duce.”
fey,
David
Bicknell;
Stanley
Mc

Martha Seavey. Priscilla Brazier,
"Fish is an excellent food, just where they could be found in the
Church one Sunday night. Chester side, Calif. At the crest is a cross
Service. General Trucking.
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
and Eleanor Poster make up a Curdy, Anson Olds. Douglas Perry.
loaded with food minerals from the school library.
was to play the clarinet but for dedicated to the memory of Father
Robert
Powell,
Barrett
Jordan.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
PHONE
8841
committee
for
the
class
motto.
sea.” the author tells in his work.
Junipero Serra, the heroic Francis
• • • •
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes
Richard Simmons and Mlltcn some reason he was called out of can missionary to the Indians. A
• • * •
‘ We can set aside heavy-handed
of the City of Rockland, hereby give
A St. Patrick s Day program, ar- I
DICK’S SERVICE STATION
town
and
asked
me
to
play
the
job
Wooster.
At a special assembly Monday
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
feature of special interest connect
custom, too. and serve fish on other ranged by Mrs. Grafton was given
Main St., Corner Winter
for him. I told him I had no “low ed wyth this mountain is the impres
and other persons having Taxable Prop
days than Friday. Such a worthy
afternoon, the students had the
erty
within said City, to make and
Next To Strand Theatre
food deserves to be eaten more fre at the Junior High assembly Wed privilege of hearing Dana M. Cot
Growth of city population in the pitch" clarinet. He said I could sive Easter service held annually at
bring In to said Assessors true and per
nesday morning, with Dorothy Mc
fect lists of their polls and all their
quently.”
ton. State Director cf Vocational last decide was 7.9 percent com play his and I agreed to substitute sunrise.
estates, real and personal. In writing
A study of any good calorie table Caslin announcing this program: Guidance, who .spoke concerning par'd with 27.3 percent fn the dec for him, but with some misgivings
Including all property held In trust
as Guardian. Executor. Administrator.
reveals that fish, as a class, is low Irish song. Jeanne Rokes; "St. Pat
You
see
I
used
high
pitch
instru

ade
1929-30.
according
to
the
cen

Trustee or otherwise (except as la tv
in this factor which is considered rick.” Lucille Mack; guitar duet, the student after graduation. He
ments in my dance and band work
law exempt from taxation) which thev
the main reason for creating fat. the Proctor twins. Ruth and Otto; told of his own experiences as hut- sus.
were possessor of on the first day of
and the difference in the length of
April. 1941. and to be piepared to Mak
Yet, the Fishery Council reports, it
boy at an Appalachian Mt. hut,
play.
“
St.
Patrick
’
s
Day,"
with
Oath to the truth of the same
high
and
low
pitch
clarinets
is
con

has all the body building elements
where it was his duty to make the
And they are particularly requested
siderable and a high pitch played is
which keep one strong. This is Charles Robinson as "Mark Price." travelers comfortable and to in
to notify the Assessors of the nanu
of all persons of whom they ha\'
bound to experience some difficulty
due to the liberal amount of min Eleancr Libby as "May," and Mal struct them in their future climbs.
bought or to whom they have sold tax
eral, protein and vitamin matter in colm Shapiro as "James Willis;’’
if he changes abruptly from his ac
able property since the first day of
The
hut-beys
suggested
possible
April, ls-to
all fish and shellfish.
p.ano solo, George Morton; Irish
customed finger placement on a
And for the purpose of Receiving
trails,
then
left
it
to
the
hikers
Weight is not the only factor con song. Leverne Patterson.
high pitch to a longer “finger
said lists and making transfers of a :
themselves as to what course they
sidered in "Eat—and Reduce.” Slug
property bought or sold, the under
A play. ’’Good English Takes the
stretch on a low pitch instrument.
JUNIOR COLLEGE
signed wlll be in session at the Asse-gishness usually goes with over
would follow. Mr. Cotton pointed
sors' Room. No. 7. City Building, from
Stand.
’
was
given
with
this
cast:
I
was
very
busy
and
could
not
weight and here again fish is good
nine to twelve o'clock In the forenoon,
cut that this was the relationship
attend rehearsals—think I did get
and from two to five o'clock ic C •
insurance against such a condition "Judge." Jack Hatteson; “Mr. Jul between pupil and faculty—that
afternoon of each day.
time fcr a part time rehearsal—
It is light, is easily taken care of ian," Harlar.e Metcalf; “Brandon. ’
ANNOUNCES
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
by the ordinary digestive juices and Rcbert Philbrook: "Janie." Lela the final choice lies with the pupil.
and
when
I
took
my
place
in
the
or
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Junior Colloge courses in
The
first
step
in
choosing
a
vo

so is ideal for those who must keep Lynch; Mr. Good English. ’ Oliver
chestra
that
night
I
didn't
know
Special Notice to Executors. Ad
• Liberal Arts
cation should be the analyz.ng of
ministrators, Trustees or Ouartlans
active right after meals.
and
just what I was up against.
Williamson.
An accordian solo
• Business Adminlsfratien
ihe statute provides that you mu ’,
the student's capabilities.
Mr
• Two-year Secretarial
bring in to the Board of Assessor- a
We played a couple of selections
•
General
true
and perfect list of ail taxable
Cctton advised each to find what
and then Mrs. Copping gave cut a
property In your possession to date of
• Special
he does especially well, ar.d also
April 1. 1SM1. otherwise tt wlll be lax, :
number a bit more ambitious. I
This longr-est.iblished school now
as the statute provides, and any per
what he lacks skill in. The sec
No more soiled and finger-marked
offers two yean of college work in
den
t
remember
the
name
of
It
but
sonal examination of property by the
XX7ITH a Anonot loan of
addition to accredited preparatory
walls and woodwork when you paint
Assessors will not be considered as a
ond step is the cultivating of the
I do remember ,my experience play
courses. Classes begin September 15.
’ ’ $25 to $250 or more you’ll
waiver of neglect of any person in
with one of these fine enamels. For
Tbe Liberal Arts course (transfer
qualities
of
punctuality,
henesty,
bringing In true and perfect list »ing it. Tilings went along very well
have the cash to buy what you
privileges) admits men and women.
they’re washable. Either the full Gloss or
required by law
dependabil.ty. and good personal
For young men there hum excellent
want, where you want, and (till
and I was at ease until a cadenza
the
satiny
Semi-Gloss
will
bring,new
Any person who neglects to compT
Business Administration course, and
appearance; also writing a good
have the convenience of deferred
with this notice wlll be doomed to a
suddenly loomed before me. The
and lasting beauty to your walls and
for young women, a two-year secre
tax
according to the laws of the State
payments. Figure out how much
tarial course, popular in the p;ist.
letter of application.
woodwork.
orchestra became silent. My first
and be barred of the right to make ap
High standards, excellent work
you'll need—then write us today.
plication either to the Assessors or
To the students who planned to
under instructors of high ideals.
note was a “hold" G, first added
Room 210. Kresge Bide.
Water St
County Commissioners for any Abate
$3.05
Gal.
Only
91c
Qt.
Hnmatics. Outing Oub. Dorms.
Tel. 1155, Ail mixta, Me.
i further their education elsewhere,
space aDove the staff. I held that
ment of Taxes, unless such person off
Many sports, skiing, skating. Near
er* such list with hts applu tion at I
Augusta, and 85 miles.from Port
Small Loan Statute
Mr. Cotton spoke especially’ con
G
while
I
looked
over
what
fol

satisfies
the Assessors that he was un
land. Not for profit. Endowed, low
License N'o. 1. Charges
cerning high pressure agents, and
rates. Lor catalog write:
able to offer It at the time appointed.
3% on unpaid monthly
lowed. Horrors! It was a jump to
J. A. JAMESON CO.
A. J. BIRD. Chairman
EDWARD W. HINCKS, Preddeat
their empty promises. Fake cor
high F—not toe easy a jump on a
TYLER M COOMBS
B«J 54, Kents Hill, Maine
WUX18 I AYER
respondence courses are also an
strange instrument. I dreaded to 743 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 17
Aafrnsors of Rockland
example of a student entrusting
try it b”t there was no alternative.
Rockland, Maine. Mann l, lirti.

V

Mlss Brown’s room, in which
the Junior Nature Club, holds its
meetings, has a Springlike appear
ance. with potted jonquils on the
desk, and a variety of plants at
the windows, including geraniums
of all colors, pinks ivy, lobster
cactus, coleus, and a hanging
strawberry plant. The aquarium
is new utilized as a fernery, with
Christmas ferns ana fnoss; and if
one wishes a graceful, running
plant, just keep a sweet potato in
a glass of water! Beans, corn, and
squash are rooting in damp saw
dust, to be transplanted in soil
which John Brawn has brought
from Silsby’s. On the wall are
10 mounted pictures of wild flowers
taken from National Geographic.
• • • •
Mrs. Grafton has a beautiful
plant of the orange-red lily group,
known as fulgens. and Miss Hughes
has geraniums of all varieties.
• • • •
A moving picture. "The Plains
man,'’ was shown after school
Thursday, to pupils holding ac
tivity tickets. Gary Cooper played
the leading role as "Wild Bill" and
Jean Arthur played "Calamity
Jane." The story deaLs with the
courage of the early plainsman
in overcoming the uprisings of the
Indians and the stopping of smug
gling rifles to Indians on the war
path —Janet Shannon
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Every-Other-Day

?rang'.C”“r,„.

Grange meets today, dinner
kved at neon. This Grange
Id a whist party Monday at
>ange hall, with prizes and
tnents. The Grange Thimble
let Friday with Mrs. Helen
wth and .sewed on Red Crass

i Mcntville Grange held a
• March 14. Supper, ice
and a program was enProceeds will be used
painting the hall. Another
• will be held March 28 with
pregram as one of tlie fea-

Gecrge Grange visited
kville Grange Monday and
ed tlie third and fourth deAbout 20 members from St.
atten led. Clam chowder
tved.
• • • •
’ange officers’ conference will
d tonight at 8 o'clock at
ill Grange Hall, South WarIr masters, lecturers, sccremd chairmen of home welrnmittees of the Granges in
lounty. These officers of the
Orange will be present: F.
R < iiardscn. master; Hartley
>wart, lecturer; Mrs. Nellie
ol Auburn, secretary; ana
i*ostetia Howes of Pittsfield,
an of the home welfare com-

Head Grange will present
O' i.un Monday night: Song,
.a the Beautiful/’ tnemrecitaticn, “The Town of
Yo’ Wciry," by S .ster M.
liscusslon, “What are the
unities for tlie Youth in This
?" duet, “Whispering Hope,”
iter MacPhail and Myron
ateft news, C Willis;
ii. Sister M Kndwiton;
(tig. numbers Janette
lecturer.
• * ♦ •

inticock Grange of Camden
Did

«i

a

card

party

tonight.

accomplished on two

when tlie Sewing Circle of
range met Wednesday. Mr.
rs. Charles Lord had charge
supper which followed. The
fig program in observance of
trick's Day was presented
tlie Lecturer’s hour under
ection of Mrs Harold Nash.
reading of ■'Wearing of th?
; roll call, men responding
kinds, care and raising of
women answering to “the
the pork which I prefer for
reading.

History of St.

Mary Nash; game, “A
C ute,: ’ in charge of Mra.
Whyte, prize to Mrs. Mary
cc ntest, Who’s Who, conby Lucia Hopkins, prizes
Mae Young and Bessie Robst.unt in charge of H. H.

‘Chasing the Pigs to Market'’
aking part, Gertrude Waterdae Young. Nathan’ Hopkins,
lerbert Gould, Mrs. Young
fr Gould were the winners,
lull and dining room were
decorated in keeping with
Irick s Day.
HOBBIES

'or The Courler-Oa/ette |
ly stars! I muat come forth
oine written doggerel
big dlseuaalon
ibb es that are "swell",
a button, book or newbie,
n. a lamp or .statnn.
ing mug or cowbell
'collector’s cramp"
Ii tell that man or woman
he’ll find a prize
a
cii.inge no more pains,
»rch of pp'f he hies,
llsh and It’s funny too hut extremes folks go
hie hobby "bug" has bitten
leill
can t resists I know,
lave ridden a hobby horse
ears, both .shott and long—
ilsh but I'm keeping It up
going good and strong
Clara Overlock
ngton.

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
lutxc fibers. Assessors of Taxes,
City of Rockland, hereby give
o the Inhabitants of said City
er persons having Taxable Propthin said City, to make and
to said Assessors true and pers of their polls and all their
(real and personal, In writing
ik
all property held In trust
dlan. Executor. Administrator,
or otherwise (except as ls by
Dipt from taxation) which they
aaesaor of on the first day of
►tl and to be pit>pai>sj to Make
the truth of the same.
[hey are particularly requested
V the Assessors of the names
persons of whom they have
t>r to whom thev have sold taxDperty since the rirst day of
!eM)
tor the purpose of Receiving
is and making transfers of all
bought or sold, the under
bill be In session at the Assesom. No. 7. City Building, from
twelve o'clock In the forenoon,
m two to live o'clock in the

tn of each day.

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY.
APRIL 1. 2. 3 19J1
il Notice to Executors, Ad■ators. Trustees or Guardians
’atute provides that you must
Ii to the Board of Assessors a
id perfect list of all taxable
t Jh 5°ur possession to date of
l*tl Otherwise it will be taxed
statute provides, and any per(•amination of property by the
s will not be considered as a
of neglect of any person in
In true and perfect list as
by law
>ers n who neglects to comply
is notice will be doomed to a
?rding to the laws of the State
barred of the right to make apP either to the Assessors or
Commissioners for any Abate7 axes, unless such person offi .1st with his application and
the Assessors that he was unoUer It ut the time appointed.
A J. BIRO. Chairman
TYLER M COOMBS
WILLIS I AYER
Assessors of Rockland,
aid. Maine. March I, ittl.
\Y
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TALK OF TO TOWN <‘More

Contracts Thru More Contacts

99

Danced On Rollers

U RCH ES

Radio Star and Other
Entertainers Netted $45
For Band Mothers’ Club
Georgia Mae, radio star, was
present last night at Rockland
H.gh School with her company, and
entertained a large audience with [
her songs and roller-skate tap I
dance. Francis Powers also gave '
an exhibition of roller tapping, and |
invited members of the audience
to go up to the stage and be twirled
through the air while his skates'
went around and around. A spe
cial act was Mr. Powers and Georgia
Mae twirling on the skates.
Another feature was tlie amateur!
contest, with Miss Diane Thompson
winning first prize with her song.
Lloyd McFarland of Camden second
with song and guitar, and Ernest |
Munro third with a song. Others
taking part were Richard Gamage,
yodeler, Jeanne Rokes, singer, Bruce i
Gamage, funny faces. Proctor twins.1
The Weather
cowboy songs, Samuel Smith, imita
Not much to say this morning,
tions, Leverne Patterson, imitations,
, x i pt that the temperature was
Elizabeth Robishaw, singer, Elwyn ,
25 above, the sun is smiling happily
Hickman, piano, Edd-e Harriman
n a field of azure, and the houseand Richard Hamlin comedy sketch,
Esther Munro, singing and yodel- ,
,aaning fever is spreading rapiding and Virginia MccCaslin and!
lv. The top of the March hill is
Maxine Skinner, tap dance.
:n tight and we are all praying
Tlie excellent show netted $45 for
that there ar? nc hostile invade.s
Band
Mothers' Club, which is rais
ceepinj up the ether side of it.
ing money for uniforms for the '
First row, left to right: Clarence Wiley, D. J. Dorgan, Ellis Ripley, Austin Smith, Fred Howard, I.ouls
A public cabaret social will be Rokes, Charles Kidder, Roy Wheeler. Second row: Ray Green, Captain A. B. Norton, Ben BLsbee, Bud Syl school band. Georgia Mae and J
were served refreshments
held April 11 sponsored by the Girls vester, Frank Emery, Van Russell, Howe Glover. Third row: Frank Aylward, Arthur Robbins, Arnie Allen, icompany
,
in
the
school
library by the Club,
Edward
Sylvester,
II.
J.
Lymeburner,
E.
J.
Baxter.
Fourth
row:
Carl
Ladd,
Edgar
Crockett,
E.
F.
Glover,
Athletic Association.
Woodbury Thomas, Lawrence Rowe, Roger Moulton.
which was mentioned on her radio
Twenty painting contractors from liams Color and Style Guide.
, ing scores of beautiful interiors and program this morning.
The Coast Guard cutter Kickapoo
pi r,uv, its Penobscot River blitzkrieg Rockland and nine other guests at
In a technicolor and sound film | exteriors all in full color.
Roland Robishaw Jias employ
next Monday. And the folks up tended the Sherwin-Williams Style titled “More Contracts Through!
of the contractors ob
ment
with the Hinman Company in
tained
tlieir
own
personal
copies
oi
Bangor way are just waiting to
the inepting
Guide meeting held at the W. H. More Contacts" the contractors saw gtyle Guide
Lewiston.
whoop ’er up.
Glover Co. Store, Monday night. how enthusiastic Mr. and Mrs. that they might better serve their
Owls Head holds its annual town
Rockland High School com The time was devoted to a presenta America become when looking j customers. Following the meeting,
meeting next Monday. The war
mencement week has the following tion of the new 1941 Sherwin-Wil through this 200-page book show-, a buffet lunch was served.
rant contains 48 articles. The
. hedule: June 6, ball; June 8, bac
present selectmen are Gerald U.
calaureate; June 10, Senior class
J. F. Burgess and Bradford F.
Margerson, J. Dana Knowlton and
banquet; June 12, graduation; Burgess go tomorrow morning to
John Garnett.
June 13. Senior class picnic.
Boston where they will attend the
21st annual congress of the New
Marion Ludwick, daughter of England Council of Optometrists
Calvin I. Burrows, one of Rock
Sheriff and Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick, (Sunday
land
’s best known citizens died at
through
Wednesday).
10 o'clock last night, after a long
and David A. Nichols, son of The sessions will be held at Hotel
illness. Private funeral, services
George E. Nichols of Lincolnville, statler, and the Burgess optometwill be held at the residence, 15
Juniors at Bates College, were rists are contemplating with much
Summer street at 2 o’clock Sun
among the many new officers elect- eagerness one of the finest programs
ed at the recent all-college election. the Council has ever offered.
day afternoon. Obituary deferred.
Ml Ludwick was elected vice presi Messrs. Burgess will be at their
M JB
« t.
dent of the Christian Service Club, office next Thursday.
Ensign George W. Kittredge,
while Nichols was (elected vice
U.
S. N„ son of Mr. and Mrs. Scott
i » » « « »l.
president of the Publishing AsF.
Kittredge of South Thomaston,
BORN
.diation. Miss Ludwick gradu
is
on
the U. S. S. Flagship Chicago,
Bartlett — At Camden Community
_
ated from Rockland High
in 1938 Hospital. March 20, to Mr, and Mrs.
now
at Sidney, Australia. On
.*»<* x
.
, ..
__ , ! Royce Bartlett, a daughter.
*•
Sile was a member Of the National
Clark—At West Rockport. March 16,
board is Admiral John Newton who
I,
to Mr and Mrs. Percy Clark u son—
**•••
--Honor Society, typist for the school 1 Gary
is commanding the fleet, which, is
Edward.
- lAnilkT" . -' paper,
and
had
an
honor
sailing under sealed orders.
part. At Bates she is a imemMARRIED
This is “Machigonne," Casco Bay line steamer, which proved too big for
ber of the Piiil Hellenic Society
By the time this issue is ini the
Harlow-Jones—At Rockland, March
its boots and was sold down the river. Story, page 8
nd is a proctor. Nichols graduat 20. George A. Harlow’ and Charlotte V.
hands
of some readers Santa Claus
Jones, both of Thomaston. Rev. C. A.
ed from Camden High in 1933; he Marstaller
will be striding the city's main
was active in all forensic activities
stem. By all rights Santa should
and was an honor student. At
DIED
be in the mothballs at this time,
Beverage — At Bangor. March 20.
Bates he is a member of the var
but he has an errandi to perform
Mary S. Beverage, aged 63 years. 8
sity debating team, a member of months. 15 days.
Funeral Saturday
today, and its nature may be
tlie news staff of tlie college paper, at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral home
• • • •
judged from placard on his back
Brown At Oakland. Calif , March 10.
and an assistant in speech.
Oeorge Hudson Brown, husband of
which reads: “I just had to return
Eva Leech Brown, and brother of
A review from Tier Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Mary C. Brown of Rockland: a native
to see the two big ‘Horror Shows'
of Maine, aged 61 years. 1 month. 8
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1916.
Beano, G. A. R. Hall Monday, days.
playing at Park Theatre Sunday
A member of Brooklyn Lodge
No 225. F A M
March 24. 2.15 p. m.—adv.
and Monday.”
Burrows At Rockland, March 21.
March
21 Woman's
Educational
meets at Grand Army hall.
March 24 (7 30 p. ml Dr. Clara
/■base Leach of China speaks at Little,,,.14 Memorial Church.
March 26—Ninth Masonic District
, .-[.entlon at Masonic Temple.
March 26—Public meeting on Can,,.r Control In Tower Room.
March 29
Warren
Minstrel show
■ .? Black and the Seven Clinkers".
, pices Baptist Men's Porum
April 1 -Drive for Cancer Control
opens.
April 2- Dr Raborn Zerby of Bates
, ege at Congregational Church at
8 p m.
April 11 Good Friday.
April 11- Cabaret social at Rockland
Il ; u School.
April 13- Easter Sunday.
April 15 Ea-ter Ball at Community
I ,id:ng. auspices Kiwanis Club.
April 15 — Rix-kland Garden Club
with Mr. and Mrs. H. Helstad
I,, Rockport
April
18 Rockland
High
School
Mu trel Show at High School audi
torium.
April 19 Launching of trawler Belt at Snow's Shipyard.
line
12- Rockland
High
School
(, inniencement.

( ;ud

THIS ONE IS OFF HER COURSE

25 YEARS AGO

Calvin I.

Burrows, aged 79 years, 9

Wall paper sale now in progress months, 28 . days. Private funeral
Sunday at 2 o'clock from residence.
at Goma's -100 room lots of papers | mterment'' in Union"
Fisher—At Camden, March 20. Inez
consisting of 10 rolls of paper and
E„ widow of Fred L. Fisher, aged 85
20 yards of border for $1; also, years, I month. 5 days. Funeral Sat
special 5000 rolls of paper reduced urday at 2 o'clock from resldencx In
from 1-3 to 1-2 in price. Gonia’s, terment In Mountain cemetery.
487 Main 6t., Rockland,
33-35
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Thelma R
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s Phillips who left us March 23, 1939.
years since you left us to
second floor. 16 School street. Odd Two long
mourn
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur For a face that ls haunting us ever.
For a voice we are longing to hear.
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate For a smile we'll remember forever,
’ we try to forget every tear
prices.
9-tf Tho
There's a sad but sweet remembrance,

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

HEAR BETTER WITH
SONOTONE
ADVERTISED

IN

LIFE

There's a memory fond and true.
There's a token of affection dear
Thelma

And heartaches still for you.
Sadly missed by Father, Mother,
Sister and Brother.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank Mrs. Eula Gerrlsh. Mrs. Dana Wright and William
Samson for their kindness; and to the
employes of the Hughes Woolen Mill
and ail friends who sent flowers, we
are also deeply grateful.
Also, we
wish to thank our nurse. Mrs. Ruth
D'Agostino and Dr. Soule for their
faithfulness to our wife and mother
during her long lllnese.
William S. Lothrop. Mr. and Mrs
i Albert L. Croteau.

Free Audiometer Test At

HOTEL ROCKLAND
Wednesday. March 26
10.00 A. M. TO 8.00 P. M.

DANCING
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
At

GLEN COVE
Music By
HAL’S RHYTHM AIRES

Admission 35c and >5c, plus tax
llTSfcf

CARD OF THANKS
I wLsh to express my sincere thanks
to friends of Warren and neighboring
towns, the Georges River Mills, and
the four Warren Granges for their
splendid support in the Camden Car
nival Queen Contest in February
Jeannette Overlock
Warren.

France's Avengers—Tlie Beggars
of Paris; -how once again, France's
famous mendicants have banded
togetiter to fight their country’s
oppressors, the Nazis, told in a
two-page feature in the American
Weekly Magazine with the March
23d Boston Sunday Advertiser.—
adv.
35* It
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BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Capt. Charles M. Millberry died Mrs. Samuel Friedman, a son.
at sea of heart failure aged 57 years.
Geneva, Switzerland, Feb. 14. to
Fiank Perry bought the Cochran- Mr. and Mrs. James Perry of Cam
Donohue house on Grace street.
den, a daughter—Maryon Lee.
M. R. Pillsbury became assistant
» » » •
treasurer of the security Trust
The marriages for this period
Company.
were:
Fiank C. Flint was sworn in as
Camden, March 15, George A.
mayor. Among the city officials
Shuman of Rockland and Edith M.
elected by the Democratic majority
were: City treasurer, J. E. Stevens; Long of Camden.
Warren, .March 11, Marshall P.
marshal, L. H. C. Wiggin; solicitor,
„ ~
. .
Orne of East Friendship and Mary
E. C. Payson road commissioner, i „
„ .. ,,,
rL A
a n.cl.
Ross; chief engineer. George IE. Counce of South Warren.
Rockland, March 23, Benjamin L.
A. Flint; overseer of poor, I. B. W:ggin
and Myrtle Cleveland.
Simmons; tax collector, Oliver B
Rockland, March 27, Herman W.
Lovejoy; assessor, H. A. Dunton.
Payson and Ethel M. Perry.
i Tlie Brewer Stock Company was
Rockland, March 25, George H.
playing at Rockland Theatre.
McClure and Maggie C. Phelps.
Dr. Guy E. Nicholas was elected
» e » a
ensign by the Naval Militia.
Thomashton High School pupils
Z. Pope Vase,, for many years edi
presented
“The Sea Breeze," with
tor of The Courier-Gazette, died at
his Winter home in Florida, aged Enoch M. Clark as editor in chief.
Charles A Churchill was appoint
81 years.
ed
postmaster at Rockport. He
Lincoln McRae joined the John
served
in the Navy during the
Bird company's staff as traveling
Spanish War.
salesman.
Dr. H. W. Frohock of South
Fred C. Ingraham took charge of
Thomaston
was planning to move
the Lindsey House.
to
Rockland.
E. A. Butler was re-elected presi
Elias Davis, Civil War Veteran,
dent of the Rockland Trust Com
died in Warren.
pany.
Camden town meeting: Select
Walter H. Spear bought the Doe
men,
Dr. J. K. Hooper, Frank W
bungalow, corner of Beech street
Conant and Winfield S. Richards;
and Broadway.
tax collector, John J. Paul.
• • • •
St. George town meeting: Select
Tlie following births were record men , Paul J. Rivers , Willis N.
ed:
Hooper and Fred Smalley; tax col
Woodfords, March 9, to Mr. and lector. G. N Bachelder.
Mrs. Earl Woodcock, formerly’ of
Erastus Lermond, 84, died in
Thomaston, a daughter—Elizabeth Thomaston—the town’s oldest citi
Frances.
zen.
Hope. March 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
The Camden Village corporation
Edbert St. Clair, a daughter—Ruby elected L. M. Kenniston, F, G. Cur
Ermantrude.
rier and George Mixer as assessors.
Monhegan, March 5, to Mr. and
South Thomaston town meeting:
and Mrs. Frank Fillmore, a son.
Selectmen. L. H. Snow, C. R. Crow
Owl's Head, March 12, to Capt. ley and O. L Bassick treasurer and
and Mrs. Vernon Crockett, a son.
collector, Charles S. Watts; road
Rockport, March 11. to Mr. and commissioner, William A. Griffin.
Mrs. Burnside Richards, a son.
Washington town meeting: Se
Rockland, Feb. 17, to Mr. and Mrs. lectmen, Jesse Overlook, Arthur E.
Henry Crouse, a daughter—Gert Johnson and Walter E. Morse.
rude Marjorie.
Union town meeting: Selectmen.
Thomaston, March 13. to Mr. and H. L. Grinnell. B E. St. Clair and
Mrs. Florence Bowser, a son.
Maynard A. Lucas; tax collector,
Vinalhaven. March 10. to Mr. and Herbert E. Messer.
North Haven town meeting: Se
lectmen. H. P. Stone, C. S. Staples
and Heman Crockett.
BEANO
✓

Spear Hall, Saturday Night

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 862
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

ATTENDANCE PRIZE $3.00

COUPONS ON GRAND PRIZE

Alden Allen of Camden, long
successful in school superintend
ency and a former principal of
Rockland is in this city on business.

Tlie Sea Scouts are starting on
an intensive program of training
with the ultimate hope that all
members will be registered in the
Emergency Service Corps. This
will run along the lines of inter
crew contests to stimulate interest.
At Wednesday’s meeting a real
start was made in the signaling
portion of it—semaphore code was
learned, practiced, and used. Next
week. International Morse will be
used. Several improvements to the
ship have been noted. It is being
completely repainted the deck and
quarterdeck being done in gray,
the outline of the ship in black
and the complet? floor space out
side the ship, in blue. Those pass
ing tests during the meeting were:
Ord. Robarts and Harvey, Able
Service; App. Newcomb. Ordinary
Boat Maintenance and Naviga
tion; Ord. Thomas and Spear.
Able Bridge and QuarteTdeck; Ord.
Olds, Able Boats and Boat Hand
ling; App. Moorlan, Quartermaster
Boats and Boat Handling; Ord.
Spear. Quartermaster Bridge and
Quarterdeck and Boats and Boat
Handling and Swimming.

Drs. James and Bradford Burgess
will not be in their office Sunday
through Wednesday, March 23
through March 26. Back Thursday.
35*36

Who Is This Man

SERMONETTE

The Churches of Today

(prayer service Tuesday night at
7.30
• • • *
At the Universalist Church at
10 46 a. m„ Dr. Lowe will give the
fourth of his Len-ten sermons tak
ing for his theme "The Faith That
Saves Us; Makes Us." Miss Mc
Laughlin, soloist, will sing two num
bers. Kindergarten for small chil
dren meets in the vestry during
the service cf worship. The Church
School meets at tlie noon hour;
Mrs. Glover s Class at lier residence
and the men at Mr. Glover’s office.
Junior Y. P. C. U. at 5.30 p. in.,
and Senior Y. P C. U. at 7 p. m
• • • •
Tlie second sermon in the series
on “Calvary's Cross,” will be at the
First Baptist Church Sunday at
10.30. The subject will be: “Odd
and the Cross.” The-Church School
with classes for all age groups will
meet at noon. Tine Endeavor In
spiration hour will open at 6 o’clock
wifh Lewis Tatham as leader. His
topic will be, "What Will We Be
Like?" The people's evening serv
ice will open at 7.15 with the pre
lude and big sing assisted by the
choir and instruments. Mr. Mac
Donald will continue his series of
sermons on, “God’s Divine Plan For
the Ages," by speaking on the sub
ject, “The Great Tribulation." The
choir will sing at both services.
* • * •
“Christ Knowledge and Power
for Us" will be Dr. Wilson's theme
at 1030 tomorrow morning at the
Methodist Church. At 7 p. m. he
will speak on “Conscience and
Christian Decision." Tne young
people will meet at 6.30. Midweek
prayer service comes at 7 p. in.
Tuesday.
• * • •
At the Congregational Church
Rev. Rollin Goodfellow of Bidde
ford will occupy the pulpit Sun
day at 10.30, Church school as
usual, school attending the open
ing cf the church service. Com
rades of the Way at 6.30. Pilgrim
Fellowship at 8 oclock.

Reger William Riis six months
ago was sooffing ct the churches.
In the January issue of Ameri
can Mercury he continued his
discussions on "Why I go to
Church.” “I am fcr the church
es. and surprised by that fact,"
so writes Mr. Riis.
His article is most interesting
Last May Mr. Riis “happened
into a church for the first time
in 22 years. Ard what did the
church offer me? A simple,
reverent service, featured by a
sermon cn ‘Peter the Rock and
on the permanence and the
beauty of the conception of tlie
church."
A week later he attended an
other church. He says, “It was
spirited, and it was helpful to
me personally. Since then I
visited, the churches, all kinds,
Catholic, Methodist. Episcopal.
Presbyterian, Lutheran, Baptist,
Congregational, Jewish
and
others. I have collected and
read 300 of this year’s sermons.
I have found out that church
and religion go together. It is
a suggestive fact that the as
sailants of churches, do not go
to church. This is perfectly
obvious front their attacks. They
don't know what churches are
doing these days. I am for
them, for they have something
for me. and because they have
something for civilization;’
Mr. Riis confirms a belief I
held' for years, that these bit
ter critics are people who never
go. If Mr. Ri;s sltould also at
tend' the annual meeting of any
of these churches he would be
still further astounded at the
reports of the various groups
and what they accomplish dur
ing the space of one year. The
morning service is only one of
the beautiful facets of the
diamond, which is the work of
the church.
Rockland Lodge of Eiks will elect
Jan. 5 after the great fall of
officers
Tueslay night. Supper at
snow, I took the Brighton
6.30.
avenue car to go into church.
There were 17 persons on it and
Tlie last war will be fought on
it was readily apparent that
the threshold of the human con
they were all going to church.
sciousness.
Here will come the vic
The car stopped. Eight were
tory
leading
to the enduring peace.
Catholics going to tire Sacred
For
if
there
is to be no more con
Heart Church. Next stop and
flict
in
the
world
hate must be laid
four went into the Advent
low.
and
resentment.
Malice must
Church. At Congress street the
be
routed,
and
envying.
Greed must
other five left, all were going
be
cast
down
from
eminence
by
to High street or west of it. I
generosity.
Aggression
must
vanish
was the only Baptist. Why
were these 17 people going to i before the strength of unselfishness
. . . The final victory rests with the
church that beautiful Holy Com
individual.
—Dayton (Ohio) Jour
munion. Sabbath?
Mr. 'Riis
nal-Herald.
would tell you. Their various
churches had something for
Just received, a shipment of Mill'
them personally, not obtainable
End Paint at $1.39 per gallon, 49
elsewhere—the Spirit of God
cents per quart, Gonia’s, 467 Main
brought down to their altars.
St.. Rockland.—adv.
—William A. Holman

Above is the portrait of a well
known Rockland citizen. You meet
him almost every day on the stroet
but he seldom wears the serious ex
pression shown in tliis picture. Are
you good at guessing?

Rockland Masonic Club is the
name of a new local organization
which expects to derive much social
and fraternal benefit in years fo
come. The officers are: Lawrence
Perry, president; Martin Graves,
vice president. George Hamlin, sec
retary and James Pease, treasurer.
All Masons who desire further in
formation on the matter may ob
tain it by consulting any of these
officers. Further details will appear
in tills newspaper from time to time.

The Courier-Gazette received a
letter from La Paz. Bolivia, this
monring, and it contains the wel-v
come news tJrat the William H.
Wincapaws are retiring to tlie
“good old U. S. A.” Captain Win
capaw having nearly completed
his three jTar contract with
“Compagnie Aramayo de Mines en
Boliva.” “We have all dodged, so
far, any serious attack of typhus,
typhoid, yellow fever, small pox,
or malaria. We have had our share
of Jiggers, merry-wees, lice and
fleas. So we are getting out while
the getting is good," writes Capt.
Bill. During his stay in South
America Captain Wincapaw has
written some highly interesting
stories of his adventures in the
Andes Mountains, and readers will
be pleased to know that some ad
ditional articles are on the way.
The Wincapaws will make their
home at 260 Fisher avenue, Tottenville, N. Y.

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
“Matter” is the subject of tlie
OPTOMETRIST
Lesson-Sermon that will be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, 336 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
26
throughout the world March 23. The Office Hours: 9TEL.
to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Golden Text is: "All flesh is grass,
Evenings By Appointment
and all the goodliness thereof is as
26-25
the flower of the field: the grass
withereth, the flower fadeth; be
cause the spirit of the Lord blowBINGO
eth upon it” (Lsaiah 40: 6, 7). The
citations from the Bible include the MONDAY NIGHT, Spear Hall, 7.30
Door Prize, Big Dinner
following passages: “Lift up your
Sun Burst Quilt given away
eyes to the heavens, and look upon
Big Prizes on Evenings Play
the earth beneath; for the heavens
shall vanish away like smoke, and
the earth shall wax old like a gar
ment, and they that dwell therein
shall die in like manner; but my
salvation shall be for ever, and my
righteousness shall not be abol
ished" (Lsaiah 51: 6).
• • • •

PHILCO

World's Mott Powerful Portable!
7 tubes. Plays
on Jbattery or ACDC current. Built-

PHILCO 842T.

g

In Aerial. Ct ’nplete

THE RADIO SHOP
517 MAIN ST.

TEL. 844,

DONALD CIxARK
FRANK WINCHENBATCH

Service All Makes

Early Spring

Sunday at the Littlefield Memo
rial Church Rev. C. A. Marstaller
will use as his topic at 10.30 "Peace
in the Hour of Peril." Special
music will include a solo by Mrs.
Wesley Thurston. Sunday School
follows at 11.45 with classes for all
ages and Young People's Meeting
at 6 o’clo:< with Miss Leora Loth
rop as leader. "The Blind Made
to See’ will be the subject used by
the pastor at 7.15. Special musac
by the choir. Mid-week praise and

Dry Cleaning
SALE
,p

LADIES’AND MEN’S

'

COATS

69c
EACH

FOR SALE
A beautiful Home, 13 Claremont Street known
as the Wight property. Will sell at a very attractive

figure. Small amount down. Easy Monthly payments.

Beautifully Cleansed and Pressed
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PRICES ON

CURTAINS, DRAPES, RUGS AND CARPETS
——«■■■■■■■■

■
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We Call For and Deliver

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
TEL. s 17 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
170

TEL.
170
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CHAPTER XIV—Continued
Colonel Flagwill was asleep at his
desk when Benning reported at the
War Department in mid-afternoon.
The G-2 Chief woke with a start
and vigorously shook himself into
full wakefulness.
“You’ve certainly Justified your
existence again!” Flagwill ex
claimed, smiling at his assistant.
‘‘We’ve already ordered the prompt
arrest of all Andes stockholders—
innocent and guilty alike. That
means the biggest spy roundup in
history. We can separate sheep from
goats after we’ve arrested the whole
lot Now is no time for half meas ,
ures.”
Benning said, “I’m sorry Bravot
got away, sir.”
•‘He’ll be a magician,” Flagwill
vowed, "if he gets through the nets

we’ve laid for him.”
back to his lit
tered desk, his eye fell upon a pen
ciled memorandum. He looked up
sharply at Benning.
•‘I’ve just found another little
chore for you—to sit in on a very
secret party row over successor to
the Presidency.” Flagwill lowered
his voice and spoke rapidly. "A par
tisan intrigue to force Senator Tannard. Secretary of State, out of the
line of succession. It all hinges on
the fact that Tannard received an
interim appointment from the Presi
dent last fall, when Secretary Hinges
died. Tannard has not yet been con
firmed by the Senate.
"Now, if Congress rejects Tannard’s appointment, the Presidency
falls by law to Judge Baucom, Sec
retary of the Treasury. Since Bau
com is party leader and wheel
horse, it is likely that a swift party
coup will bring this about, as Tan
nard may not want to make a fight
for his confirmation under all the
circufnstances.
On reaching Capitol Hill a few
minutes before four o’clock, Ben
ning passed the House Chamber,
went downstairs, and took the tun
nel-trolley across to the Senate Of
fice Building.
The selected senators, leaders of
the party in power, were just ar
riving when Benning reached the
Baucom conference room and was
admitted by a Baucom secretary.
Secretary Baucom rose promptly
when the door closed on the last of
those he had summoned. Baucom
was a large man, square-faced,
straight-lipped, with friendly, level
gray eyes.
"Friends, I must announce that
there will be a slight delay,” Bau
com said abruptly. His eyes ran
slowly from face to face as if to test
the mettle of those present against
what he had to say. ”1 have just
sent for Secretary Tannard.”
Benning saw an interchange of
astonished glances among those
present and felt his own brows knot
at Baucom’* astounding announce
ment. Tannard long had been known
as the particular political foe of Sec
retary Baucom.
“My reason for asking Tannard
here,” he said in a low, determined
voice, "is I consider him the man
best qualified among all of us to
lead the country through our pres
ent crisis.”
Senator Vren, veteran Senate
leader, was on his feet. In his taut
face was reflected the prevalent as
tonishment at Baucom's invitation
to Tannard.
"Please be informed, sir, that I
consulted the majority opinion be
fore we came here. Therefore, I
speak their opinion as well as my
own when I inform you. sir, that
it is your distinguished self we in
tend to name President of the Unit
ed States, and this by the simple
method of disqualifying Secretary
Tannard.”
Baucom's face softened to a
«serene smile, but he slowly shook
his massive gray head.
"I appreciate the honor you pay
me, Vren,” he interrupted. "But
we face an emergency, gentlemen,
in which men are going to surrender
their lives to their sense of duty—
As Flagwill turned

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Service to:

Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston
ington. Isle an llaut. Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Swan’s Island,
Stonington,
North Haven,
Vinalhaven.
Rockland,

Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Lv.

M.
6.00
4.40
3.30
2.45
1.30
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ASSETS DEC. 31,
Real Estate .......
Mortgage Loan* . . . . .
Collateral Loans .....
Stocks and Bonds ....
Cash i n Office and Bank . .
Agents' Balance* .....
Bills Receivable
Interest and Rent* ....
All other Assets. .....

3.334.820.05
292.925.05
39,157.18
0

,

U.35O.S3

0

Gross Assets................. $3,678,233.11

Deduct items not admitted
0
Admitted....................... $3,678,253.11

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 19*0
Net Unpaid Losses ....
Unearned Premiums. ...
All other Liabilities ....

$81,436.86

385.391.40
58.561.77
Cash Capital........................
1,000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities
2.152,863.08
Total laabiliiies and Surplus $.1,678,253.$1
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Miss Priscilla Storer, a student at
Northampton School for Girls . is
spending a two weeks’ vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al
fred Storer.
Meadowlark TYoop of Girl Soouts
is planning a hike for today.
The annual business meeting and
1 luncheon of the Woman’s Club will
be held Tuesday at 1 o’clock at
Stahl’s Tavern.
The fire department was called
to extinguish a chimney fire Tues
day night at the home of Alva
Aehorn.
William Mitchell of Portland has
been recent guest of Charles How
ard.
Mr. and Mrs. Plummer Jones and
daughter Roberta were Tuesday
night guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Studley enroute to Dennysville from
Huntington, Mass.
Mrs. John Burgess and Mrs.
Henry Crowell were in Portland,
Thursday to attend a Layman’s
Rally at the Methodist Church.
Richard Aehorn is employed at
Bath Iron Works.
Fred L. Burns, chairman of the
Board of Selectmen, Richard Castner and Mrs. Louise Jackson have
been drawn and appointed as trav
erse jurors at the Superior Court
to be held May 1, in Wiscasset.
A public hearing on bill L. D. 489
an act creating the Waldoboro Wa
ter District was held before the
committee on Public Utilities at the
State House Tuesday and the com
mittee reported "ought to pass,’’ ac
cording to information received
from Representative Neota Powles
Grady.
Mrs. Bessie Benner entertained
the Mending Club Thursday night.
A supper was given Friday in
the High School auditorium for
the basketball team and cheer
leaders.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Londergan
of Worcester, Mass., have been re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Miller.
Patrolman Stanley Poland of the
State Police is on duty in Lincoln
this week.
The Susannah Wesley Society will
meet Thursday with Mrs. A.iaude
Levensaler.
Mrs. Harlon McLain is a patient
at the Little Nursing HorneMrs. Arthur Brown entertained
the Bridge Club Thursday night.
This was the last meeting of the
season.
Mrs. George Boggs of Boston and
Eugene Winchenbach of Lincoln
have been recent gueusts of their
parents. Mr. and MTs. Alton Win
chenbach.
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest and
son David returned Thursday from
a visit in Hamilton. Mass.

The preparedness program comes
home to residents here when it was
revealed this week by manager
C. A. Webb, that an order placed
by the Warren Telephone Co. for
1000 aluminum markers for tele
phone poles, could not be filled at
this time and no promise made
when it could be filled. Aluminum
is preferred to any other metal
because it will not rust or corrode.
Lee W. Walker thought the gro
cery which he manages at the vil
lage, was being shot at with guns
the other day, when a glass in the
display window was broken by a
small Tock thrown by a truck tire,
the rock seemingly one from the
road which had been sanded, at
that point. A hole, one-inch long
and half an inch wide was made in
the glass, which was cracked badly.
Woman’s Club study unit met
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Cor
nelius Overlock in South Warren
Papers prepared by Mrs. Inez
Mathews on "Faith For These
Times,” and, “What Makes the
Worker Like to Work?” by Mrs. Ar
thur Starrett, were read and dis
cussed. Mrs. Overlock served light
refreshments. Plans for the April
17 meeting were made, and in
cluded the subject “Edgar Guest—
His Life and Compositions,” Mrs.
Dana H. Smith to prepare a short
biographical sketch of his life, and
each of the members to read one
of the Guest poems. The April
meeting will be at the home of Mrs.
William Cunningham.
The Congregational Brotherhood
met Thursday at the chapel. Much
enjoyment was received tin the
showing of the colored slides of
Maine, by Joel Miller of Thomas
ton, and tlie two reels, "Wheels
Across India,” and "Fluid Drive,”
through the courtesy of John Luke,
of Rockland. For the April 17
meeting several reels of Maine De
velopment Pictures, will be shown
at the Congregational Church by
Everett Greaton, executive secre
tary of the Maine Development
Commission. Ladies will be in
vited.
Miss Marion Wallace, student at
the Portland School of Fine and
Applied Arts has received the high
est rank in the teacher training
class for the first half of the year.
A stubborn chimney fire at the
Telephone Building Wednesday aft
ernoon was put out by tlie Warren
fire department. The paper about
the receiver in the living room of
the Partridge apartment became so
hot, that it had to be pulled off
before it blazed.

just as Captain Boll did. That makes
it very easy for me to surrender so
small a thing as my personal ambi
tion. From now on we must re
solve to smash party considerations.
Our national crisis is serious enough
without divisions among ourselves.
I must set a personal example and
confess to you frankly that I am
too old and lack the vigor and,
frankly, the abilities that are need
ed at this time.”
He paused a moment, his eyes
fixed defiantly on Vren. then he went
on in a milder voice.
"If your minds, gentlemen, are
free of purely partisan prejudices,
you will not challenge my proposal
of Tannard for President. Tannard
has comparative youth and vigor.
As Secretary of State, while he is
new in that position, he is the law
ful successor, unless we disqualify
him on mere technicality. He has
brains and guts and he has both
feet on the ground. He is the man
we need to lead us in this emergen
cy, and I intend to do everything
within my power looking to his con
firmation.”
Baucom broke off and his eyes
searched each face again as if seek
ing challenge to the words he had
spoken. Only a stunned silence met
him. His eyes lifted and a friendly
smile wreathed his face as the door
of the conference room opened. A
tall, erect man stood at tlie door,
gravely hesitant.
“Come right on in, Tannard,”
Baucom invited. He stepped for
ward to extend a congratulatory
hand and his smile widened as he
added, without formality: “I hope
your heart is in good shape to stand
a hard shock. Senator. But the gen
tlemen present wish you to serve as
President of the United States. Your
confirmation will be voted without
serious opposition.”
Tannard’s alert eyes searched the
room. He was a man of fifty, physi
cally fit, appearing much younger
than his age. His face was angular,
strong-featured. Tannard looked the
born leader of men, man of action
governed by an active, orderly
mind.
In his steel-blue eyes there showed
no gleam of personal triumph at
Baucom's announcement. His emo
tional response was a tightening of
the muscles of his jaw, a drawing
erect of his wide shoulders.
Tannard gave his answer in a CLARK ISLAND
measured voice.
George Baum has employment in
"Very good, gentlemen, if that is Portsmouth, N. H.
your decision. I accept. Forgive me
Archie D. Clark of Belfast was a
caller Thursday on Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Jones.
Miss Maxine Pratt has returned
to Willardham after visiting fcr
several days with Miss Arlene Mor
rison.
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs.
James Harrison’s were Mrs. James
Felt, Miss Elizabeth Monaghan,
Mrs. Raymond McLeod of Thomas
ton, Mrs. Owen Chaples, Mrs. Sey
mour Fuller, Mrs. Charles Baum,
Robert McGee, Alexander Morrison
and John R. Williams.
Mrs. Myrtle Simmons and Leroy
Spear of Augusta, Lewis Taylor of
Long Cove, and Alfred Rawley of
Tenant’s Hrbor were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butlei.
Mrs. William Caven visited Sun
day at her home here.
Mrs. James Felt, Mrs. Raymond
McLeod and Miss Elizabeth Mona
ghan of Thomaston and Mrs. Rob
ert McGee were callers Thursday on
M!rs. Jessie Williams.
Mrs. Swan Larson and daughter
Marion who are employed in Con
necticut are at their home here
“I hope your heart is good.”
while on a vacation. They were
if I have no platitudes of gratitude accompanied here by Mrs. Carl
to offer, nor promises of perform Malmstrom and Mrs. Larson’s son
ance. I will say only that I deeply Swen.
deplore the unhappy circumstance
that briqgs about my succession to
UNION FARMER'S MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
the Presidency. If your position be
Union, Maine
confirmed by the Senate I will do
ASSETS. DBC. 31, 1940
my best, and I will expect the full Cash in Office and Bank.
$108 £5
est support from you and from ev
Gross Assets.
$108 £5
ery American. If there is nothing
LIABILITIES. DEC 31, 1940
further, gentlemen. I’ll excuse my Surplus
over all Liabilities,
$108 85
self."
H. L. GRINNELL, Secretary
Continued in Tuesday’s issue)
35-S-41
Citizens Insurance Company
of New Jersey

ROCKLAND, ME.

A. M.
5.30 Lv.
6.30 Lv.
7.30 Lv.
8.30 Lv.
9.30 Ar.

1

A metallic click told him
weapon was empty.

WARREN

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
Hartford, Connecticut

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1940
Real Estate............................$3,460,686.20
Mortgage Loans.................
859,507.95
Collateral Loans.................
18.000.00
Stocks and Bonds .... 95.326.848.32
Cash in Office and Bank . . 16,091.185.57
Agents' Balances................. 6,193,792.21
Bills Receivable................." 216,697.57
Interest and Rent* ....
299.237.23
All Other Asaet*.................
53,227,34
Gross Assets .... $122,519,182.39
Deduct items not admitted
391.696.74
Admitted.................... $122,127,485.65
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Looses .... $4,512,980.49
Unearned Premiums. ... 35.529.205.60
AU other Liabilities .... 12.050.000.00
Cash Capital........................ 12.000.000.00

Alfred A. Sheldon
Funeral services for Alfred A.
Sheldon, 73, who died at his home
in this town, Wednesday night, will
be held at the home Sunday at
2 o'clock, with Rev. L. Clark French
officiating. Burial will be in Northport.
Mr. Sheldon, formerly a saw mill
operative, was filling station at
tendant the last few years of his
life, active up to a few months ago,
in that work. He was born at Mor
rill, son of John and Mary (Wing>
Sheldon.
He leaves one son, Earl of this
town, twm sisters, Mrs. Maria
Jones of Rockland, and Mrs. Myra
Oxton of Montville; a grandson in
Northport and several nieces and
nephews.

PORT CLYDE
The Advent Christian Church
services Sunday, will be: Worship
at 10.30; Sunday School at 11.43;
Loyal Workers at 6; and evening
service at 7.30. At the morning
service the pastor. Rev. Harry R.
Daniels, will preach on tlie subject,
“The Necessity of Christ's Death,”
and at the evening service on “In
difference.” Prayer service will be
held in the vestry Wednesday at 7
and the Cottage prayer meeting
will be held in the home of the
pastor Monday at 7.
Mrs. Minnie Wilson of Thomas
ton and son Woodrow Wilson of the
S. S. Colorado called last Saturday
on Mrs. Flora Davis.
Carlos Davis has returned to
Stonington, Conn., after spending
a few days at home.
Albert Watts, Jr., has employment
in West Hartford, Conn.
Clifton Morse spent a few days
in Montville recently.
Miss Shirley Teel who has em
ployment in Memodak is spending
two weeks at her home.
Mrs. Alma Heal entertained
Larkin Club Tuesday night at a
St. Patrick luncheon.
Freeman Abbott has returned to
his home in Ncrridgewock after
spending the Winter with his sister
Mrs. Mary Barton.
Sydney Davis Jr. of West Hart
ford, Conn., passed a few days at
home recently.

Surplus over all Liabilities . 58.035.299.56

Stalian -is backing the great de
velopment of tea growing at Chakva, in his native Georgia, where
the first tea plants were put in

Total Liabilities and Surplus $122,127,485.65

when he was five years old.

SOUTH THOMASTON

WEST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merchant and
sen of Bath were recent guests of
Mr. and1 Mrs. Arnold Standish and
Mrs. Lilia Standish.
Mrs. Allison Wotton. Mrs. Dwight
Wotton and Mrs. Althea Winchen
bach of Friendship visited Thurs
day with Mrs. Walter Kaler.
Mrs. Alton Winchenbach, Mrs.
George Boggs and Eugene Win
chenbach were Augusta visitors
Monday.
John Crane Jr., of Portland
passed last weekend with Mrs.
Crane at the home of her parents
Mr. and' Mrs. Hudson Eugley.
Mrs. Rozetta Creamer of Pemaquid is visiting her daughter Mrs.
Mary Nash.
Miss Clarissa Miller of Pemaquid is visiting her daughter Mrs.
Mary Nash.
Miss . Clarissa Miller of North
Waldoboro spent last weekend with
Miss Althea Hilton.
Mrs. Gecrge Boggs of Boston and
Eugehe Winchebach of Lincoln are
visiting their parents Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Winchenbach.
Mrs. Harry Spear of Winslows
Mills spent Thursday with her
mother Mrs. Hudson Eugley.
A son John Joseph was born
March 13 to Mr. and Mrs. Jchn
Crane Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase of
New Harbor and Miss Eleanor
Winchenbach of Augusta passed
last weekend with their parents
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Wichenbach.
Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald was a re- j
cent Portland visitor.
Mr. ad Mrs. John Crane of Win
slows Mills were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Eugley.

GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of
Thomaston recently visited Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Ernest Eugley called Sunday eve
ning on William K. Winchenbach
at Dutch Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons
have moved to their home here
from Winslows Mills.
Mrs. Gardner Gross of West
Waldoboro visited Thursday with
Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Mrs. Ida Waltz had as recent
guests. Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase
of New Harbor, Miss Eleanor Win
chenbach of West Waldoboro and
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz of
Kaler’s Corner.
Mrs. Dexter Gross was a Rock
land visitor last Thursday.
Mrs. Harold McFarland' of New
Harbor visited recently at the
Ernest Eugley residence.
Mrs. Flyod Leeman and children
of Round Pond1 have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sinfinons.
Harry W. Creamer was a recent
visitor in Rockland.
Clarence Richards is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Richards in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Wallace and
son Leland of Dutch Neck were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
William Gross.

Earl Hopkins of Quincy. Mass.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hop
kins of this town was one of the
selectees inducted in tlie latest
draft, and is now at Camp Ed
wards in Falmouth. Mass. Before
leaving, he was given a farewell
party by friends, and was pre
sented with gifts, among them a
watch.
Mrs,. Jesse Sleeper and daughter
Sandra have returned from Mrs.
Mccdy's Maternity Home in Cam
den and are being cared for by Mrs.
Myrtle Makinen.
Arthur Rackliffe. Floyd Rackliffe
and “Bud” Watts made a trip to
Boston recently.
W. P. Sleeper is confined to his
bed by illness.
Orrin Benner and family have
mdved to Benner Hill in Rockland.
The house he previously occupied
has been sold to William Dennison.
In a letter to his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fied Ripley, Staff Serg. Austin
tupley reports that he will leave
Hawaii for San Francisco, April 2.
He will then fly home, visiting air
schools and the Curtiss-Wright
plant enroute, arriving here about
May 1. Serg. Ripley is an instruc
tor in lubrication and carburetion
at the 17th Air Base. Oahu. He
has been stationed there three years
and will return after 90 days’ fur
lough.
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I PHILCO

MANUFACTURERS’ CASUALTY
INSURANCE COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
ASSETS, DBC. 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$78,068
Mortgage Loans.
47.200
Stocks ar.d Bonds.
8.118.379
Cash in office and Bank,
554.208
Agents' Balances.
813.882
Bills Receivable.
27.680
Interest and Rents.
64.414
All Other Assets.
18.443

45
00
68
36
58
42
32
68

Gross Assets.
$9,722,267 49
Deduct items not admitted. 403.676 50
Admitted.
$9,318,590
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$2,470,887
Unearned Premiums,
2.083.481
All other Liabilities,
1,381.012
Cash Capital.
1.000 000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2.383.209

99
77
32
45
00
45

gusta, on
MARCH 27. 1941, 2 P. M.
Rehearing on H P 1557 L. D 848
AN ACT Relating to Gathering Kelp.
S P 460 L. D 935 AN ACT Relating
to the Gathering of Kelp and Sea
Moss.
34.36
WARREN FARMERS' MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE: COMPANY
Warren, Maine
ASSETS, DBC. 31. 1940
Agents’ Balances,
$7,352 27
Gross Assets,
$7,352 27
Deduct items not admitted.
99 19

Admitted.
$7,253 08
liabilities;, dec 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities,
6.253 08

Total Liabilities and

Surplus.

V. E. Hills, Secretary

$9,318,590 99
32-S 38

$7,253

$169.95
T, 8^FSOTKDOM
INClUMMffi S-TtAfi
HAM

'Ito

0.
EASIEST TERMS

•

Frozen Food Compartment

•

Both Dry and Moist Cold

•

Philco Super Power System

Many Other Models, $114.75 and up

In Everybody’s Column WANTED
Advertisements In this column no,
SECOND hand house and ship car
to exceed three lines inserted once tot
Write J. s
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad penter's tools wanted
• Courier-Gazette_________
36 • 38
ditional lines five cents each for on*
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
EXPERIENCED woman wanted fin
small words to a line.
i general housework. MRS R L STRAT' TON. 112 Beech St., Tel 298-W 34-36

LOST AND FOUND

SECOND hand carpenters and ship
carpenter's tools. Write “ J S " '
' Courier-gazette._____________ 33*35

YELLOW gold wrLst watch lost
Tuesday on High School grounds Re
ward
TEL 1182-M_______________ 34-36

ROOFING work
wanted. staging
furnished, free estimate
WILLIAM
YOUNG. JR, Thomaston St.. Tel
591-M.
_________________________ 33-33

NOTICE Is hereby given of the
loss of deposit book 1391 and the
WILL buy farm or small house, preowner of said book ask for duplicate fered furnished. Give price and de
in accordance, with the provision of 1 tails.
Write "HOME" care Courier
the state law KNOX COUNTY TRUST Gazette___________________________ 35*37
CO.. Rockland Branch.
32-S-38
INEXPENSIVE used typewriter want,
NOTICE:—Is hereby given of the loss ed. also new milch cow C. R WAL
of deposit book 6600. the owner of said LACE. Tel. 1-34 Warren._________ 35-’•
book a ks for duplicate in accordance
ONE mature man or woman WauU-i
with the provision of the State law.
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO . Union ' for pleasant year round work In Rock
land
Experience not necessary. Bet
Branch, by John H. Williams. Treas.
_________________________________ 32-S38 ter than average earnings to start
Write EMPLOYMENT MANAGER 231
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the Johnson Ave . Newark, N. J._____ 33*33
loss of deposit book 6573. the owner '
FURNITURE wanted to upholstei
of said book asks for duplicate in ac | called for and delivered. T J. FLEMcordance with the provision of the I ING. 19 Birch St . Tel 212-W
32-tf
State law
KNOX COUNTY TRUST
GOOD home for aged persons or In
CO. Union Branch, by John H Wil
liams, Treas.
32-S-38 vallds at 17 Suffolk St., expert, lndl
vidual attention. TEL 1200
17*19-tf
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J. FIJ51
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W
17-tf

Grose Assets.
$35,710,917 47
Deduct Items not admitted, 431.828 56

Gross Assets.
$26,650,071 74
Deduct items not admitted. 192.345 15

Admitted.
$35,279,088
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses. •
$12.866345
Unearned Premiums,
7.428.611
All other Liabilities.
4.020.134
Cash Capital.
2,500.000
Surplus over ail Liabilities. 8,463.498

Admitted.
$26,457,726
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$4,907,274
Unearned Premiums.
6 222,395
All other Liabilities.
2.426.472
Cash Capital.
2.400.000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 10.501.584

91
00
00
68
00
23

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$35,279,088 91

____

»S-35j

-

Total liabilities and
surplus,

59
46
41
68
00
04

$26,457,726 59

38-S-85

-

REN or 11 JAMBS S3

•

An Ameiiean
lias obtained s
Shaikh cf Kuy
I Phur deposits 1

12 W/_

26-If

MISCELLANEOUS

1^—■———

Eggs And Chicks
CLEMENTS Chicks—Arc “tops” for
heavy egg production and meat Reds,
Rocks. Clem-Cross babv pullets, cock
erels Maine-U. S Pullorum Clean.
Based on years of finest breeding Pul
let ohlcks in all breeds. Free catalogue
tells all
Write today.
CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS, Rt. 33, Winterport. Me.
R. I. Red chicks for sale, hatched
from 2-year-old hens; also day-old
roosters 2c each
W. H TOLMAN
Waldoboro. Tel 153.
26-tf

AT

Kenneth Tabor,
Can-cll Farrington,
and Frederick Parme
tioned at Camp Blair
Mr. and Mrs. Herb"
daughters Evelyn and (
recent dinner guests
liam Ring in lioncr 1
Esancy s birthday,
recently visited he
Mrs. Hazel Fitzgeraic
read and Mrs. Don
China.
Erskine Academy v
minstrel show April
At Mrs. Ralph Es
visitors we;e: Mrs.
of WiiKlsnr. Mis. Al
and niollicr, Mrs Ai
Mrs. Plillomena (.
Waterville, Florentu
Bath, Mr. and Mrs .
and' daughter Joyce
Miss Johnson and
of Erskine Academy
seven students. att<
given recently by
Hussey of Windsor
her iSewail and Mrs
irubert Hall and
had as weekend
Feme of Randolph.
Snow and family of V
Mr. and Mis. Wlnshi
daughter Nancy cf L]

IN Thomaston 3 apts. to let. 4 5 or
6 rooms and bath. See MR FRISBEE
or cal! at 19 Greene St.
31’. 6
FURNISHED apartment at 80 Pleas
ant St. to let. Apply at 23 Amesbury
St^ TEL 958-J.___________________ 34-36
7-ROOM house at 95 No. Main St .
corner of Warren St. to let. Bath room
and furnace Newly painted and pap
ered. TEX. 745-R or 11 Granite St
35*35
ALL modern. 5 rooms and bath apt
to let, furnished or unfurnished Finr
location PHONE 980 or 984-W
33-3 >
FOUR unfurnished rooms to let
with sun porch and toilet. Inquire
12 Knox St.. TEL. 156-W_________ 31 tf
FURNISHED
apartments to let
DELIA YORK 111 Pleasant St. 29-tf
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
FLORA COLLINS. Ted. 579-W
26-tf
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station Rent reasonable. Inqulr*
M. ARMATA. The Men's Shop. Main
& Park Sts.. Rockland.
26 ’f
LARGE store with three rooms and
bath In rear 73 Park St Center store
In block $6 week. V. F. STUDLEV
283 Mairt St
26 ’f
FOUR-room furnished, heated ap’
to let, .automatic hot water. At 15
Summer St. H. M FROST. Tel 318-W
,
28 tr
HEATED apartment to let. modern
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
rooms bath and kitchenette. Apply
at 130 Union St., or TEL 158 or 723-R
26 tf
TWO or 3-room furnished apt t

$8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft
not screened $9 ton del. M B. Ac C
O PERRY, 519 Main St.. Tel. 487 26-tf

YOUR

SOUTH CHINA

TO LET

NOTICE—Trespassers on my prop
erty will ‘be prosecuted to lull exter'
of the law: also will be prosecu’c'l
for destruction of warning flgn
VICTOR ILOMAKI Warren
T4
I «idlos—Reliable hair goods at Ro*X
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordersolicited. H. O. RHODES. Tel. 519 '
147-S-tf
POSTING Notice—-This is to notlf
all persons that from this date on I
will pay no bills, only those contract
by myself
EBEN KENNEY March
20. 1941.
____________________ 35 • 3 ’
U. S. Roofing and Painting l
Roo«a .papered. $5 up. complete wi
all material and labor. Celling whltenc i
$150 upt THL 270-W.___________ 28-tf
MEN, Women Over 40! Old? Weak
Rundown? Oat rex Tonic Tablets rc;>
up bodies lacking Iron, Vitamin Bi
Get vlflofi’ Oet ''Introductory'- 35c M/r'
today 0611 write C. H. MOOR A- CO
and all other good drug stores
27* '
WELDERS NOTICE;
In the past week among our grad
uates who have passed the Shipyard
test at Bath Iron Works are Pa
Glrouard. Western Ave.. Blddeiorct
Owen Wallace. Broadway. So Pcitland; Carl Perry. Warren; Don Blod
gett and Earl Gray. Brooksville; Mllton Eaton. Deer Isle; Arnold Drlllen
Brewer. These are only a lew of our
Graduates that are now on the ws>
to better pay. Our oourse of 125 or
more hours can qualify vou for a Job
In the shipyards.
Tuition avera ;c1ms than a dollar an hour
To be B
success enroll In a aucces-ful scho
Wrlta-^rxall for complete detail* A-k
for our free prospectus.
CAPITO1
WEH.DING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Av
Portland, Me
30*W

Germany’s national
eluding new Polish
S40c00.000.000 a year
a director of the Dei

<t

29*S*35

INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NORTH AMERICA
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
$29,328,835 03
Cash in Office and Bank.
2.744.457 84
Agents' Balances.
2,574.433 43
Interest and Rents,
106.980 72
All other Assets,
956.210 45

Super-Qi/o/ffy

Just Iytk at these features!
Full 6.3 cu. ft. capacity. Dry
Cold. Moist Cold and Frozen
to
Food Compartments. Philco p*’’.
SUPER Power System. Fullwidth Sliding Crisper Drawer.
Huge Meat Storage Compart- ££
ment. Reserve Storage Bin.
Many other features.

08

FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY
OF MARYLAND
Baltimore, Maryland
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1940
Real Estate.
S2.003.021 34
Mortgage Loans.
60.500 00
Stocks and Bonds,
19.738.599 17
Cash in Office and Bank.
3.423.547 45
Agents' Balances.
1.306,640 89
Interest and Rents.
57,178 32
All other Assets.
60.584 57

Elmer Simmers am
geson. left Monda
Minn, where they ha-,
Edith Vinal
Wednesday night to
Luncli was served.
awarded Mrs.
consolation to Mrs
tredge.
Mrs. George Gray
tl,e Rainbow Club T,
Percy McPhee and
of Rockland, were i;
da>’At the meeting Wi
of Wocdcock-Caisic
A L.. Departmen
Paul Julien of Water
sent. Mr. Watcrma
visitor and Draftee
who was recipient of
ed by tlie Post. Alb<i
made a member. I
supper was served by
Oven Roberts and 3
son. The feminine
stew was noticeable
by Mrs. Owen Robe.l
Mr and Mrs. Ernes
turned Wednesday,
the Winter with tl
Mrs. Doris Dona von
Mrs. Forrest Make
Friday to the Motlic
ter Club.
Tlie Non Eaters nil
Mrs. Sadie Robbins
The Farm Bureau
with Mrs. Blanche K!
Mrs. Bessie Masse 1
ton, Del., is guest 0
Mr and Mrs. Daniel
H. A. Townsend.
Clinton Calderwood. .
A Peterson, Calvii)
Keith Carver were
Thursday in the in
town roads.
Union Church clioii
two plays tlie week
Sunday School tomor
10; worship at 11.
theme “The Dangei
tience.” The vested
the anthem "Oh! Can
Herbert Patrick wil
Junior League meets .1
Endeavor at 6; eveni
;cng and praise, tne
Feed My Lambs ’’
ing will be held in till
lor, Tuesday at 7 p. i)

refrigerator

HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton ONeil have
been passing a few days witli Mr.
and Mrs. A P. Allen
Mr and Mrs. Allie Dunton were
supper guests last Saturday of the
R. E. Browns on occasion of their i
10th wedding anniversary. A the
atre party in Waldoboro was
planned but was postponed until
this week on account of the
weather.
Rehearsals arc underway "for a'
three-act mystery play under the,
coaching of Mrs. Helen Wentworth ’
An orchard meeting was held
Tuesday by the men of the Farm
Bureau, with Mr. Gardner present
from Orono. Dinner was served by
the food leader and assistant. Wom
en of the Farm Bureau held a
“meat specialties" class Wednesday,
dinner being served by Mrs. Evelyn
Brown, foods leader, and Mrs.
Gladys Burgess, chairman.

Cram©

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts and
Mrs. Pease spent last weekend in
Augusta as guests cf Mr. Watts'
daughter.
Mrs. Margaret Simmons, teacher
at Clark Island school, is vacation
ing in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A Schellen were
guests recently of Herbert Pierson
while they were here making plans FOR SALE
to open their cottage and do some
work.
CHILD'S bicycle for sale. Price $8.
Nelson Gardner is somewhat im MISS ALICE FULLER. Gien Cove.
35 37
proved. He recently received a bas
GI ENWOOD N Cook Stove for sale,
ket of fruit from Ocean View oil burner and hot water coll. TEL
1 758-J
34*36
Grange.
GEESE— 1 gander. 4 geese for sale.
Malcolm Pierson, son of Mr. and MAURICE AHLHOLM, Box 80. War
35-lt
Mrs. Herbert Pierson, who has been ren.
HOUSE and furniture for sale at
awarded the valedictory at St. once. FRED C MALONEY. Rockville.
36*37
George High School, is spending a Me
APPLETON MILLS
DAY-old
cockerels
for
sale.
3c
each;
David Esancy who has been very few days of his vacation in New ready March 24 H. W LITTLE Tel
35-lt
York as guest of his sister, Alvalene 532.
ill, is improving slowly.
1939 PLYMOUTH sedan for sale.
Mrs. Effie Hazen recently spent Pierson who is a technician in tlie MRS
G. W GRAY. 3 Lindsey 8t., City
34*36
a few days with Mrs. Carrie Sher Rockefeller Institute.
FOR
second-hand
carpenter
tools
man, calling on friends in that vi
see H L MASON at 63 Gav St. or at
Gordons' shop on Tillson Ave
34-36
cinity.
ROCKVILLE
FRIGIDAIRE Ice cream
cabinet,
A successful fair was held recently
Mrs. Emma Peterson is visiting eight hole, for sale. Used very little
for the benefit of the Dental Clinic, and caring for her sister Mrs. Flor after a reconditioned Job at factory.
J. C. MOODY, Tel. 12-12 Unton, Me
by children of the Grammar and ence Bolduc who ts ill.
34*36
Primary Schools.
HOSPITAL bed for sale, adjustable
Several from here attended the
new. less than wholesale
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Page nave re minstrel show given by Rockport | springs;
price. 235 Maun St., TEL 1350 34 36
turned from Dover, N. H., where Higii School Monday and pro
TWO 8-fool, show cases for sale.
Solid mahogany, plate glass tops. $15
they have had employment.
nounced it excellent.
Call at SENTER CRANE'S. Rockland
It has been very "showery” in
33-35
Mrs. Annie Collamore was in the
HOUSEHOIT) goods for sale this
this vicinity lately, the latest one village for a short period of time
I week
ELLIS S GRAY. Oyster River
being held for Mrs Helen Simpson. and called on friends here.
RD, Warren. Me.
33-35
Mrs. Ella Derry is critically ill at
TWENTY-FIVE horses that must be
sold to make room for another load.
the home of Mrs. Carrie Cummings,
To reward the courtesy of twenty All over shipping sickness Priced be
where she has been spending the drivers on a Liverpool tramway low present marked prices LEON A
LUDWIG, Newcastle, Tel. 135.
33*36
route Chevalier Marbosa, a Portu
past few weeks.
WE buy and well second-hand fur
Howard Proctor and son Milton guese consul for Liverpool, willed niture of all kinds: before you make
a deal, get our appraisal price, at
were visitors Sunday at the home each of them $4
Furniture Exchange. 235 Main St., Tel
1350. Rockland
25-tf
of Mr. and Mrs. William Arrington.
Hard wood per root, fitted. $150;
LEGISLATIVE
NOTICE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Nutter were
Sawed. $1 40: long. $1 30. M B. <fe C. O.
The Committee on Sea and Shore PERRY. Tel. 487
26-tf
recent callers in Appleton.
Fisheries will give a public hearing in
D.
A
c H
hard
ooal.
egg.
stove,
nut
Mrs. May Ness is ill.
its rooms at the State House, in Au
$14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
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‘‘I Always Recommend

Cote's Magic Water

There are about 75.000 Chinch
in the Philippines, 30,033 Japane.*c
and 9.000 Americans and Eure •
pewus •a

—because it la never diluted.
You save money because it roes
further."
Full 32-ounce Bottle.

4

•

CQ^iST O

Every-Other-Day'

R

[very-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
UTO9. OOOAR O. LAM
Oan-espondeafc

Jubilant Skippers

The new faces in the Skippers’
lineup shone with perspiration and
jcy Monday night as they turned
in their bit toward the downfall
of the Ganders, that regal aggre
gation which has lorded is so over
the lowly and crestfallen Skipted ?c
men all Winter long.
y. George Gray will entertain
Keith Carvers 225 pounds of
. e R„inbow Club Tuesday.
plumber
’s muscle was drafted into !
pc;, Mc-Phee and William Blake

iy.

ust lock at these features!

ull 6.3 cu. ft. capacity.

Dry

old. Moist ( old and Frozen

ood Compartments.
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Full-

.dth sliding ( risper Drawer,
luge Meat Storage Compart-
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Reserve Storage Bin.
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Moist Cold
•ower System

,114.75 and up

'ANTED
IE O.1D hand house and ship car« tools wanted Write 3 S "
irier-Gazette____________ 36*38

IXPFRrENCED woman wanted for
o Usework MRS R l STRATS-. Tel 2S8-W 34-33
OSD hand ca’penters and ship
;t*r> toots
Write ” J S ."

r-Gazette______________ 33*35

ROOFING work
wanted. staging
.ed
free e- timate
WILLIAM
>l’SO. JR
Thomaston St.. Tel.
l-M .____________________________ 33-35
AIL L buy farm or small house, prefurntshed
Olve price and deWrlte
HOME” care Courier-e _________________________ 35*37
INEXPENSIVE ;~ed typewriter wantnew milch cow C R WALCE. Te: 1-34 Warren_________ 35-1*
)NE mature man or woman waaaU-a
p.e.i-ant year round work tn Rockd
Experience not necessary’ Befearnings to start
V.e EMPLOYMENT MANAGER 231
— 11 Af Newark N J
33*35
T RNITVRE wanted to upholster.
>' : for and delivered T J fi.nu
ll 19 Birch St Te: 212-W
33-tf
1OOD home for aged persons or tnat 17 Suffolk St expert lndl>1 M. attention TEL 1200
17*I9-tf
Ft’ RNITVRE wanted to upholster.
Led for and delivered T 3 F7J5MIG 19 Birch St Tel 212-W
17-tf

0 LET
IN Thoma-ton 3 apts to let 4 5 or
ms and bath See MR FRLSBEP
ill at 19 Oreer.e St
3C-6
FURNISHED apartment a: 30 Pleut St to let
Apply at 23 Arre-bu
rnt. 953-J_____________ 74-J6
7-ROOM house at 95 No Mam St .
mer of Warren St to let. Bath room
<■ furnace Newly painted and pepred
TEL 745-R or 11 Granite St
____________________________ 35*35
AIL modern 5 room.- and bath apt.
t. furnished or unfurnished Fine
m PHONE 9B0 - XH-W
33-35
FOUR unfurnished rooms to let
lth sun porch and toilet
Inquire
_Koox
_________ 31 tf
FURNIBHED
apartments
to let
ELIA YORK 111 Pleasant St
29-tf
R»X)M tc let »t 15 Grove St
MRS
LORA COLLINS Tel 579-W
28-tf

5- ROOM tenement with bath to let.

lewly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
tal stat’.'n Rent reasonable Inquire
ARMATA The Men’s Shop. Main
Pars Sta Rockland
28 tf
LARGE store with three rooms and
tt a rear 73 park St Center store
b -k M week V F STUDLEY
3 Mairf St
2# tf
FOL'H-to-'m furnished, heated apt
* ’ matlc hot water At 13
ummer St. H M FROST. Tel 318-W

M tf

;

HE\ i Eu apartment to let. modern
venlences. hard wood floors Three
:3th and kitchenette
Appf
130 Union St or TEL 158 or 723-R
_________
28 tf
TWO or 3-room furnished ap: t)
t ?a Wsrren St Inquire at 12 WAR
ES or 11 JAMS ST
28-tf

:ous
NOTICE- Trespassers on my prop’ will he prosecuted to full extent
the law also will he prosecuted
r deatru.-tion of warning sign-.
CTOR IL OMAK I Warren
:4*3>>
I .rttee—Reliable hair good- at R--'k:.d Hair Store 24 Elm St Mai! order*
Kicited
H O. RHODES Tel 519 J
________ ____ _____________
147-S- tf
POSTING Notice*—This ls to nottfv
■ per-on- that from this date on I
ill pay no bills cnlv those contracted
myself
EBEN KENNEY March
1941
35*37
V S Roofing and Painting Co
- m* papered. 95 up. complete with
material and labor Celling whitened
ups
270-W
28-tf
MEN Women Over 40 Old? Weak,
undowm* Ositrex Tonic Tablet* rep
p bodies lacking Iron, Vitamin BI.
let vm. Get Introductory 35c n-'*
Call write C H MOOR 8s CO
id a . other good drug stores
27*35
WELDER $ NOTICE
In the past w-eek among our grad
ate* who have pa»ed the Shipyard
at Bath Iron Works are Paul
Irouard
Western Ave
Biddeford:
Wallace. Broadwav. So. Port
ia Car: Perry Warren. Don B’.od
tt and Bari Gray Brooksville: Mila Eaton Deer Iale. Arnold DrtUen
rewer
These are only a few of our
rad iate» that are now on the way
' better pay Our course of 125 or
ore hours can qualify vou for a yob
the shipyard*
Tuition averages
r* than a doilar an hour
To be a
•c**e enroll la a successful *choolrraluL for complete detail* A*k
our free prospectus
CAPITOL
.EID-NO SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave.
drtland. Me
30*35

There are about 75 000 Chinese
’ Wi
i the Philippine?. 30C23 Japanese

nd 9.000 Americans and Euro-

TT';
A- e meeting Wednesday night
Wocdcock-Cassie-Coombs Post,
L
Department Commander
P3>;; Julien of Waterville, was preei;- Mr. Waterman was also a
,.sitcr and Draftee Donald Pople,
»recipient of a gift present
ee / the Post. Albert Osgood was
•nadc a member. A lobster stew
uppc whs served by Seth Norwood,
0-. :. Roberts and Elmer MartlnCi. The feminine touch of the
steu was noticeable. It was made
Mr-. Owen Roberts.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Williams rerjr.ee Wednesday, having passed
e Winter with their daughter
Doris Donavon.
Mrs Forrest Maker was hostess
Friday to the Mother and Datfgher Club.
Tie Non Eaters met Friday with
M:- Sadie Robbins.
The Farm Bureau met Tuesday
with Mrs. Blanche Kittredge
Mrs Bessie Massey of Wilming•„n. Del., is guest of her parents,
M and Mrs. Daniel Middleton
H A Townsend, O. V. Drew,
Clinton Calderwood, A. E. Libby. A.
A Peterson. Calvin Vinal and
Keith Carver were in Augusta
Thursday in the interest of the
town roads.
Union Church choir will present
•vo plays the week after Easter.
Sunday School tomorrow will be at
10; worship at 11, the pastor’s
theme “The Dangers of Itnpa: ence." The vested choir will sing
t .e anthem •’Oh! Can It Be!" Mrs.
Herbert Patrick will be soloist.
Junior League meets at 4; Christian
Endeavor at 6; evening service of
.ng and praise, tne pastor's topic
Peed My Lambs.” Prayer meet
ing will be held in tne church par

lor, Tuesday at 7 p. m. •

SOUTH CHINA

"‘x

crafty skill in Gander Scotty
Littlefield, and while Carver only
hit the pins on an average of cne
ball in three, every time he did hit
it counted big, especially if you
counted all the pieces.
Skipper Leo Lane was thrown
into the breach made by the ab
sence of Skipper Skip Arey. who
has gone a hunting for the elusive
job, even as you and I. Skipper
Lane after struggling all evening,
with indifferent success managed
to achieve an almost impossible
spare in his last frame, cutting
the No. 6 pin over onto the No. 7,
and went home wearing a smile
as broad as the stern sheets of
Keith Caivers overalls.
Up to the last string it was touch
and go with the two teams for
the Skippers had won the first by
five pins and the Ganders the sec
ond by 12, so that going into the
last string the Ganders were 7-up,
but in that last canto Don Pcole
limbered up the old soupbone and
smashed cut a 121, while his team
mates were pick.ng up a few more,
and tlie match ended with the
Ganders 41 pins to the bad.
Captain Grimes of the Ganders
had a vety bad evening but also
had a very gcod alibi inasmuch as
he has been a victim of the epi
zootic for the past week and
claimed: he was weak as a rag,
and hardly bad the strength neces
sary to roll a ball down tlie alley.
Seme of the Skippers remarked
behind their hands that he didn’t
seem to lack the strength neces
sary to grasp their dimes and
hold onto them, or to puff a big
black cigar, and blew the srncke
in their faces but that is neither
here nor there, and may be attrib
uted to professional jealousy.
Der Captain's Dipsy Doodle ball
was working good but not quite
good enough to prevent his taking
a shellacking from Brer Petersen.
A ccuno 1 cf war was held by
the ccmm ssary department dur
ing the match and it was later
announced that a big chicken sup
per would be served before the next
encounter in honor of the depar
ture of draftee Don Poole for a
date with his Uncle Samuel, at
which all the big wigs ard dignataries of the bowling world as rep
resented1 in Vinalhaven would be
present, includ.ng Skipper Hall,
who has recuperated enough to
think he will be able to stow away
a fair sized cargo of chicken
come next. Monday, and ex-Gander
Shields who as a stow away is
nothing else but.

77—234
88-275
70—246
88 250
100 -308

423-1312
80-254
91—272
86—257
93—252
121—318

American oil company in Irak
446 436 471-1353
cbtained.' a permit from the
103
degrees, pulse
* Temperature
nth of Kuwait to exploit triIquick,
perspirarapid, respiration
deposiU in his tcrritcyr.
tlcn plenty.
Oennany’ii national income, inGreenland has compulsory cdu• ung r.ew Polish provinces, is
ik' T’O 000,000 a year, according to cation. There is one teacher for
every 14 students
rector of the Deutsche Bank.

1■

-r... .'-X:

to *1 *

stack up against the 135 pounds of

Kenneth Tabor, Carlton and
Carrell Farrington. Reger Boivin
and Frederick Parmenter are stahaned at Camp Blanding, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy and
( ughtcri Evelyn, and' Charlene were
nr dinner guests of Mrs. Wili.am Ring in honor of Miss Ethel
Laneys birthday. Mrs. Esancy
recently visited her daughters,
Mrs. Hazel Fitzgerald of Augusta
read and Mrs. Doris Bumps of
China.
Erskine Academy will present a
minstrel show April 4.
At Mrs. Ralph Esancy's recent
-itor.-: were: Mrs. Harry Merrill
Windsor, Mis. Alice Hallowell
motlier, Mrs. Agnes Grindle,
4r:
PiiUomena Cummings of
Waterville, Florentius Merrill of
The score:
Bath, Mr. and Mi's. Ardelle Bumps The Refulgent Ganders
•Ltd daughter Joyce of China.
Littlefield ....... ... 84 73
Miss Johnson and Miss Philpot
1 Sanborn ......... . . . 99 88
Erskine Academy faculty witli
♦Grimes ......... ... 87 88
>n students, attended a tea
Libby ............. ... 81 81
- n recently by Mrs. Harland Goose Arej' ....
90 118
ry ol Windsor for Mrs. 8utndewall and Mrs. Niota Grady.
441 448
Hubert Hall and son Lawrence •Reconstructed” Skippers
as weekend visitors. Miss K. Carver
..... 88 86
r-nir of Randolph, Mrs. Arthur Drew ................... . 86 98
El v ar.d family of VassaLboro and Peterson ............ 84 87
M and Mis. Winship Pierce and Lane ...... ............ . 78 81
? liter Nancy of Lynn, Maas.
Don Poole ............ . Ill 86

4^1

The Baptiit Ladles’ Sewing Circle
held its annual meeting recently at

Recent Recruits Refute
Refulgent Ganders, and
Roar Raucous Raspberry

0[ Rockland, were in town Thurs- the line up of the Skippers,

FRIGERATOR

TENANT'S HARBOR

Snow’s Yard In Other Days

Simmers and Robert Geor.^n left Monday for Jasper,
L,an .v’.iere they have employment,
xjrs Edith Vinal was hostess
ft’edne^ay night to the “Bridge 8.”
. ncii was served. Highest score
awarded Mrs. Della Simmers;
i0r>iclat:on to Mrs. Blanch Kit

LCO £</pe/--(?(/a/'fy
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the Lllliaa Orace Institute.
A
covered dish supper was served
with Alice Wheeler, Nannie Allen
and Mary Marriott, the committee.
These officers were elected: Mary
Marriott, president; Alice Wheeler,
vice president; Mabel Wilson, sec
retary; Margaret Cant, treasurer;
Nannie Alien, Mabel Wilson, Tena
Barter and Josie Conary, directors
of sewing.
The perfect attendants of Gram
mar School to date are: Present
every day, Agnes Troup, Mary
Mills and George Mills; absent
one-half day, Edith Doniels, Ruth
Wiley; absent one day, Maxine
Lowell, Louise Fuller, Mildred Er

With A Sharp Tongue
Port Clyde Man Criticises
Town Meeting and Hints
at Village’s Secession
Port Clyde, March 17
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As usual, the green Lght was on
at the town-meeting March 10. It
started with a bang and ended in
disappointment.
More noticeable than ever, it is
evident that many of our taxpayers
stayed at home, due to the fact that
they are fed up on the way business
is transacted in St. George. Many
more of the dissatisfied group will
join the ranks in 1942.
Economy is a thing of the past in
St. George and any person who
advocates it or expresses his or her
views in relation to this matter, is
either hissed at or disliked by a
regimented group.
This group
doesn’t consist entirely of project
workers and surplus commodities
recipients, but some of the so
called elite as well. It was some of
the latter who favored an increase
in pay to our selectmen, who also
serve as assessors and overseers
of the poor. This was strongly
contested, but the sponsors won,
and off we started on another
spending program—in other words,
on a reckless toboggan.
Another project was sponsored
and as usual, tlie selectmen can and
no doubt will, corral all available

vin and Emma Mackie.
Mrs. Mary Marriott has returned
from Providence where she spent
the past three weeks with her son.
Rev. ByTd Springer’s subject for
the Baptist service Sunday morning
will be "How To Please God." The
adult choir will furnish special
music. Sunday School follows im
mediately after the morning serv
ice. In the evening there will be
special musical selections by the
young people's vested choir and
instruments, also congregational
singing, preceding the pastor’s
message which will be on “How To
Meet
God." Christian Endeavor
This happy crowd watching the launching of a three-masted schooner certainly never dreamed the day would
Bible
study
Friday will be from
come when warcraft would be built in this yard
John 10.
Rev. and Mrs. Byrd Springer and funds for that purpose.
NORTH HAVEN
Sea “Sarpint,” Maybe
family
have as guests Mrs. Hop
Not being content with a direct
THE LYRIC MUSE
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gillis were
kins and young daughter Sylvia appropriation of $500 from the
guests Tuesday evening of Mr. and
of Trenton.
North Haven Women Gets
town, they will have State Aid and
Mrs. Ernest Brown. Cards featured
third class funds to play with. These
Miss
Emma
Watts
is
visiting
her
a
Thrill
—
Raises
Oranges
the evening’s entertainment. The
amounts total around $4100. For
grandmother
Mrs.
Rose
Watts
at
—Feeds Hungry Birds
hostess served ice cream and caxe
Wallston for a few days during this the Federal Government will
Shirley Bunker of Vinalhaven
North Haven March 17
pass along three times that amount
school vacation.
was overnight guest recently of his EditQr q{. The Courier.Gazette:_
or $12,300, making a total of nearly
Aaron W. Mont
sister. Mrs. Helen Marden. Being
Before I get too steeped in house
Aaron Watts Mont, a native of $17,000 for a project, to be spent in
Publication Limited to Brief
joint winners at the recent Poverty cleaning and the like. I am going
this place and son of the late Peter what I term a wilderness. Last year
Poems
Ball they received a fine box of to write you about that “long fish’’
of Original Composition
and Susanna (Watts) Mont died the town sponsored a $20,000 proj
candy.
I spoke of.
By Subscribers
suddenly, March 12, at his home in ect land in reality I think it
A few years ago my husband and
A crew of telephone men are here
Hartford. Mr. Mont had been af amounted to nearly $24,000. Re
from Rockland repairing the lines. I were walking near the shore at the j
gardless Of this, Marshall Point
flicted with heart disease the past
DELUSIONS
1.has returned Martell estate, which adjoins
road,
a third class road designated
J . the jI
(For The Courier Gazette]
few years, although he was able to
Morrow property. It was in the
home after spending several weens i early Fall, just after the killing “The mountains have aU run away." attend to business up to the date by the State, didn’t receive a pen
our three year-old girl with
ny’s worth cf construction and
with her daughter in Bar Harbor. 1 frosts had taken their toll of the Said dismay
of his death.
never has since 1938. At that time
One
misty
morning
when
she
looked
Mrs. Elmer Carver and Marion lovely flowers. It was in the latter
Funeral services were conducted
outside
we received $1090 from the State
half of the afternoon and nearly Nothing but fog by her eyes was
are in Portland fcr a few days.
by Rev. Elden H. Mills, pastor of and tills amount was used to start
de-cried
calm, with the sun about to set.
Mercedes Calderwood has re I was gazing out over the water Instead of the hills that surround our the West Hartford Congregational the road. Since then cur third
home
turned from a visit in Vinalhaven. when I heard my husband suddenly Adorning
Vermont where'er the eyes Church (of which deceased was an class money has been pooled.
roam.
attendant).
The large number
and has as her guest Mrs. Fritzjof exclaim: “Look!-’ I looked—and
Why has it been pooled? It
think sometimes our present at the services together
then I Looked! For there before We grown-ups
Anderson.
hills run away.
would take too much space to ex
of our hopes In their lovely with the abundance of beautiful
Mrrs Clyde Ames and daughter our startled eyes was the biggest The hills
plain, but we don’t have to go to
array.
Hope were recent visiters in Reek- j“f*h” \ ever saw in my life. It When only the fogs of our fears In floral tributes, were silent testi a foreign country to find autocrats
tervene
.was quite close to the shore (I beAdded to the above mentioned
the glory we erstwhile have monials of the high esteem in which
landlieve the water is fairly deep there) Obscuring
seen.
Mr. Mont was held. Interment was discrimination. I understand from
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Howard ancj ^le “fish” was easily 25 or 30
Allison M. Watts
in Connecticut, and was private.
Jamaica, Vt.
very good authority that oui se
have returned from Whitinsville feet long. It had two “stove-pipes"
•t
it
w
at
Mr.
Mont
is
survived
by
his
wife,
lectmen requested the Highway
where ire has had employment.
on its head, or ventilators, and
Mrs. Hhttle (McNeil) Mont; two Commission to allow third class
THEY
was swimming along in the most
The Grange sewing circle met toB
•
[For The Courier-Gazette]
sons, Roderick A. Mont of Plain funds to be used with State aid
°
°
leisurely way you could imagine.
day with Mrs. James Pendleton. The head and “stove-p pes” would I passed a gate within a wall
ville, Conn., and John G. Mont of
Tlie next meeting will be with Nel come up. and then the sharp-look Wheretallslender maples straight and Hartford; four grandchildren of or some other fund.
It looks as though they pulled
gently 'neath a Winter sky
lie Beverage.
ing dorsal fin, and finally the tail Waved
And white shafts gleamed through Plainville; one nephew of Massa another fast one.
snow and sleet
Mrs. Holbrook of Vinahaven is at fin, and really half of the “thing's”
chusetts and one of Maine.
Knowing the ruthlessness, of the
a road where flowers sleep.
the home of Mrs. James Greenlaw. body would be exposed to view. It Along
But lips were dumb throughout my
He
was
a
member
of
St.
John
’
s
road
situation in St. Gecrgc (yet
quest
The Skillet Club met Thursday appeared to be coal black.
Lodge.
F.A.M.,
of
Hartford,
and
the
As
I
passed
down
those
silent
streets.
some
of our citizens whom I'd like
We were holding our breaths all
with Myrtle Greenlaw and partook this time, mind you! The fish For long they journeyed toward the United Commercial Travelers. He to respect) advocate a raise in pay
west
of luncheon.
dipped and bobbed up, and dipped And found the islands of the blessed. was also a member of Seaside Bap for those who are primarily re
Maurice P. Hill
Service Sunday at the Baptist and bobbed up, following a course
tist Church of this place.
sponsible for the ruthless tactics
Rockland.
Church will be conducted by Rev. with the setting sun, and hardly
I
’ve already spoken of.
Mr.
Mont
was
a
devoted
husband
RR RR
H. I. Holt. Sunday School meets making a ripple! I've often thought
It’s the same old story, concen
and father and had a wide circle
EVENTIME IN HARBOUR
at 10: worship at 11; and young since then that if the thing had !
tration
of power in the hands of a
[For The Courier-Gazette]
of friends—possessing such qualities
people’s meeting at 6.30 The eve- given a vicious flip of its tail we i The even-time comes swLft and fay
few.
That
principle may be all
that go to make a man well liked
would have been going yet!
When ferry boats like black water bugs
ning service will be at 7.30
right
if
those
in power practice
wherever he is known. He was a
My late father-in-law. Fred C. Against sunsets red-bared ray
Mrs Nellie Thayer is \i i ing hei i ^jar<jen bought it may have been a Steam swiftly through the spacious man of honest habits and generous what most of us term justice.
bsy
son after returning from Rockland “black-fish - a cow-fish—or a ham And smote
The newly elected selectman,
stacks puff of amber hue nature.
Gainst
sky-ways, silver-gray and blue
where she spent the Winter.
mer-head shark."
Whatever it
He was untiring in his efforts for made one statement in town-meet
whistles meet the clang of
was certainly gave us the thrill of Shrill bells
any good cause in the communities ing that I question. While speaking
our lives for the time being
And chug chug of motor boat through in which he lived. In short, “he in favor of a project, he made the
ST. GEORGE
I remember reading in The Cou- Caused by the heavier steamers wake
Mrs. Ada Jenkins was dinner r er-Gazette about some fishermen As berths at standard space they take. lived in a house by the side of the remark that the fall of France was
road and was a friend to man." caused by the people not having
guest Sunday of Emma Giichrcst. catching something like that in a There’s screaking cheering, hull-abaloo.
Charlotte Caddy spent last week weir last Summer, around here As gang-planks rattles to place a-shore Outstanding traits of his fine char work, and having too much time to
crowd for land once acteristics were faithfulness and think.
somewhere. I hope somebody can And passengers
end with her parents.
more.
According to my information,
Theodore Caddy has been con tell me what the thing was. I’m Time moves swiftly and noises cease. loyalty. A host of friends will be
that
is not true. The fact that
sure
if
it
had
been
swimming
to

Night-shades deepen with lonely in deeply saddened by his death as
fined at norne with grippe.
crease
ward
us,
instead
cf
away.
I
would
many
of the people didn't want to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Solberg were
In shadows that linger lr. darkened they were inspired by his life.
have
“
took
to
my
heels'
in
no
small
work
and wanted something for
doors
in town Sunday.
As stealthy vagrant hunts for si»ce
way!
nothing
is partly the cause of that
Mrs. Floyd Barnes is a patient at
To lay him down on best he finds
• • * •
For sleep and rest and tranquil mind. EAST LIBERTY
Nation
folding
up
Knox Hospital.
I might add that m.v orange tree
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hartford of
early mom again brings da<y. and
The fact that too many people
Mr. and Mrs. Almond Hall had | |1as sjx near|y rjpP oranges on it Till
He must flee before the cops
Camden were guests Sunday of Mr. in St. George want something for
his stealthy bed,
as guests last weekend Capt . a’nd | ncw; a]so SOmc smaller green fruit. Discovering
Give him what he mostly dreads.
and Mrs. W. L. Grant.
nothing, will probably mean its
Mrs. Robert Pike and daughter! and is nearly covered with buds An Invitation to the pen where
Earl Adams was home from Houl downfall.
Rooms
are
sought
by
lew
such
men.
Elois of Weymouth. Mass., and Mrs.; again! Also my Ponderosa lemon
K. 8. F.
ton last weekend.
However, speaking again about
Greenwood and daughter Shirley ! tree is blossoming. The lemon tree
Rockland.
Roger Norwood and Georgia Nor our selectmen, if I were to pay them
and Owenetta of Melrose. Mass.
! * a considerably larger specimen
The Penny Carnival held at the ! tha"the orange’
the leaves of lemon is reported to bear fruit wood of Union called Sunday on L What I think they are worth, I’d
,
,
...
iand blossoms are quite large, thick
Roger Norwood at the home of pay No. 1 and 2 $50 each, per year
Grange hall Wednesday night
and hcavy Before the buds finally weighing two pounds each, and very Clarence Howes.
and I'd pay a few dollais to No. 3
a great success in spite of the ba -burst,” which they really do in palatable for lemonades and piehad
he never been elected.
weather.
process of opening, they look like making.
In
my estimation it’s men who
• • • •
WEST ROCKPORT
a large elongated drop of white
show
real value to a town and
The
new
son
who
arrived
at
A Japanese pearl dealer destroyed wax about the s:ze and length of
Did you ever notice how com
720.000 pearls to cut down sur first joint of the little finger And paratively tame the birds are when the home of Mr. and Mis. Percy either cut expenses or hold them to
a minimum who are eligible for a
they smell so sweet! This variety
pluses.
they are cold and hungry? Now Clark Sunday morning has been raise in salary. I believe we should
named1 Gary Edward.
when the sun is shining brightly,
Mrs. Harvey Lunden entertained adopt the mejlt system.
and there is a quantity of bare
A certain amount of surplus com
the Tuesday Club this week. It
ground, the little “duffers” sit out will meet next Tuesday, with Mrs. modities may be all right but hand
in the trees and eye my crumby of Perley Merrifield and Mrs. Elmer ing them to people who are earning.
ferings in silent disdain! (But oh Merrifield.
I don't approve of. When people
those pesky Starlings! They gobble
■3an
help tnemselves to oranges,
J. J. Dunbar will be the repre
up everything in sight, and almost
and I think it's safe to add apples
chcke themselves to death in their sentative from this section of town to that list, it’s about time we are
haste to grab everything in sight on the board of selectmen for an adopting the Stamp Plan.
in the shortest time possible!)
other year. He was re-elected at
When the Overseers of the Poor
e • a •
Monday’s town meeting.
Department
write a person a check
And now to the party who is still
The Mission Circle has been in
for
$10
off
the Trussell Fund and
so skeptical about my hearing-abil vited to meet Thuisday with Mrs.
the husband of said person is mak
ities with Sonotone Hearing Aid,
and who is frequently asking if I Fred Collins in Rockland.
ing $30 a week I believe it’s going
can “hear any better.” Yes indeed,
a bit too far and is beyond my con
I
I can hear amazingly well, and APPLETON
ception of what k> right. This is
L
would consider life very dark and
Telephone transmission of tlie only one of the high lights In St.
■rvi.
dreary without my Sonotone. And Appleton town meeting report led
George finance during 1C«1O, I could
■i’L
if this party did something really
to the incorrect report that Harry mention others.
worthwhile for her hearing, she
Is it any wonder that our poor
would not be thinking her friends C. Edgecomb was elected first se
,
were “passing her by.” For I am lectman. Owing to presure of busi account is soaring:
Not many years ago we had a
sure it is a very great physical and ness Mr. Edgecomb declined to
mental effort to talk to a very run and the new board comprises valuation of $830,000. Today, it is
deaf person for a long period of O. T. Keene, H. K. McCorrison ;'own to $6CO.CCO. Our tax rate has
BACK HOME in a matter of
time.
Helen B. Marden
and B. R. Miller. Mr. Edgeccmb advanced around 100S and yet there
minutes! Little effort or cost.
has served as selectman 11 years, is a class in this town which seems
Out-of-town rates are now so
Exceeding the speed Emit has
to like it. Why? The reason is,
moderate, keeping in touch
led the list as the major cause of and was chairman of the beard
they are receiving material bene
seven
years.
His
decision
not
to
by telephone can be a habjt!
traffic accidents in the United
fit,
either directly or indirectly.
run
again
was
learned
with
much
States for as long as records have
We
have no payroll and tiie fish
regret.
'
•
,4
been kept.

ing industry has dwindled. Wo
have however, a fairly gcod .sized
summer colony. Notwithstanding
all of this, we go on as though we
were In an industrial community. I
believe in fair play, also in justice.
If there Is any, I fail to see it in
St. George.
I may be a critic and a radical,
nevertheless I'll continue to use all
of my energy to obtain what be
longs to us in this part cf the tewn.
If I fail I'll use every effort at my
command for the secession of Pert
Clyde from Tenant’s Harbor.
Instead of singing. South of the
Border Down Mexico Way." wc will
sing “Scuth of the Border Down
St. George Way.'
In closing I will again speak of
tlrise who sneeringly smile and
stomp tlieir feet in town meeting.
It’s net only a sign of Illiteracy, hut
it shows idealism in a St.Gcorge
town meeting is a thing of the past.
Furthermore, it’s not the American
way.
Sydney H. Davis
A LOT OK PATIENCE
ViratLhaven People Who Want
Road Completed Credited

With It

An Augusta despatch says:
"Folk on the island of Vinalhaven
on Maine's coast 10 miles from
Rockland apparently have a lot of
patience with tlieir road-building
progress.
Town officials and others Thurs
day told the Legislative Ways and
Bridges committee that they ha 1
waited 30 years to complete a ninemile stretch of highway which was
started as "a narrow wagon road."
They asked for $8300 through a
bill filed by Representative Lloyd F

Crockett of North Haven to finance
the tarring of the road running
from the ferry, which connects the
island with North Haven, to tne
business section of Vinalhaven.

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Miss Helen Pales motcrcd Friday
o Massachusetts with Mrs. Ralpli
Wincapaw of the village and re
turned Monday.
Mrs. Russell and daughter Mar
jorie of Vermont motcred here last
Thursday lor her son Everett who
had been called for Army sendee.
Mr and Mrs. Carl Fales wer.t
Wednesday for a few days' trip to
3oston and Portland. Miss Helen
Fales is acting as caret,akei (Juring
his parents absence, assisted by
Mrs. Marjorie Wire: paw of ti c
village.
Miss Nora Seavcr and Miss Kay
Crane will arrive today from 61amord, Conn., for a two weeks' vaca
tion.
Miss Madeline Bradford, accom
panied by Wellman Hupper of Port
Clyde visited Sunday with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W A Bradford.

GLEN COVE
George Woodward has been cn
ten days’ leave from his duties at
the Rockland Breakwater Light.
Mrs. Clifton Carroll was a visitor
Thursday in Thomaston.
Miss Ethel Luttrell who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Frank Fill
er for severa 1 weeks, returned
Sunday to Pawtucket, It. I
Rev. and Mra. Newman Wilson ol
Jonesport have been holding a
=eries of meetings at the home of
Rev. George Woodward. Rev. Mr.
Wilson is a clergyman cf the Re
formed Latter Day Saints Churcli.
Almost 90 percent cf Denmark's
and area lias been made producfive.

El Comodoro Hotel *

ttoUy located lust O
bomallacuviiy Ra^trom
$2 50 single. $*°° double.

and shower bath
Modem angled coll^op oilers (he hnesrioed-

moderate Pnc* Popular

cocktail loung*
Under the
Personal Direction

Joseph H- Ada®*Manage*

€lT0MQD0R0
£. W f irMtSi .^1
at 2nd Av*.
M.ami FlorHa •
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Farm and Home Week Speakers

A
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NAOMA MAYHEW
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Book
Corner
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Tel.
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Gladyt St, Clair HeistaJ

ated with Rosario Scalero in the
Composition Department. Chamber
music will be in charge of Jascha
Brodsky. Charles Jaffe. Max Aronoff and Orlando Cole, member of
the Curtis String Quartet Alexander Hilsberg, conductor of the
student orchestra, The Curtis s.vinphony succeeds Fritz Reiner
These appointments announced
by Mr. Zimbalist on accepting his
own new appointment, become if.
fective on Oct. 6. 1941, opening the
school year of 1941-42. Felix Salmond will continue to teach cello,
and Mr. Zimbalist, Mine. Lube ha
and Mr. Hilsberg will continue to
teach violin.
The resignations are: Dr Ran
dall Thompson, as director, nt the
end of the present school year;
Steuart Wilson, teacher of singm..
Harry Kaufman, teacher of piano
and accompanying, vocal coach;
David Saperton. teacher of piano;
Fritz Reiner, front the orcln a
department; Richard Stohy, from
the Theory Department; Mine.
Renee Longy Miquelle, from the
Theory Department.

The 17th anniversary of the ,
Mrs. Faye Stetson was hostess
Woman
’s Baptist Foreign Mission I
Tuesday to the Star Circle. Plans
National Music Week, the first, music in the schools, and the aims
Society was observed by the Bapwere made for a public card party
t st Mission Circle at a birthday week in May, is "just around the of National Music Week,
March 28 in the Masonic banquet
American Music Day should stimu
Pierre
Lazareff.
dynamic
editor
party in the church parlor, Tues corner,” and it is by no means too
hall. Mrs. Emma Young, Mrs.
late many editorials.
of the great tPrer-h newspaper. day. A program. "A New Lease On
Stetson and Miss Helen Stet
early to begin shaping plans for
Paris
Soir,
has
signed
a
contract
Music Clubs: Club and public
Life’ was presented with Mrs. C. local activities. For the 1941 ob
son comprise the committee. A
to w.ite a bcok about France to
concerts,
free or paid, or preferably
surprise feature was the p.esentaday for Random House. Under M. £p:uce as the "Argel of the servance here are some suggestions both. Special programs in aid of
tion of a colonial bouquet of hand
his editorship, Paris Self’s circu Churches" and* Mrs. Walter Joy,
projects for the community, fea
kerchiefs to Mrs. Lura Libby, who
lation rose from 60 000 to 2 COO.OOO! Mrs. Alden Knight. Mis. Fred which may be timely:
SchooLs; School music adminis turing American music to the ex
has .served Grace Chapter as
—the greatest in Europe. His Witherepoort, Mrs. C. P. Wood.
worthy matron the past two years.
story cf the black intrigue that Mrs. John Tibbetts. Mrs. J. G. trators and principals have an ex tent practicable. The music clubs
preceded the fall of France will Hutchins and Mrs. Murray Smith, cellent opportunity at this time to have naturally been especially prom
Refreshments were served at the
inent in organizing the observance.
cause
a sensation. Lazareff brought each representing a “decade" in
conclusion of the meeting by Mrs.
make the public better acquainted The "Loyalty Through Music" cam
cut
his
last
edition
of
Parts
Southe
growth
of
he
Society
from
Emma Gteenleaf, Mrs. Madoiin
on the day preceding the entry of 1871-1941. An cfferatoiy solo was with what has bren accomplished paign of the Federated Music Clubs
Spear und Mrs. Stetson.
the Germans Into the city. No presented by Rev. W. F. Brown through mus’ in the schools, and may be furthered by programs,
A meeting was held’ Thursday
other paper appeared there that after which the offering was re twith the value of such work to the pageants and community festivals
night at the rooms over the I. G. A.
day . Then he lied. The rext day
future citizen of the community. including folk music. Information
Store to organize a Red Cress First
the "Alsatian" elevator boy (who ceived and candles lighted cn the Special programs are desirable, to
on this campaign may be obtained
beautiful birthday cake and re
Aid Class. This meeting was weii <
Among the more than 200 speakers and demonstrators taking part in turned out to be a full fledged
demonstrate
the
progress
of
orchesfrom Mrs. Helen Harrison Mills.
attended and a large class is as the program at Farm and Home Week in Orono, March 24-27, are these German army captain > was the freshments served. It was an im
tras,
bands,
choral
groups,
soloists.
Chairman
cf International Music
pressive
service
and
1
an
inspiration
sured. Tlie first class will be held six authorities in as many fields. Upper, left to right, are Fred H. Lein- editor of Paris Soir. The last part
Mrs. Bok wrote that there wa a
etc,
in
individual
schools.
Relations.
National
Federation of
baeh.
University
of
Maryland,
who
discusses
beef
rattle
and
draft
horses;
to
all
interested
in
mission
fields.
of Lazareffs book describes life
Thursday at 7 o'clock at the same
"terrific
time with the press, really
Hilda Torrop, lecturer in personnel and guidance. New York City; and today in the occupied zone of
Churches: Sermons on music— Music Clubs, 1200 Columbia Ter
place and all interested persons ^re Herbert
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Department;

Mme.

Miquelle. from the
rtment

• • • •
frote
then was a
with the press, really
irters. Despite care,
I
|e
■ Timei which
a good deal—these
by rumors, scoops,
I
uie appointments and
tan Opera Company
on visit on March 27
br 10 days the Metrowill be the Boston
tr Tlie opening ofThe Marriage of
'• >.• pre' Tannhauser,”
erfly.”
Cavallena
( .
P gliacci ' "Don
Ftlie du Regime nt."
Isolde." ' Rigoletto.'*
Tre Re." “Lohengrin. *
of Seville." and "Il

hi in k/<>
’Al* tT ASS
barley bends

?Ti r'ZO

M; alter

Hcffeiter

la

> anew that the
pon.-or.ng a
• out. acs Fr.ua March
;at.or.ai Church
laoly 8 o'clock,
v ill be Ustcile
<.eral
CAfb Will
3 par
program ir.d se Ul
3
local 2
ts
Mris
:esratit cn.
ar.d ?4xs. Ru T E
e violin and p;?BO
<rument.il qt • -;e4
L.
;!
:ld Jamcjon «
French »'ceC,u> is
erest. There will
n numbers. po'<Joly
■mole, and probably
u t known to :n? as
i now on sale are
ry reasonable fiaure,
Ksit'.e that no music
stay away. Knott
fer r.O'S.ble rr.u-?a’
Winter and Siting
inis nncert shotilfl

I Eu' y-Qtlier-Day

^oci ETV

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of
Women Voters

Tlie membership meeting of tbe
league
cf Wcmen Veters will be held
Edward Barnard entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Payson of
i, night at her home on i Maverick street are spending a fort Monday afternoon, at the home of
avenue, honoring Mrs. Oil- night with Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Mrs Frank A Tlrrell, Beech street
W. Soule, who received a I Koerling, Jamaica, L. I., New York. Mrs. Philip Chapman of Portland
cf gifts. Guests present While there Mr. and Mrs. Payson will be the speaker. Mrs. Chap
Mrs James Kent, Mrs. Theo- plan to attend the flower show, Mr. man is State chairman of the De
Bird, Mrs. Donald T. Leigh. Payson having been a successful partment cf Government and Eco
nomic Welfare, a past president of
I ancis D. Orne, Mrs. Sam gardener for 27 years
the Cumoerland County League,
Mrs. Wesley N. Wasgatt
. .wrence Miller. Mrs. FredTiie Homemaker’s Club of the and past pres dent cf Y W C A Her
II Bird, Mr: Frank Prescott. Congregational Church met at Mrs. subject will be "Minimum Wage tor
/ nas Melvin, Mrs. J. Donald C. H. Olds, North Main street, Women," and as she ;s a brilliant
l.u and Mrs. Wilbur Strong Tuesday night for a covered dish speaker, a large attendance is ex
n contract went to Mrs. supper. Those attending were Mr pected.
Pl U'
Mrs. Lawrence Miller, chairman
i.n Mrs. Kent, Mrs. Theo- and Mrs. Ralph Post, Mr. and Mrs.
Bird and Mrs. Frederic Robert Seliger. Mr. and Mrs. Walter cf the study group of Department
Government and Economic
Luncheon was served by the Barstow, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice of
Ix>rd, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Berg- Welfare, w_il introduce tlie guest
gren, Mrs. Irma Anderson, Mr. and speaker, and will give a resume of
Club met Thursday night Mrs. Albert Higgins and Mr. and 1 the findings of her group. The
Home of Mrs. John M. Rich- Mrs. Paul Nutter. A short business meeting is called for 2 30. with a
lor cards and refreshments, meeting was followed by games. . board meeting at 130. which every
| board member Ls asked to attend.
awards
went to Mrs. Flo-Bri
Knowlton. Mrs. Clinton BarChapin Class will meet Tuesday Tea will be served by the hosniiid Mrs. Carl Freeman.
with Mrs. Pauline Gregory, Grove tality committee, Mrs. Fred Snow,
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Jesse
street.
Bradstreet, Mrs Oliver Holden. Mrs.
W. Phillips is rapidly reMrs. Florence Rogers and Miss Carl Sonntag, Mrs. Kennedy Crane
:. at iiis home from an atnt iunonia treated at Knox Edwina Jipson have returned from and Mrs. Joseph Emery.
Portland. While there they visited
Mrs. Elizabeth Murray at the Maine HARLOW-JONES
.uid Mrs. C. F. Joy and General Hospital.
Miss Charlotte V. Jones and
•i. Miss Maizie Joy of Gor
George A Harlow, both of Thom
ina! School and MLss Viola
Mrs. Edwin Edwards Qr„ will be aston, were married Thursday night
.ve returned from Boston, chairman of the Congregational at the Littlefield Memorial Church
they attended tlie Flower Church supper Wednesday night, parsonage, with Rev. C. A. Marassisted by Miss Ada, Young. Mrs. staller reading the double ring ser
i J. E. Bradstreet, Mrs. Victor Rams- vice. Tlie couple were attended by
Mabel Genthner returned deli. Mrs. Louis Fickett, Mrs. Fred>- Mrs. Hugh Knowlton and Arthur
v to Portland, after being erick Cates. Mrs. Charles Merritt, I.. Pierson.
a t. of Mrs. W. A. Robbins, Miss Frances Cliatto. Miss Relief
Tlie bride is the daughter of Mr.
treet for several weeks.
Nichols, Mrs. Everett L. Spear-, Miss and Mrs. Perley Jones of Thomas
Mary Harriman. Miss Ruth Peter ton. Mr. Harlow is the son of Mr.
M and Mrs. Rcbert Rcbinson son and Mrs. Clarence Barnard.
and Mrs. Harold S. Harlow of this
Thompson) were given a
city, and is employed in Bath as a
i iiower Sunday in honor of
Mrs. Kenneth M. Green of Cam machinist.
recent marriage. Albert Cain
den has employment at the I.ucien
On return from a wedding trip,
f 1 • it mouth. N. H., was honor K. Green & Son Ann.
the
couple will reside in Thomas
Ollier guests were Mrs.
ton.
Harvey. Mr. and Mrs. EdMrs. Gertrude Sablen is at Knox
Walker. Mr and Mrs. Walter
Hospital and not Mrs. Nelson SaMrs. Wendell Fifleld went yester
W (k Mr. and Mrs. G T Petbien
as
previously
reported.
day
to Providence, where she will
Mi and Mrs. George Harvey,
spend
the weekend.
E ther Harvey and family,
Charles A. Emery of Pacific
! cy Wall cf Spruce Head and street, who has been undergoing
Mr. and Mrs. Francis D. Harden.
1 Mrs. Clarence Thompson, a long s.ege of illness, is slowly
Mr.
and Mrs. Frank McKinney and
cf the bride. The guests gaining, now able to sit up each
Mr.
and Mrs. Al Plourd were in
<1 in-costume presented the day.
Portland
last night, to attend the
with many useful gifts,
Welch-Chmielewski
fight.
i lunch was served.
Dr. Erb will hold a rehearsal for
Pilgrim’s Progress in Bango? at
Miss Ella Bradbury, who has
V. t I.ucien K Green <te Son’s Symphony House Saturday after
been
employed in the Old Age As
nil floor, 16 School street. Odd noon March 29th at 145 o'clock.
sistance
office, goes Monday to
lows Block, City, for Furs, Fur The Rubinstein group is asked to
Washington.
D. C„ where she will
i’- and Cloth Coats, at moderate meet him there at that time.
enter
upon
her
new duties Wednes
9-tf
day in the War Department.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jones went
yesterday from Augusta to Boston
Mrs. Arthur W. Bowley and Mrs.
for a weekend visit w.th their Donald Farrand are in Waterville
'
H Q C K U
O JM daughter. Miss Nathalie Jones.
today.

A. W

ENDS TONIGHT
Zane Grey’s

“Border Legion”
With
Roy Rogers

Mrs. Harriet Arnold, who is mak
ing her home this Winter with
Miss Neva Chase, has returned
from New York., where she was a
patient in the Brooklyn Hospital.
While convalescing, she was the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Victor
Grover.

• Itooevik Club will meet Tuesday
with Mrs. Nellie Peterson, Broad
way.

Mrs. W. A. Robbins entertained
Wednesday night at her home on
Main street, at a shower in honor
of her daughter, Mrs. Evelyn Heath
cf Rockport, who received many
useful gifts. The chief diversion
was bingo, with prizes going to Mrs.
Heath and Miss Edith McDonald.
Luncheon was served, Mrs. Mabel
Genthner of Portland assisting the
hostess.
A number of invited
guests were unable to attend be
cause of illness. Others present
were Mrs. Nellie McDonald, Her
man Johnson of Belfast and Nick
Leo.

Participating in the radio pro
gram from The Curtis Institute of
Music this afternoon <5.30 to 6) will
be Miss Katharine D. Harris) so
prano. well known in this section
through her stay last Summer at
Rockport while study with Mine.
Elisabeth Schuman.n Miss Harris,
the possessor of a beautiful soprano
voice, had previous study with Frank
Bibb. She entered Curtis Insti
tute last Fall after her Summer’s
work witli Mme. Schumann. Miss
Harris Ls aLso a gifted pianist, hav
ing studied that instrument for sev
eral years at the Peabody Conser
vatory. in Baltimore, her home city.
She Ls leading soprano in the Meth
odist Church where Virgil Fox, wellknown organist, presides at the
console.

Winslow-Holbrook Unit, Ameriinan Legion Auxiliary will meet
Monday afternoon for Red Cross
woik Covered dish supper at 6
oclock. and business meeting at
Mrs. Raymond Roblshaw is a 7 30, Mrs. Bernice Jackson and
surgical patient at Knox Hospital. Mrs. Minn.e Smith are hostesses.

George ‘‘Gabby" Ilayes

SUNDAY-MONDAY
J—Big Horror Hits—2
DOUBLE THRILLS!

DOUBLE CHILLS!
SHOCK \ **’• ,h*
double
shock show over thownl

SHOCK
NO. 2

A surprise birthday party was
given Miss Ethelyn Harvey, South
Main street, Sunday. Those at
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Barnes and children of Spruce
Head, Albert Cain of Portsmouth,
N. H.. Mr. and Mrs. Edwaru Walk
er, Mrs. Jennie Harvey, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Weeks, Mr. and Mrs.
G. T. Pettee, Mr and Mrs. George
Harvey, Mrs. Esther Harvey and
family, Mrs Lucy Wall of Spruce
Head and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Thompson.
Buffet lunch was
served

Her loouty won riw Uve »|
this Primitive Angle Bortl

&

WARREN
A rehearsal cf the officers of
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will be held
Monday night to prepare for the
official visit of the warden of the
Rebekah Assembly April 14.
A church and fortress were com
bined in Denmarks unique round
churches built in the 12th century.

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

l)£R
ULEN DREW-ROBERT PAIGE
PAUL LUKAS
tfoaTt’aiittlo
P-i-s o( I ni vend s

Boyer and Martwo of the mo**
es of the modern
ai s picture. Bark
lirected by Robert
lant yaung English
ently went to Hollyirg for years as a
British Isles and o-1
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BACK STREET

Note Time Schedule
SUNDAY
Matinee at 3 o'clock
• rening, fi.SO: I Ml Show, 8.10
MONDAY

by / 4,Hl'KS'l
Richarc ( ARL>()\

Frank Mt HUGH

Matinee at 2 o'clock
Evening 6.30; Last Show 8.10

Tim HOLT

Samuel S. HINDS

(OMING TTES-WED.
Cesar Romero (Cisco Kid)

“Romance of the
Rio Grande”

TODAY

“Trial of Mary Dugan’’

with Patricia Morison
I

Plus
Walt Disney Cartoon
PANTRY PIRATE"
Latest Paramount News

Springtime Concert

D. A. R. Conference

' To Hear Mrs. Cooper

This And That
Vocal and Instrumental
Program By Junior Choir
In Thomaston

State Head of Cancer Con

Knox County Represented
By Four Members—

trol Drive Will Speak
Wednesday at Tower

Room

The Thomaston Baptist Junior
Choir. M.s. Grace M. Strout di
Mrs. Harold Cooper of Auburn,
rector, presented a Springtime State Commander of the Women's
Concert before an appreciative Field Army for Cancer Control, will
audience which taxed the capacity
By K. 3. F.
of the vestry Wednesday night. A
j
stage setting cf an old Engl sh hall
with a wide arch opening on a
The wcrld is to cut the gas surgarden provided a background fcr
plus
and conserve it from now on.
cn attractive group cf young peo
a • • •
ple in period costumes.
Here is one to think upon:
The well rendered program was
A
tattooed man sues an osteo
prefaced by an instrumental quin
path
and put in this claim, that
tette ;
■i* /
this
doctor
threw all his pictures
Part 1
out of true.
1
Cathedral Meditations.
L mare
Mlrs Lecna Frisbee, clarinet; Mjs- Vir
•
•
•
•
ginia Foster, violin Ml s Virginia
Raes. trombone; Miss Beverly Kirk
Now citizens are called upon to
patrick, piano; Aaron A Clark
show
their true colors in the new,
(guest), clarinet
Fair hand of Freedom.
Klernni
society of "I Am Au American" and
Junior Choir
Lady Pompadour,
Morel
another day of especial devotion i

Dover-Foxcroft Next
Tlie State Conference of the
Daughters of the American Revolu
tion was held Wednesday and
Thursday in Bangor. Lady Knox
Chapter was represented by the regent, Mrs. Charles B. Rose. Mrs.
H P. Blodgett, Mrs. Carl F. Snow
and Mrs. Helen H. Carlson.. The
warm hospitality of the members of
the

Frances

Dighton

' Historic Spots In Maine
Marked By Maine D. A. R.’s
By M B.
In searching for historic spots
we nafinally turn to Block Houses
or Forts which served as bulwarks
of safety to the early settlers for
it was from these forts that our
civilization started. Atfer the set
tlers dared to venture from the
protection of the forts they formed
settlements, which consisted of a
stoie, a blacksmith shop, a school
house. and a church. The early
settlers had the foresight that

Williams, Education would be the stepping-

Chapter and the profusion of Spring stone to ncble living. They estab
flowers readily offset tlie hostile lished schools, academies and col
weather conditions. Tuesday an leges. Another thing of impor
tance was the family altar, but
informal reception was held at the they felt the need of organized
Bangor House..
wo: ship and built churches or
Tiie Conference opened Wednes- meeting houses ns they were then
day morning with greetings by Mrs. called. Some of these are still in
Carroll A. Weeks, regent of the existence. It is evident that re
hostess Chapter; Dr. Harry W. Mc- ligion and education are the foun
Neil, representing the Bangor City dation stones of our State.
Miss Lots II Hastings, pianist
In 1904 Biddeford chapter erec
Tying Apples on a Lilac 'iree. Gartlan
I will be called "I Am An Ajnerican Council; Vice President General
Ml-s Joanne M Vinal. soprano
ted
a monument on the site of the
Mrs.
Fred
C.
Morgan
of
Saco;
and
Day."
A
proud
day
it
should
be.
To the R;slng Sun,
Torjussen
old
stone
fort, known as Fort Mary,
Miss Orace M Paulsen, pianist
Hc^iarary State Regents Mrs. WilThe Gondolle-'s Pone 'Iron’
completed
by the govern}nent in
"Well,
”
said
the
gold
fish.
"I
am
|
liam
Smith
Slit.w
of
Portland;
Mrs.
“Tales of Hoffman"),
Offenbach
1710. which stood on Fort Hill opPaul Simpson and Pe.cy btan.ey
the
only
one
who
wishes
to
take
i
Victor
L.
Warren
cf
Dover-FoxMinuet In a.
Beethoven
■> ..
a trip around the globe today."
I croft and Mrs Victor C. Binford Pcsite Biddeford Pool, in sight, of
Miss Ruth Sn wman. Miss Hastings
r
. the spot where Richard Vines and
Miss Vinal. pianGts
♦ ♦ # ♦
of Rumford.
The response was by , .
.
When the Banjo Plays.
Wilson
_______
,his
company,
sent
by Sir Fernando. a „
Mrs. Hamid Cooper
Junior Choir
Think
of
it!
Stealing
from
state
recording
secretary,
Mr
L'Argentlne,
Kettener
Gorges to spend a Winter in the
France the
•Winged Victory." Leroy P Hussey.
Ml-s Kirkpatrick, pianist
“cold of New England" living with
Part 2
address a group of Knox County Adolf Hitler will suffer here or here
The State Recent, Miss Margaret Indians and upon fishing and
Madrigal Singers (by candlelight)
(a) A Madrigal.
Old English campaign workers and interested after for that crime with all his E. Mclllrcy, Lewiston in her report hunting, at Leighton’s Point, in
(b) When Love Is Kind,
Old English c tizens at the Tower Room, Com others.
said, "The Principles of the D.A.R. the territory of Biddeford, while
(c) Duet In Canon Form. Go
• • • •
Pretty Rose.
Marziales munity Building, Wednesday at
are as sound and of as great im their boat was anchored at Win
Miss Elaine Rlsteen and Mis.-.
This is the time of returning portance as when the organization ter Harbor. Marker was placed by
7 30 p. m. Tliis meeting will be
Eleanor Nelson
(d) Which ls the Properest Day to
in charge of Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan, home or soon will be. from the was founded 59 years ago. Service Wm. E. Barry, of Kennebunkport,
Sing.
Dr. Arne
Miss Frisbee, Miss Kelloch, Miss Rls ccunty commander for the annual Sunny South, and along the way to cur country is second only to to mark site of the first settlement.
teen, Miss Nelson, Misses Phyllis
In 1904 this Chapter erected a
campaign which opens on April 1. will be seen in blossom dogwood, service to God." The State Regis
Hall. Lucille Gillis, Marlon Hull. Bur
bara Sullivan, rilenice Cooney. Au
Additional speakers will be Dr. C. that heavenly flower, wild plum and trar reported 37 Chapters in ihe boulder in the first City Cemetery,
drey Simmons. Howard Miller. Thomas
H Jameson. Dr. Wesley Wasgatt wild cherry blossoms, the Judas State with a membership of 1958 ' which aLso marks the first ehunch
Robinson. Waiter Chapman. Law
rence Chapman and Richard Staples and Dr. Gilmore W. Soule.
tree in all its brilliant beauty, peach The State Historian. Mrs. H. P. (1719-1830). There is much ro
Part 3
Mrs. Cooper, who successfully di blossoms that entrance the eye, gar Blodgett of Rockland, gave an in mance connected with the Old
Humoresque,
Dvorak
Miss Kirkpatrick, Miss Kc’locli and
rected
tlie 1939-’40 campaign dens full of Southern lilies and teresting report of the outstanding Burying Ground. It was a private
place belonging to one Benjamin
Miss Frisbee, pianists
throughout Maine, states that many daffodils through Georgia and the accomplishments of the Chapter Haley until 1719, when lie ex
Farewell to Old Man Winter, Im
personated by Alton C. Foster.
cf last year's leaders have re-enllst- Carolinas.
The bridal wreath, which included Chapter histories, changed it with the city for a
Junior Choir
Greeting to 'Miss Springtime."
ed. The entire list of county com spirea and forsythia. and not least cemetery and church records, rec "thatch bet, " Years passed and
Miss Nathalie Hall and her
manders are as fellows: Androscog in beauty in the Southern States is ord of Revolutionary Soldiers graves the city forgot it owned the land.
flower-bearer. Ruth Arlene Barlow
(a) Spring Breezes,
KrelpI gin, Mrs. Ruth Abbott Estes of Au
the blue flax and wild verbena, so located niarked and the service A road was cut through one cor
Junior Choir
Wake Robin Drill.
burn; Aroostook, Mrs. Percy M. much cultivated.
record of each, old wills and deeds. ner. The fence of the remaining
Dorothea Stanley, Vera Chapman. Jean
Porter,
and
Mrs.
Hobson
Lamoreau.
Spear. Percy Stanley. Peter Barton
An impressive memorial service portion was tom dow-n and the
Paul Simpson; Mrs. Margaret Filitld Presque Isle; Cuumberland, Mrs.
And was it not Slrakespeare who
graves desecrated. Children were
was conducted by Mrs. Frank Noddrill master
Philip
S. Wilder.
Brunswick; said. “Let us not bu den our re din. for the 69 members who have seen to use human bones as cudgels
The p.ogram closed with “God
in their play. One nearby resident
Franklin, Mrs. L. K. Newel, Farm membrances with a heaviness that
! died during the year.
Bless America’ led by “Miss Spring ington; Hancock, Mrs. Frank D. is gone?"
indulged in a broken gravestone as
A report always looked forward a doorstep. Under chapter influ
time" bearing tlie American flag. Holt, Lamoine; Kennebec, Mrs.
Accompanists we.e Mrs. Amy M.
Some ol the Balkan countries arc; “ »'«•’ s"at tot'rest ls that « thc ence the city proved its owner
Leroy F. Hussey, Augusta ;Kncx,
Tripp, Mrs. Strout and Miss Kirk Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan, Rockland; finding out that one way to get into a«d Citizenship Pilgrimage Com- ship. fenced the land and turned
__„., mittee. The names of the candi
it over to the Daughters of the
patrick. M.ss Rachel Stetson was Lincoln, Mrs. Lena Crowell, Waldo a„ __
war is to be willing to stay cm
American Revolution for good
dates
from
the
89
different
high
head u.<vher.
boro; Oxford, Mrs. Stuart Good of it.
schools were read and placed in a keeping.
At intermission a sale of candy win, Norway; Penobscot, Mrs. Fred
* ♦ ♦ ♦
In 1907 the Chapter set a tablet
was conducted by Mrs. Perley Hall. D Marsh, Bangor Piscataquis, Mrs.
Pink and brown is the new color large box. The drawing resulted in
in
the Main street wall of the Pep
Mrs. William Vinal, Mr* Norman C. Deane Ross, Guilford; Sagada combination that counts for this Miss Beverly Spaulding of the
perell
Mfg„ Co., building to mark
Caratunk High School being named
Simmons and Mrs. George Sul hoc, Mrs. George B. Connard, Spring.
as neaily as possible the site of
the Good Citizenship Pilgrimage
livan assisted by Junior Choir of Bath; Somerset, Mrs. Ed
the old stone fort and Major PhilThe fellow who makes trouble Girl of Maine for the annual pil- lipps Block House, which had
members.
Gwendolyn
Jackson. ward B. Jewell, Fairfield; Waldo
Betty Leu Seekins, Doris Vinal and (not yet announced i;
Washing never makes many friends. How grimage to Washington, D. C. dur- served as a refugee from the In
Continental Con- dians. It was built in 1603.
Hcpe Paulsen.
ton, Mrs. Fiank H. Batson, West many friends do you guess Hitler! ing the D.A.R
The
girls drawn as
will
have
c,vhen
this
'War
Ls
over?
j
gress
in
April.
In 1916 a tablet was placed on
The proceeds of this concert will Jonesport; York, Mrs. Homer E
alternates
were
Miss
Dorothea the site of the Second Religious
And it will never be over until
help defray expenses of the con Crooker, Springvale.
Cross of the Dixfield High School Society,—the church where Marquis
ventions, held in May and Novem
The work of the Woman's Field Christian ideals win.
and
Miss Mary Faith Holmes of the de Lafayette worshipped on his
ber. of the State Federation of Army for the Control of Cancer, or
visit to Biddeford in 1825. Tliis
In
Surry,
England,
a
civilian
was
Lawrence
High School, Fairfield.
Music Clubs of which this Junior gan.zed in 1936, now embraces 4745
was unveiled April 26. 1936
fined
a
pound:
($5)
for
firing
at
a
A
program
was
furnished
by
boys
Choir is a member and from units throughout the United States,
In 1916 this Chapter placed a
German
raiding
plane
with
a
pistol.
from
Opportunity
Farm.
These
which it derives much cultural and is fortunate in having for its
tablet
on the new schoolhouse at
benefit.
directing head Dr. Clarence C. Little How like England in regard to programs are always greatly en Dudley Comer, in memory of
whese experiments in cancer re proper deportment. She maintains joyed. Maine D A R. Chapters had Thomas Emery who taught here
Mrs. J. A. Richau, who attended search at the Roscoe B. Jackson her old traditions and would not, contributed more than $890 towards for 40 years.
the funeral cf her cousin, U. S. Memorial Laboratory at Bar Harbor stand for the use of a pistol.
1 this worthy cause.
In 1925, Aug. 5. a tablet was
• * • •
A regular meeting of the Joshua placed on the Yoik Bank Building,
Young cf Watertown, Mass, re are followed with keenest interest
Sorrow and gladness, like tlie L. Chamberlain Junior American at Saco, marking the site of a Fort
turned Wednesday with Mr. and by the entire world cf medical
thorn
and the rose, seem to
Mrs. Irving Young to Lincolnville, science.
Citizens Club was conducted en built there. This ls inscr.bed: "The
linked
together
in
lives.
tirely
by the children. The Betsey site of John Brown's Gairison
Mr. Young's former home, where
The Maine unit of the Women's
• • • •
the committal service was held.
Ross Flag used was made by one of Hcuse. a stockade and block-house
Field Army is affiliated w th the
Dad: "No, Son. I will not buy
the boys of the Club. Tiie.se Clubs erected 1720. as a refuge for tlio.se
Maine Public Health Association;
Sunshine Socitey will meet Mon State Depcatment of Health and you a trumpet. You would make formed in the lower school grades who settled near the Falls during
day afternoon, at the home of Mrs. Welfare; Maine Hospital Associa too much noise."
are doing a splendid work not only this period.’'
In September 1929 tills Chapter
Son:
“
Honest,
Dad,
I
will
not.
Lena Merrill, 81 Rankin street.
tion; the Maine Medical Associa I'll just play it only when you're in training the children to conduct marked tiie grave of a real daugh
business meetings and to assume ter of the Revolution. M:s. Sarah
tion, State Nurses’ Association and
Methebesec Jlub met yesterday in
asleep."
responsibilities but also teaching Thompson (Usher) Usher, who
4> • ♦ *
the tower room, and an excellent the American Society for the Con
'
Americanism
and Good Citizenship. married James Madison Usher of
trol of Cancer, working closely
Donizetti’s "Daughter of
program was presented, which in
„
...
.
,
n
_,.
t
I
It
was
pointed
out that there are
with the six tumor clinics main Regiment
Baldwin, Me.
.
iegiment" with Lily Pons the first,
cluded a piano solo, Arevesque.” by
-r the Iimpending
____ 1 360 Clubs
in
the
State
of
Maine
tain by leading hospitals in the number of
opera
Stanley Murray, and book reviews
State, also with the laige corps of season from the Metropolitan in with a membership of 11.356.
grams that supplemented her report
by Mrs. Laura Maxey on "China
A
banquet
was
held
at
the
Ban

psysicians
who
specialize
in
the
in
which she stressed the need of
Boston is already scld out. This
Traders" by Cornelia Spencer; Mrs.
gor
House.
Gov.
Sewall,
unable
to
work of cancer control.
patriotism
on the part of every
great treat of opera begins April 1.
Mabelle Rose on "China Shall Rise
attend, was represented by Mrs. American citizen.
During the next six weeks an in
•
♦
*
•
Again” by Madame Chiang Chi
tensive campaign will conducted by
An invitation was extended by
Did you realize that chemists Sewall who brought greetings cn
Chek; and Miss Ellen Daly on "My
the Women's Field Army to which count up to 14 major types of syn behalf of herself and the Governor. the Dover-Foxcroft Chapter to hold
Country and My People" by Lin
every citizen is urged to giv4 every thetic plastics that are now in use Mrs. Fred C. Morgan, Vice Presi the State Fall Meeting In Septem
Yutang. Mrs. Maude Blodgett read
possible means of support.
dent General gave a mo«t interest ber at Dover-Foxcroft. With the
in wearing apparel?
three Chinese poems by Po Chu-I,
ing account of the Founding of the final report of the Credentials
“Penalties of Rank," "Flower Fair"
Carrots are much in use for food : Daughters of the American Revcl'i- Committee showing approximately
and “Isle cf Pines.” A wonderful
If you have guests from out of
i
benefits
that count both in raw and tion 53 years ago and included a 209 in attendance tjie Conference
exhibition cf Chinese embroidery, town they would be glad to have
!
cocked
servings.
They give much brief sketch of the life of each cf was closed by the retiring of the
shawls, lace, gowns, etc, was shown. their friends know they are
i
of
the
food
essentials
in vitamins the four founders. Rev. Jchn N Colors by the Color Bearers.
A nominating committee, consist here, and the easy way of bring
M. F. R.
j
sadly
needed
by
everyone
especially Feastcr of Bangor was guest speaker
ing
that
about
is
a
notice
of
their
ing of Mrs. Orissa Merritt, Mrs.
taking
for
his
subject
"What Am I?"
I
in
the
warring
countries.
arrival
in
The
Ccurler-Gazettc's
Jane Beach, and Mrs. Alice Karl,
♦ • • *
Aubacribe to The Courier-Gazette,
social column. Telephone to
Thursday morning Mrs. Anne F.
was chcsen by the president. The
Ruth Ward Mazzeo (1397-W) or
Senator
Carter Glass says the Snow of Rockland, chairman for
next meeting will be April 4. and
directly to this office, which is real secret cf success ul living is: the Kncx Memorial, stressed the
will be the annual banquet at Cop always glad to receive any news
Be kindly, be affectionate, be loved.' neecj of memberships in the Associaf A U C
per Kettle.
v pc
ill c r s
items of local interest.
That is the secret fo happiness. | uOn and money contributions for
* * * *
repairs on the Old Church, neir
“Condemn the fault and not the Montpelier.
All Makes—New and Used
The North American Indians call
actor cf it,” said Shakespeare. A
Mrs.
Helen
II.
Carlscn
of
Rock

New Portables,
a large variety of dock white man's
fine thing to remember.
land,
State
chairman
for
National
$29.59,
$34.50, $39.50, $54.50
Relieve misery direct
foot, becaurs it was not known to
• • • •
-without ‘‘dosing’’.
Defense
Through
Patriotic
Educathem before the coming of the
And it was Plutarch who said
Rockland Typewriter Co
Use swift-acting
white man and followed his prog years later, “To find fault is ea..y, || ticn. had a splendid exhibit of Na 71 Hark St. Rockland Tel. 297- W
tional Defense literature and proress westward.
to do better may be difficult."
• • • •
In building Army tanks, blue
prints to the weight of 186 pounds
THE ANSWER
may be needed.
SIESBY’S FLOWER SHOP
A * • *
TO ALL WOMEN’S PRAYERS
When rivers of melted snow rush
TODAY ONLY
to catch basins, with the clear mel
It is the “----- ?------------- 7------"
Fresh Cut Jonquils, $1.00 a dozen
low sunshine spreading warmth in
the air and blue sky above, and
It will he in Rockland!
These are a Real Bargain—large trumpet King
with
firm
ground
beneath
the
feet,
Alfreds. We had a large crop come in all at once
The Date—THURSDAY, APRIL 3
people will rejoice with the birds
and because they are so plentiful we have reduced
The Hour—7-30 P. M.
that Spring has come and March
the price to only $1.00 a dozen.
will be remembered as happily
The Place—TOWER ROOM, COMMUNITY BUILDING
spent with her long pull up hill.
Tl.e Guests—Every Woman from Everywhere who is Interested
• • « •
ONE DAY ONLY
in a Remarkable Boon to AU Woman Kind
Newest idea in entertaining is a
swapper party. You take to this
The Cost— NOTHING AT ALL
ORCHIDS—We will have orchids in stock for
gathering what you wish to get rid,
EVERYBODY IS INVITED
of and exchange it for something
Easter Sunday. Plan to dress up your new Spring
someone else wishes to get rid of
Mark off the Evening of April 3 on Your Calendar
Outfit with^an Orchid Corsage.
and there you are. with another
35-36
gadget for the attic.
j

s? corns

VICKS VAPORUB

Issued
Tuesday
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COMPOSED SONG FOR RADIO

STEAMBOAT DAYS
An Informal pictorial history of steam navigation In Panobscot W a tars,
by John M. Richardson

MB

YANKEE

A stranger in a strange land is presented above. She was the Eastern’s crack “J. T. Morse," built to trans
port Bar Harbor millionaires and their blue blooded horses from Rockland to Maine’s Summer metropolis.
From here she went to New York to ferry the hoi polloi and their hot dogs to and from Coney Island. She
is now tied up, suffering from a sheriff’s plaster, but the rumor persists she will be back in service this Sum*
mcr.—Photo from Jay Allen

Following
“Machigonne

It takes a busy man to get
and happier
tilings done and it is the very busy
“C B M.” who sends me "Ruth-/’
final dossier The Rockland built
steamer, almost a twin in externals
to “Gov. Bodwell,” was renamed
“Atlantic” in 1910 and registered
that year and the next at New Yorn
From 1912-1916 she was registered
from Washington and in 1925 ap
peared with Charleston, 3. C. on
her stern and Sept. 10 of that year
foundered In Cooper, River. South
Carolina, with 12 on board, all
raved. She seemed to have under
gone no changes in dimensions or
power during her 30 years.
Mr. Mitchell also notes that Bill
MacDougall’s Nemesis. “Sebascodegan" was in passenger service at,
least as late as 1915. operating in ,
New York waters under the name J
"Commander.”
A query was made sometime ago
about the identity of the “City of
Portland" on w'hose bones the "City
cf Rockland” lay In 1904 on North
west Ledge in the Mussel Ridge
Channel.
Tills "City of Portland" was built
ns “New England" in 1861 for the
International Steamship Co. — a
name of no good omen in eastern
waters. A former steamer of that
name had come to Maine in 1834
liter blowing up and killing 15 or
more on the Connecticut River, only
to get in the path of a lime schooner
and sink with the loss of another
life.
It took two wrecks again to dis
pose of the second New England
On July 22. 1872 she climbed a

ledge on the easternmost of the
Wolves, a group of islands midway
between Grand Manan and Point

Lepreau.

Everyone got onto the

island whereupon the tide fell and

“New England” turned turtle.

In

"Hugh” ex-“A. F. Kapella” is small
enough to dock comfortably in one
column space.

this inverted state she was towed
to Eastport and rebuilt as "City of
Portland," still a side wheeler, two
stacks abreast, and registering 240
ft. x 32 x 145. Her final wreck in
May. 1834 on Northwest Ledge left
her a total loss.
Mr. Mitchell also found Captain
Crockett's dubious twin screw "Bluehlll" to be in service in 1916 on the
Bras dGr Lakes, still under the old
name.

Bedford.
Brad also feels that
Penobscot Bay hasn’t a thing on
Buzzard’s Bay when it has its dan
der up. Fact remains that “Gosnold” didn't need to be housed in
until she came to the “stern and

At long last comes the diligently sought after “Henry Morrison,” thanks
to Robert 11. Barbour of Brewer, a member of the widely known steamboat
building family. The “Morrison” ran many years on the Blue Hill line.

appropriately, “Block Island." In
the advertising they say “a modern
steel hull oil burning vessel, fast
and dependable.” “Machigonne'’ is
425 gross tons, 1365 feet long, 29
foot beam. 9.6 deep and of 550
horsepower.

rockbound" Penobscot country. In
cidentally he has promised to send
a picture of “Gosnold” while on the
Vineyard line.

Once in a blue moon comes a
situation that can be described only
•«••
by one of our pungent coast of
From that long distance Mend I Maine similes, and such was the
Doris V. Whitman of Worcester, case always when the spare boat
"Sebenoa” was put on the Vinal
Mass, comes word that "Westport" haven run. She was “as welcome
is at present running between New as a skunk at a lawn party.”
London and Fisher's Island as a
This old Maine Central Railroad
trail blazer was discussed at some
length April 6, 1940 in connection
The "Hugh" (first), diminutive with die railroad fleet, but she was
steam towboat, was Snow owned certainly unpopular enough to
for several years and saw quite a merit mention in connection with
bit of service in the Penobscot Bays. the island line she served nearly a
She was a true old timer, having Idecade. and one more anecdote
been built in 1868 in Philadelphia. may be told of her at her expense.
The records at Snow's shipyard.
She grossed 22 tons, was 55 feet Dec. 20. 1898. show "Sebenoa” to
long and 13 beam with an upright have been there for repairs to fore
boiler and an engine rated at 100 foot and bow following collision
horsepower. "Hugh” was the origi with the Hancock's Point Light
nal boat of which it was said that house. It seems that one of the
a prolonged blast of the whistle several skippers at that time was
would stop the engine. I actually a martinet and especially strong
saw it happen one day in North disciplinarian. He took occasion to
Haven. The "Vinal Haven" had censure a wheelsman for shifting
knocked her rudder out of commis a given course, with instructions to
alter no course in the future with
sion and “Hugh" was towing us to out deflinite orders. This rankled,
Rockland. She blew for a passing naturally, and soon the youngster
near the Sugar Loaves and her pro- was given a certain course, lined
pellor slowed and finally stopped. for Hanoock Point Light. The run
As the picture shows, her whistle started, and, sitting back, the cap
would have graced a vessel 10 times tain dozed. The youngster held
the course, and as he had no run
her size.
She was bought by Snow Marine ning time, kept silent as nearer the
Co., as “A F. Kapella” and entirely lighthouse drew Che "Sebenoa."
rebuilt at the Snow yard. For sev Presently, “Crash!” and that was
eral years she was a familiar sight,
anchored in the north arm of the
Another long sought steamboat,
harbor, off the Gregory shed-:, "Sedgwick,'' which ran on the Vinal
when not required for active service. haven line, has been promised by
She was sold to the Purdy Tow and Mr. Barbour.
• • • •
Water Boat Coippany for service in
“Steamboat Days” bows itself out
Boston Harbor.
of existence next Saturday as a
I make no shore dinner bets with weekly feature of The CourierBrad Mitchell regarding last week's Gazette. having never missed a trip
picture of “Gosnold.” for he pre or a landing since the cruise start
sents indisputable evidence that ed with dire forebodings July 1,
the picture was made as the “Gos 1939. Incidentally nobody has yet
nold” was in the very act of pass named the boat which will sail out
ing Palmer’s Island Light, New of the picture next Saturday.

“You can’t pick r.ew revenue off
trees. ' declared Representative Al
bert C. Jones. Who sought Thurs
day to convince the Committee on
Taxation that his bill calling for
a cne percent tax cn salaries and
wages is the best way for raising
the money. He declared he is “no
male Joan of Arc'* and that he
was “here just to do a job-’ as he
contended the working man would
fees in lieu of salaries or wages to
pay one percent of their income.
There would be no exemptions.
The Rockland legislator esti
mated there would be a total of
$216,550,000 in wages and) salaries
which could be taxed under his
bill and that the return wculd
amount to $2,166,000 a year.
He maintained further that the
tax would be collected the easiest
way possible through deduction of
the 1 percent on employes’ wages
by the employer, who would turn
it over to the Bureau of Taxation.
Revenue would go toward old age
assistance and equalizing educa
tional opportunity.
Opposed to the measure were
Clxarles O. Dunton, legislative
.agent of the Maine Federation of

Friends and neighbors of Miss
Gladys Tolman of Rockville were
surprised and pleased to hear
‘Lonely Valley.” a song composed
by Miss Tolman, sung and played
by "Jimmie & Dick” over WEEI,
Boston on its early morning pro
gram recently.
It was a distinct compliment to
this talented young woman to have
the radio commission accept her
song fcr the air and allow “Junmie
& Dick” to use it on their program.
Miss Tolman has written the
words and composed the music for
two other songs and has written
a number icf poems, several of
which have been read over the air.
She also plays the guitar and is an
accomplished singer.
KITTY CAT CORRESPONDENCE

North Haven Pussy Pens Her Re
spects to The Blaek Cat “Nicky'

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

PORTLAND HEAD

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port
land were recent guests of Mrs.
R. T. Sterling.
Mrs. E. E. Kinney of Portland
was guest Sunday evening at the
hone of F. O. Hilt.
Ariliur Harlow' recently called
on R. T. Sterling.
Mrs. Clyde Grant and daughters
Patricia and Earlene were callers
last Saturday on the Hilt family.
Mrs. R. T. Stirling is on the
sick list and is confined to her
her rcom for a few days.
Mrs. F. O. Hilt and Miss N. H.
Kinney made a flying trip to Port
land1 Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling, Jr.
were recent guests of their parents
at tlie station.
E. C. Stoddard passed last week
end with Mr. and' Mrs. Robert
Sterling, Jr., in Portland.
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Tor
rington Point, Peaks Island was
guest Tuesday and Wednesday
nights in the Sterling home assist
ing in the care of her aunt Mrs.
R. T. Sterling.
The Needieworkers are more
than busy these wintry March days
and evenings.

In a recent issue of The CourierGazette. I was much amused by a
letter to Foxxy. written by Nicky,
and it so took my fancy that I de
cided to write to Nicky, in behalf
of our Yonnie, a big coon cat. I
thought perhaps the readers of
the paper might also be interested
Labor; Lewis Gordon, lepresent- in tlie correspondence of two cats.
ing the Communist Party; Frank
A LETTER TO NICKY
E Lynch of Portland, representing Your letter to Foxxy I’ve read through
and through.
electrical workers; and George C. And so
I've decided to write this to
you.
Coe of Lovell, who agreed to the Although
you're a black cat. and I
am a coon.
principal of taxing salaries and
Still, It's all the same
wagges but disliked the method of
the moon.
collection.
My fur ls a mixture
black and
Dunton said the cr.e argument I wearwhite,
blb-and tucker,
sight.
agair.st the mcasuie was that the
My feet are all warm
Federal Government had “more or
downy fur,
Is subdued,
less seized cn the payroll tax to j My voire
me purr
advance social legislation.’’
He ' Cat nature ls funny,
pointed to Washington rumors of ' Exceptfight.
when we run,
BURNT ISLAND
a possible five percent tax on wages ■
a fright,
Some
big
dogs
are
fearsome,
they
Congratulations are beir.g ex
ar.d salaries and described it as
make a loud a noise.
tended
to Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Enough
to
devour
one.
and
shaken
a type of ‘class legislation" he did
our pol.-.e.
Woicester
of Columbia cn their
not believe to further.
My claws are like needles, my teeth recent marriage.
Mrs. Worcester
are most sharp.
And
often
I
use
them
when
I
take
is
Mrs.
Muise's
niece,
the former
The Maine Senate Thursday ac
nw ’part.
Miss
Virginia
Kelley
of
Jonespcrt.
cepted and ordered' for first read But what I like best, ls to lie fast
asleep,
Virginia spent two weeks vacation
ing a lesolve providing for appro At peace with my neighbors, and
then I am meek.
last Summer here at the Light
priation cf the sum of $40,000 for
day you're passing this Isle with us. They plan to reside in
construction of a lobster hatchery IX some
where I live,
in the eastern section of Maine. A royal good welcome to you I will Conway, N. H. where Mr. Worces
give.
The measure is sponsored by We'll climb to the top of the porch ter has been offered1 a position.
at the back.
Harold Brety of Bocthbay Har
Senator Clifford G. Chase of Bar And grin
and gaze down at the whole
bor was a recent caller. Mr.
of the pack.
ing. Under its provisions the lo
I will give you some liver Brety has been away most of Hie
cation of tire hatchery would be Of course,
of mine,
determined later.
Which Missle cuts into small pieces, Winter on a large oil tanker going
and fine.
to Texas. We enjoy his calls very
Now write to me soon I now send
my regards.
much and licpe he calls again
A legislative committee was told
it ls Yonnle,
soon.
Thursday that “between I960 and My name,
my cards.
1930. more people were killed cele
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
[Yonnie is a large coon cat. and
brating American independence is much beloved by the family.]
Maudie Power s in the recent death
of her husband. Mr. Muise served
than were killed in gaining it.’’
Lillie S. Bousfield
Rep. Clough of Bangor, who made
North Haven.
tlie statement at a public hearing
before the Legal Affairs commit the next two fiscal years for the
tee, was cne of many’ proponents control of the blueberry fly.
of a bill prohibiting the sale of
Judiciary—'Permitting municipal
fireworks except by special permit, ities to establish zoning ordinances
ar.d placing regulatory' power in for the control of airport property
the Ixands of the state insurance and allowing them to restrict build
commissioner.
ing near airports.
Advocates of the measure, w’hich
Ought Not to Pass:
Included fire chiefs, the Bangor
Judiciary — Permitting students
Humane society, the Maine Muni

inducted into Federal Military serv

cipal Association, and the State
Departments of Health and Wel
fare and Insurance, asserted the
move was “progressive,'’ would
eliminate accidents and protect
children.
Harold' Towle. Bangor lawyer, at
tacked the measue on the ground
that present statutory regulation
was sufficient and that sale cf fire
works could be ad:quately con
trolled.

ice. who take State board examina
tions within one year of their dis
charge, to pass them with a mark
10 points less than the average pass
ing mark.
Labor—Providing a 48-hour week
for all laborers.
Legal Affairs—Limiting to eight
by 10 inches the size of advertising
signs displayed by gasoline retail
ers and imposing on them a $2 an
nual tax; establishing a threc-man
board of well diggers empowered to
Committee Reports
regulate
the conduot of that busi
The legal affairs committee re
ness.
ported "leave to withdraw” on a
bill permitting fraternal and char
itable organizations to operate GEORGES RIVER ROAD
“beano” games.
Sunday School meets in the Finn
Six of the 10 members of the ish Church at 1.30. Evening serv
Legal Affairs committee turned ice begins at 7 o'clock.
thumbs down on a bill permitting
Sunday hunting in unorganized
Tlie North Polar region, v
territories.
is mostly water, has far
animal life than the South 1
Ought to Pass:
Appropriating $2500 in each of region, w'hich is mostly land

ANNOUNCING

“STEAMBOAT LORE
OF THE PENOBSCOT4

<0

under Mr. Powers at Mt. Dersert
Rock several years ago.
Williard and Madelyn have been
busy cutting drift wood for next
Summer's use.
Mr. Seavey at Meuse Island is
busy building a skiff for himself.
We are all locking forward now
fcr the children's return from
schcol as they have only 10 more
weeks. Their grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Seavey plan to
come fcr a v.sit with us.
Madelyn ar.d Willard are making
plans new for Summer employ
ment.
Frank Hughes, a Summer resi
dent at Squirrel Island recently
sent Madelyn a crate of oranges
from California. She worked for
them late last Fall and he promised
he would send her som<> Califcrnia
oranges. Tlie crate was about one
foot and a half wide ar.d three
feet and) a half long, and’ lull of
candy' oranges. The total cost to

CAPE NEDDICK

My wife went to Pc: Hand cn
business Feb. 1 and I was left alone
a week for the first time since I
came here. It was a new experi
ence.
Posie reports a wonderful time
RENDEZVOUS AT TIIE Nl'BBLI
while she was guest of Ex-Keeper There ls a place where city life
Is tost to placid calm.
and Mrs. Charles L. Knight. She Where
bitter thoughts and endlr
strife.
visited Ex-Keeper and Mrs. Mer
Are lost without a qualm.
ritt Pinkham of Yarmouth and Where winds blow wild, and fresh tlie
air.
while there renewed the acquain
That ever seawards blows.
tance of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wick Where hearts are light, and days m
fair.
and family. It was the first time
And green the grass that grow
And
even
when a storm appear-.
she had seen either of the children.
Within the clouds above.
Barbara is three and has curls We keep on smiling through the tear-.
Our hearts abrim with love
that do not come from a beauty For neither storm, nor clouds, nor
rain.
parlor and Merritt locks like his
Can make this world less bright.
If
time-worn
friends may meet again,
granddaddy and has a sunny simile.
Some day at Nubble Light.
She accompanied the Knights
to South Paris and visited Mrs.
Texas Technological College is
Lura Wilson and her parents Mr. experimenting with orchid produc
and Mis. John Kr.ight, who are in tion on the high plains of Texas.

right down to it, one reason
why you get as much as 10% to
15% more miles per gallon from a 1941
Fireball Buick with Compound Carburetion is that this engine is supplied
with more air.

G

For it is a mixture of gasoline and air
that gives you power.

of her "

und humorous

This is the thr
low has addresser
this address was

reived as the o'hei

It you re the
wants stylctoo — you’ll
both in our i
Feminine sh

A single carburetor, no matter how
many jets it has, can handle only so
much air.
two

It also provides a walloping big bank of
reserve power, which means an upand-at- em lift and surge that’s nothing
short of thrilling to experience.

And you can have Compound Carburetion, you know, on any 1941 Buick it’s only a few dol
lars extra on the
swell big Special

pictured here, and
standard equip
ment on all other
models

for Mio Business
N
Coupe
/

delivered at Flint, Mich.
White sidewall tires, state tax,
optional equipment and acces
sories—extra. Prices subject to
change without notice.

John M. Richardson
This profusely illustrated book will be pub
lished this fall, cost $3.00 to $3.50. A11 per

No deposit required.

Frank A. Winslo'
Of The Courier-C
speaker of the evei
Y.P.C.U. meeting
The subject of
• When the Ghost
hts own inimitablHe gave an acci
Rockland as he ha
ing his boyhood ai
audience tlie hig i
history cf Rock la

So Compound Carburction gets as
much as 800 miles for the gas-cost of
700 in earlier Buicks of the same size.

of Steam Navigation in Penobscot Waters, by

office.

Universalist
Of Interestii
City’s Early

They can double the air supply as well
as the gasoline feed — and that’s some
thing you can’t do in any single-carbu
retor car.

An informal but authentic pictorial history

by notifying the author at The Courier-Gazette

Established

»ot

carburetors that function as
needed, as is the case in Compound
Carburetion, can meet any fuel-supply
need from low-speed to heavy-power
use — and always provide a well-bal
anced mixture.

sons wishing copies can greatly aid the work
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“CITY OF BANGOR"

Widely known locally is “Machigonne.” built in 1907 at Philadel
phia for the Casco Bay lines. She
was found to be too large and too
expensive in operation, so after a
few yearo was sold to Boston inter
ests and by 1915 was transferred to
New York where she was re-named
“Hook Mountain” and was used in
One of Saturday's children was “Sebenoa” for several ve
the ’Statue of Liberty” excursion
wanted and undependable spare boat on the Vinalhaven line,
service, a po6t now filled by “Deep tensely loyal Sidney Winslow says, “We were glad when we si
water" ex “Boothbny ”

Jones Bill Advocating Tax
on Wages Subject of a
Lively Hearing

Miss Tolman of Rockville Wrote
"Lonely Valley" and “Jimmie
and Dick” Sang It

I their 90’s. It is good to see old
j friends again. Mr. and Mrs. Knight
were in good health. Pocie also
I had supper and spent the evening
with Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Bm.
' ington and family. They have a
new' son—Gordon Francis. His
brother John thinks he is flnp
and so do all others who see hint
William Miller of Suncook spent
a week with us in Febiuarv He
came down to get rest and quiet
after falling off a sled while haul,
ing ice to the ice house. He suf
fered head cuts and concussion cf
the brain. He was feeling much
better when he left.
We had' as guests for tlie tfay
recently Mrs. Lucille Hutchin. md
daughter Joyce and her sister M;.<
! Dorothy Akroyd of High Pine kve
enjoyed tlieir company very much,
Capt. Hugh Snow and Charle: L.
Gardner and son have been here,
putting a new rail around the well
of the bell tower. It has needed
I it for a long time and it is a v cnder that someone has not fallen
there. Now it will be impo-< bie
to do so. We expect them again
soon to do some more work. We
| are very' glad that when they
changed Mr. Calder that wc were
' given such a fine man to take h.3
place. Wo like Mi'. Sr.cw very
much.
While in Portland. Posie called
up Mrs. Elliot of Cape Elizabr.h
and learned that she had fa "en
in a Portland1 store a short tunc
J before and injured her knee. We
' hope she has fully recovered P e
was unable to see her as she wi?hed
to do. owing to lack of time
Posie attended 'Gone With the
Wind" as guest of Mrs Mabel R< oinson. She was also her dime
guest, ar.d a pleasant afternoon
was passed. Mrs. Robinson is i. w
in Bunswick.
We were surprised at the death
of Keeper Powers and extend cur
sympathy to his widow. Wc kne .
he was ill, but did not think it u.
so serious.
This poem was written to u.s this
Summer by our friend Mbs Fian
ces B. Brown cf Somerville, M.,

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME

12 BAYVIEW STREET, CAMDEN, ME

WHIN BITTER AUTOMOBILES AHI BUILT

GRAND
THU

